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Editorial

Dear reader,
It is with great pleasure that we share with you this special edition of Inside aimed at the public
sector. Dedicated to both European and national institutions, this edition of Inside showcases the
state-of-the art expertise of Deloitte’s public sector specialists on current hot topics for public
institutions.
Revolving around Deloitte’s Gov2020, a thought-provoking series of trends and megashifts, we
provide insights into the aspects that currently affect our surroundings from a demographic, societal,
economic and technological perspective as well as views on steps that public institutions can take
to react to these trends. Moreover, we highlight some of the technological and organizational
measures that can support public institutions in functioning effectively.
This special edition includes a variety of topics related to development such as social progress,
healthcare and education, and describes issues related to resource efficiency from a demographic
and societal perspective. We highlight new ways to measure countries’ development, the role of
technology in education, the role of analytics in healthcare, and different ways to create smart cities
and smart nations.
Innovative solutions can be achieved with the use of data (Big Data and digital perspectives), with a
new paradigm (citizens acting proactively) and with a new collaborative model between public and
private sectors, bearing in mind the regulatory priorities.
We also look at the disruptive effect of technology and the challenges this poses for the regulator,
for example in the case of the collaborative economy. Moreover, we describe how institutions
provide the frameworks to encourage economic development via financing aids and nation
branding. The immense opportunities of technology and organizational transformation for the public
sector become clear as we look at budgeting models, smart borders, electronic identification and
the digitalization of public services.
We venture to say that the topics addressed in this edition concern us all, right now or in the near
future. We hope that you enjoy this Special Edition of Inside and that you find it inspiring and
thought-provoking.
We look forward to receiving your views and comments.
Yours sincerely,

Please contact:
Georges Kioes
Partner
Public Sector Leader
Tel: +352 451 452 249
gkioes@deloitte.lu
Joël Vanoverschelde
Partner
Advisory & Consulting Leader
Tel: +352 45145 2850
jvanoverschelde@deloitte.lu

Georges Kioes
Partner
Public Sector Leader
Deloitte

Joël Vanoverschelde
Partner
Advisory & Consulting Leader
Deloitte

Pascal Martino
Partner
Strategy, Regulatory
& Corporate Finance
Deloitte

Pascal Martino
Partner
Strategy, Regulatory
& Corporate Finance
Tel: +352 45145 2119
pamartino@deloitte.lu
Deloitte Luxembourg
560, rue de Neudorf
L-2220 Luxembourg
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
www.deloitte.lu
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Gov2020
Opinions on
the future of
government
Paul Macmillan
Partner
Consulting
Deloitte
6

Tom Pfeiffer
Partner
Audit
Deloitte

William D. Eggers
Director
U.S. Eminence
Deloitte

The aim of Gov2020 is to help leaders from
all sectors make sense of the ever-changing
demographic, societal, economic, and technological
trends shaping our future. Gov2020 is not a crystal
ball but it does bring together some of our best
Deloitte research and expertise from all over the
world to start a discussion on what is probable, and
even more importantly, what is possible for those
who are most willing to embrace change.
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Gov2020 is meant to be a starting point for
governments wishing to engage with the future. It
provides policymakers with some thought-provoking
ideas about what is possible and a means to evaluate
whether they are ready to embrace a future that will in
all likelihood be very different from the world we know
today. Effectively responding to the drivers of change
and shifting needs of citizens will affect virtually every
process, system, and structure of government.
Gov2020 is the culmination of an in-depth exploration
of the drivers that are influencing the future of
education, human services, defense, transportation,
and other sectors, as well as the impact those forces of
change might have on government and society at large.
Gov2020 brings together in one easy-to-use website a
rich source of analysis, video, and creative visualizations
on the future of government, including:
• 39 drivers that will influence the way government
operates and serves its citizens
• 194 trends that represent the shifts that are likely
or at least possible by 2020
This project draws from hundreds of interviews
conducted by dozens of colleagues over several years
with leading specialists from around the world.
The confluence of several drivers (demographic,
socioeconomic and technological) will influence what
happens in the future and, ultimately, how governments
evolve to meet citizens’ changing needs. Understanding
these drivers of change and their potential impact is the
first step in preparing for the future.

The drivers of change and potential impact
1. Demographic drivers—Demographic drivers
will have a significant impact in 2020. The aging
population will dominate many policy and workforce
discussions in the West, while population growth will
continue to slow across most developing nations.
The world is in the midst of a massive, long-term
shift in wealth, economic power and population
growth from West to East.
Globally, the improved socioeconomic status of
women will integrate billions of people into the
working population in the future. Megacities will
burgeon across the globe, while increased global
migration will lead to the mingling of cultural
identities and the rise of the global citizen.
2. Societal drivers—Society is grappling with the
undesirable effects (security and privacy concerns)
of a hyperconnected, digital lifestyle. Governments
are faced with a balancing act: using the latest
technologies to meet the rising expectations
of hyperconnected citizens, while still reaching
those offline. Citizen consumers, empowered by
information and technology, are playing a bigger
role in resolving societal issues as well as in fighting
corruption.
Unprecedented advances in healthcare,
neuroscience, technology, IT, nanotechnology, and
learning are beginning to allow human beings to
expand their physical and mental faculties. However,
potential innovations that enhance cognitive
capacity also pose regulatory and ethical problems
for business, government, social institutions and
international organizations.
3. Economic drivers—Building off the early bitcoin
example, currencies will take on new digital
and databased forms in the near future. Social
consciousness surfaces as a common theme,
with more and more organizations and citizens
contributing to societal change and redefining a
sense of openness, innovation, and independence.
Governments are faced with budget constraints,
infrastructure bottlenecks, and rising income
inequality among citizens.
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However, while disparities between rich and
poor persist, the impact of the scarcity of basic
requirements such as food, water, energy,
healthcare, housing, and education will begin to be
addressed as technology improves the basic standard
of living for many.
Climate change will remain a major concern in 2020
and differing national policies concerning the sale
and ownership of natural resources will become a
top priority for international organizations such as
the UN and World Economic Forum
4. Digital technologies—The digital revolution hinges
on the convergence of four principal technologies:
social, mobile, analytics, and the cloud. In 2020,
social networks will penetrate all realms of life as
individuals and governments explore new ways to
tap into the power of the crowd using advanced
analytics and sentiment analysis.
Cloud computing accelerates the capabilities of
technologies such as mobile and analytics. Remote
computing services allow mass collaboration
around huge data sets, bringing affordable scale to
computationally intensive problem-solving. Advanced
algorithm design and faster computing, along with
a growing cell of data scientists, unlock value from
digital exhaust, influencing decision-making by
governments, corporations and individuals alike.
5. Exponential technologies—Exponential
technologies have a major, transformative impact
across various regions and industries. These
technologies represent unprecedented opportunities
but also existential threats. However, their huge
impact is indisputable.
Developments in “additive” manufacturing, or
3D-printing, will spur a second industrial revolution.
2020 will see robotics gain momentum and become
vital components in a number of applications.

6. Cyber-physical systems—Previously, computers
were embedded in stand-alone and autonomous
products. With the advent of the internet, these
embedded computers became networked and
are now evolving into cyber-physical systems that
sense, monitor, and control the human and physical
environment. This feedback loop in which embedded
computers and networks control the physical
processes, and physical processes in turn affect
computations, holds tremendous economic and
societal potential. These “smart” systems permeate
into the infrastructure around us. In 2020, unmanned
aerial vehicles or drones will contribute to domestic
policing.
The “Internet of Things” (IoT) will grow by leaps and
bounds. Businesses and governments will struggle to
integrate this evolving technology, using analytics to
gain insights from the wealth of data that improve
delivery models in healthcare, transportation,
security and defense, infrastructure management,
and many other areas. The exponential growth of
the IoT could prove to be a regulatory headache,
forcing governments to keep pace with the everchanging technology.

These drivers will influence
government differently. However,
the following seven mega shifts
are more likely to be seen across
government and cause
transformations
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Seven mega shifts
Across the world, trust in government has reached
an all-time low, citizen expectations are rising, and
government finances are under pressure. The result:
the gap between citizen expectations and government’s
ability to meet them has never been greater. Our
current industrial age model of government needs
to change radically to close this gap.

But how? What are the main features of a government
better suited for our times? How will the drivers
identified earlier significantly change government, and
which of them have the greatest potential to make a
positive difference, and which represent the biggest
threats?
The following seven major trends have the potential
to reshape government—in many cases from the
outside—and transform the public sector.

1. Government as an enabler instead of a solution provider
In 2020, the most successful governments will focus on developing societal solutions from outside
government, rather than on trying to solve problems themselves. They will build platforms, hold
partners accountable for targeted outcomes, gear services to choice, and manage crowdsourced
campaigns and competitions.
The result: a surge in public-private partnerships. This will encourage the growth of triple-bottom-line
businesses that pursue social, environmental, and financial goals.

2. Provision of customized services
We are 20 years into a shift towards more personalized services, and government is not immune from
the forces underlying this shift.

3. Delegation of governance
Increasingly, “government” functions are being “co-created” with citizens, on their own or working with
others. Technology makes it possible to delegate tasks to citizens.

4. Data-led government
Predictive modeling and other types of data analysis and visualization allow the public sector to focus
more on prevention, instead of just reaction and remediation.
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The immediate future is a source of inevitable
changes and we should embrace the opportunities
it brings for progress

5. Other government funding models
Technology opens up many unique alternatives to fund services and infrastructure, which is good news
at times of budgetary restraints. We already see increased use of payment-for-results models—such as
social impact bonds and Tax Increment Financing (TIF)—to fund costly large-scale development projects
and services.

6. Just-in-time civil service
Radical changes in the public sector’s talent model are possible. One option would be for governments
to apply the external recruitment model to their workforces. Civil servants do not stay at the same
department, but instead will move from project to project. Advanced HR policies will track skills,
accomplishments, and certifications in ways that keep employees engaged.
Governments will also expand their talent networks to include “partnership talent” (employees who are
part of joint ventures), “borrowed talent” (employees of contractors), “freelance talent” (independent,
individual contractors), and “open-source talent” (people who do not work for government at all, but
are part of a value chain of services). This shift from a closed model to an open, more inclusive one will
redefine what “public workforce” actually means.

7. New national prosperity indicators
Critics have long criticized both GDP and GNP metrics for failing to measure social success. Society
has evolving attitudes about what defines success, and new methods will measure social good. They
will include more global indicators of progress and well-being such as personal safety, ecosystem
sustainability, health and wellness, shelter, sanitation, inclusion, and personal freedom.
Taken together, these indicators will change how societies assess their progress, creating new demands
vis-à-vis government and business.
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Sector trends
Changes in the way government operates as a whole
will have implications for the various sectors within
government. For example, what could data-led
government mean for law and justice? Or how could
alternative forms of funding improve transportation?
The following sector trends reveal how high-level
changes could trickle down to individual segments of
the public sector.
1. Education—A global shortage of skilled talent
propels career-focused learning. Virtual learning,
digitization, and augmented reality have made
our traditional definitions of a classroom obsolete.
Evolving learning requirements redefine what
education means, who delivers it and how. Students
become teachers, learning from one another through
project-based learning and self-organized learning
environments.
2. Energy and environment—Conversations on
energy and the environment center on the three Cs:
connect, collaborate, and coexist. Smarter devices
result in smarter energy choices, while networks of
sensors, drones, citizen regulators, and conscious
consumers work together to monitor and protect
the environment. Rapid urbanization fuels innovation
and the quest for sustainable and resilient cities.
Entire markets emerge around sustainable solutions
such as reducing food waste. Government regulation
is less blunt and is heavily influenced by sensorproduced data.
3. Healthcare—The dominant healthcare trend in
2020 will, quite simply, be pervasiveness. Mobile
health apps, telemedicine, remote screening, and
ingestible sensors will generate rich data streams,
allowing doctors and patients themselves to
track every heartbeat, sneeze, or symptom in real
time. Bioinformatics and analytics will cater for
personalized risk assessments and tailor-made
medicine.
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4. Human services—Human services in 2020 will
be customized, data-driven, and technologyinfused, continually redefined by new possibilities.
Governments will tap community assets and peer-topeer support programs to augment service delivery.
Behavioral psychology and economics will play a
larger role in designing interventions, while
outcome-oriented social innovation financing will
help scale the programs that work. Outcome-based
funding will move beyond fringe status thanks to
new assessment and analysis methods, and major
inflows of private and nonprofit funding.
5. Law and justice—2020 will see law enforcement
using innovative new methods and technologies to
protect public safety and rehabilitate offenders. As
crime becomes more sophisticated, so does policing:
drones will fly around to provide surveillance, while
officers on the ground will use wearable technology,
facial recognition software, and predictive video.
6. Transportation—In 2020, transportation is as much
about bits and bytes as the physical infrastructure
on which we walk, bike, drive, and ride. Technology
will help tackle traffic congestion in major urban
corridors: sensor-powered dynamic pricing, mobileenabled collaborative transport models such as
ridesharing and social transport apps. Tremendous
advances in connected and automated vehicle
technology will put the first fleets of autonomous or
semi-autonomous vehicles on the road. Sustainable
transport solutions such as electric vehicles and bikes
will become widespread.

For further details on
Gov2020, please visit
our dedicated website:
http://government-2020.
dupress.com/
In 2020, the most agile governments will openly
embrace the new possibilities of technology and civic
engagement as they reposition themselves to achieve
better outcomes. Outside drivers will gradually enforce
change within governments, but many will take steps
today to reshape their futures in ways that produce
measurable benefits for society. Increasing numbers of
partnerships will likely be organized around innovative
solutions that ignore old methods and divisions
between the nonprofit, corporate, and public sectors.
Expect to see simplified interactions with citizens, more
dynamic workforces, more accurate assessments of
each program’s impact, and greater citizen participation
in civic work and civic policy.
Don’t expect government to stand still. The immediate
future is a source of inevitable changes and we should
embrace the opportunities it brings for progress.

7. Defense—Security and warfare will look very
different in 2020. Electronic intelligence and
surveillance functions driven by big data will have
become key defense requirements.

Sources: http://government-2020.dupress.com/
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Nontechnological
trends

Social Progress
Index (SPI)
Measuring more
than just GDP
Georges Kioes
Partner
Public Sector Leader
Deloitte

Tom Pfeiffer
Partner
Audit
Deloitte

To measure a country’s development, measuring
economic growth is no longer enough. Society
also needs to focus on basic human needs,
foundations of wellbeing and opportunity.
Measuring a society’s success must go beyond
the realms of economic outcomes.
The Social Progress Index is the first index of its
kind—no economic indicators, only measures
of social and environmental outcomes.
14
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With the support of Deloitte, the Social Progress
Imperative, a US non-profit organization, has released
its Social Progress Index 2015 report. The Social
Progress Index is a new index that measures growth
by analyzing the progress of a country’s social aspects.
This index is completely non-economic and is set to
act alongside GDP as a complementary tool, a core
benchmark to provide a whole and inclusive view of
a country’s progress. It is based on four key design
principles:
1. Exclusively social and environmental indicators
2. Outcomes that matter to the lives of real people,
not the inputs
3. A holistic index that is relevant to all countries
(holistic measure of social progress that
encompasses the many aspects of health of
societies)
4. Actionable: an index as a practical tool to help
implement policies and programs that will faster
drive social progress

By using 52 indicators, the SPI
can more accurately measure
how well a society is doing
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In other words, by using 52 indicators, the SPI can more
accurately measure how well a society is doing. It helps
us to thoroughly understand the level of social progress
being achieved in a given society across numerous
dimensions/components, such as:
• Basic human needs
• Foundations of wellbeing
• Opportunity

The 2015 Social Progress Index measures 133 countries, with a total of 94 percent of the world’s
population covered, plus 28 countries with partial data.
There are important global differences across various aspects of social progress. If we were to consider the world
as one country, it would score 61.00 on the Social Progress Index on a population-weighted basis.
Figure 1: World Social Process Index and Component Scores

Social Progress
Index
Personal
safety

Basic human
needs

Shelter

61
56,27
60,99

Water and
sanitation

68,57

Nutrition and basic
medical care
Ecosystem
sustainability

Foundations
of wellbeing

87,47
51,60

Access to
information and
communication

63,56

Health
and wellness

64,67

Access to basic
knowledge

Opportunity

85,98

Tolerance
and inclusion

42,36

Personal
rights

43,10

Access to advanced
education
Personal freedom
and choice

46,24
61,23

Source: Social Progress Index 2015/EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Figure 2: Social Progress Index 2015—Ranking

Rank

Country

Score

GDP per
Capita PPP

VERY HIGH SOCIAL PROGRESS

Rank

Country

Score

GDP per
Capita PPP

UPPER MIDDLE SOCIAL PROGRESS

1

Norway

88.36

$62,448

32

Hungary

74.80

$22,914

2

Sweden

88.06

$43,741

33

Latvia

74.12

$21,825

3

Switzerland

87.97

$54,697

34

Greece

74.03

$24,540

4

Iceland

87.62

$41,250

35

Lithuania

74.00

$24,483

5

New Zealand

87.08

$32,808

36

Mauritius

73.66

$16,648

6

Canada

86.89

$41,894

37

Croatia

73.30

$20,063

7

Finland

86.75

$38,846

38

Argentina

73.08

8

Denmark

86.63

$41,991

39

United Arab Emirates

72.79

$57,045

9

Netherlands

86.50

$44,945

40

Israel

72.60

$31,029

10

Australia

86.42

$42,831

41

Panama

71.79

$18,793

42

Brazil

70.89

$14,555

HIGH SOCIAL PROGRESS
11

United Kingdom

84.68

$62,448

43

Bulgaria

70.19

$15,695

12

Ireland

84.66

$43,741

44

Jamaica

69.83

$8,607

13

Austria

84.45

$54,697

45

Serbia

69.79

$12,893

14

Germany

84.04

$41,250

46

Malaysia

69.55

$22,589

15

Japan

83.15

$32,808

47

Kuwait

69.19

$84,188

16

United States

82.85

$41,894

48

Montenegro

69.01

$14,152

17

Belgium

82.83

$38,846

49

Colombia

68.85

$12,025

18

Portugal

81.91

$41,991

50

Romania

68.37

$18,200

19

Slovenia

81.62

$44,945

51

Ecuador

68.25

$10,541

20

Spain

81.17

$42,831

52

Albania

68.19

$10,405

21

France

80.82

$37,154

53

Macedonia

67.79

$11,609

22

Czech Republic

80.59

$27,959

54

Mexico

67.50

$16,291

23

Estonia

80.49

$25,132

55

Peru

67.23

$11,396

24

Uruguay

79.21

$18,966

56

Paraguay

67.10

$7,833

25

Slovakia

78.45

$26,263

LOWER MIDDLE SOCIAL PROGRESS

26

Chile

78.29

$21,714

57

Thailand

66.34

$13,932

27

Poland

77.98

$22,877

58

Turkey

66.24

$18,660

28

Costa Rica

77.88

$13,431

59

Bosnia and Herzegovina

66.15

$9,387

29

Republic of Korea

77.70

$32,708

60

Georgia

65.89

$6,946

30

Cyprus

77.45

$27,394

61

Armenia

65.70

$7,527

31

Italy

77.38

$34,167

62

Ukraine

65.69

$8,508

63

South Africa

65.64

$12,106

64

Philippines

65.46

$6,326

Source: Social Progress Index 2015/EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Rank

Country

Score

GDP per
Capita PPP

Rank

Country

Score

GDP per
Capita PPP

LOW SOCIAL PROGRESS

LOWER MIDDLE SOCIAL PROGRESS
65

Botswana

65.22

$15,247

99

Cambodia

53.96

$2,944

66

Belarus

64.98

$17,055

100

Bangladesh

53.39

$2,853

67

Tunisia

64.92

$10,768

101

India

53.06

$5,238

68

El Salvador

64.31

$7,515

102

Laos

52.41

$4,667

69

Saudi Arabia

64.27

$52,068

103

Lesotho

52.27

$2,494

70

Moldova

63.68

$4,521

104

Kenya

51.67

$2,705

71

Russia

63.64

$23,564

105

Zambia

51.62

$3,800

72

Venezuela

63.45

$17,615

106

Rwanda

51.60

$1,426

73

Bolivia

63.36

$5,934

107

Swaziland

50.94

$6,471

74

Jordan

63.31

$11,407

108

Benin

50.04

$1,733

75

Namibia

62.71

$9,276

109

Republic of Congo

49.60

$5,680

76

Azerbaijan

62.62

$16,594

110

Uganda

49.49

$1,368

77

Dominican Republic

62.47

$11,795

111

Malawi

48.95

$755

78

Nicaragua

62.20

$4,494

112

Burkina Faso

48.82

$1,582

79

Guatemala

62.19

$7,063

113

Iraq

48.35

$14,471

80

Lebanon

61.85

$16,623

114

Cameroon

47.42

$2,739

81

Mongolia

61.52

$9,132

115

Djibouti

47.27

$2,903

82

Honduras

61.44

$4,445

116

Tanzania

47.14

$1,718

83

Kazakhstan

61.38

$22,467

117

Togo

46.66

$1,346

84

Cuba

60.83

$18,796

118

Mali

46.51

$1,589

85

Algeria

60.66

$12,893

119

Myanmar

46.12

86

Indonesia

60.47

$9,254

120

Mozambique

46.02

$1,070

87

Guyana

60.42

$6,336

121

Mauritania

45.85

$2,945

88

Sri Lanka

60.10

$9,426

122

Pakistan

45.66

$4,454

89

Egypt

59.91

$10,733

123

Liberia

44.89

$850

90

Uzbekistan

59.71

$5,002

124

Madagascar

44.50

$1,369

91

Morocco

59.56

$6,967

125

Nigeria

43.31

$5,423

92

China

59.07

$11,525

VERY LOW SOCIAL PROGRESS

93

Kyrgyzstan

58.58

$3,110

126

Ethiopia

41.04

$1,336

94

Ghana

58.29

$3,864

127

Niger

40.56

$887

95

Iran

56.82

$15,090

128

Yemen

40.30

$3,832

96

Tajikistan

56.49

$2,432

129

Angola

40.00

$7,488

97

Senegal

56.46

$2,170

130

Guinea

39.60

$1,213

98

Nepal

55.33

$2,173

131

Afghanistan

35.40

$1,884

132

Chad

33.17

$2,022

133

Central African Republic

31.42

$584
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In terms of the Social Progress
Index, Luxembourg does not
yet have a ranking owing
to incomplete data
If a country does not provide the circumstances
that allow its people to meet their basic needs and
to improve their quality of life, the country is not
succeeding as a society, even if its GDP is growing.
A country with a high income per capita does not
necessarily have a high level of social progress in terms
of the SPI. On the contrary, a country like Costa Rica,
which has quite a low level of GDP (59th out of 133) is
ranked socially higher than a country with a higher GDP,
such as Italy (20th out of 133). Social progress means to
enhance the quality of citizens’ lives, and to eventually
create the conditions for all individuals to reach their full
potential.
Since 1971, Bhutan has already adopted a measurement
tool alongside GDP to measure its social progress, the
Gross National Happiness index (GNH). An index that
tries to go beyond GDP is the Human Development
Index.

In 2009, after the national elections of Luxembourg,
the Government of Luxembourg planned to investigate
a very similar index to the Social Progress Index, the
“PIBien-être”. The Competitiveness Observatory, the
High Council for Sustainable Development (Conseil
supérieur pour un développement durable), and the
Economic and Social Council (Conseil économique
et social) were then delegated the task of producing
this social measurement tool by the Government of
Luxembourg. This is an ongoing project.
In terms of the Social Progress Index, Luxembourg
does not yet have a ranking owing to incomplete data.
Nevertheless, after a first look into the data provided,
the Grand Duchy performs quite well, both in terms of
GDP (ranked 1st) and most social components. The only
relative weaknesses that would set it behind countries
with a similar level of GDP are its obesity rate (ranked
93rd) and its number of globally ranked universities,
which is 0 (ranked 76th). Although Luxembourg does not
have a globally ranked university according to the SPI,
this does not mean that Luxembourgish citizens
do not have access to higher education. Thanks to
the small size of the country and its favorable location
in the heart of Europe (bordering Germany, Belgium,
and France), its citizens still have access to a variety
of universities in their neighboring countries within
a radius of under 300km.

Source: Social Progress Index 2015—Scorecards
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As for the European countries, they are ranked quite
well by the SPI.

Coming back to the EU member states, 14 of the top
20 countries are EU countries

Looking at the countries on this top 10 leaderboard,
remarkably 7 of them are in Europe, and 4 of them
are member states of the European Union (Sweden,
Finland, Denmark, and the Netherlands). All the Nordic
countries feature in the top 10, which tells us that the
level of social well-being there is the highest among the
European countries. They are setting a great example
by keeping their GDP at a healthy high level (all in
the top 20 in terms of GDP) and their level of social
progress high as well (top 10). Other EU member states
with a similar level of GDP are following closely behind
the top 10.
As mentioned before, we can see cases that prove that
a high level of GDP does not go hand-in-hand with
a high level of social progress. Countries such as the
United Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia have
a very high GDP, but lag far behind when it comes to
social progress. These countries should focus more on
their social progress, especially because they have the
financial ability to do so. In addition, we can see that
New Zealand, which has approximately only half of the
above-mentioned GDP, ranks 5th in the Social Progress
Index while the UAE is 39th, Kuwait 47th and Saudi
Arabia 69th.
That makes 15 EU members ranked in the SPI top 20,
which is quite impressive, considering there are 28
EU member states in total. Moreover, all of the 28 EU
member states place in the top 50.
If we split Europe into four main parts, namely Nordic
Europe, Western Europe, Southern Europe and Eastern
Europe, we notice that each part is ranked on a more or
less similar level. Nordic European countries fall under
the index’s “very high social progress” category. Close
behind comes Western Europe, mostly classed under
“high social progress”. Those are then followed by a
mix of Southern and Eastern Europe and are placed in
the lower part of the “high social progress” category
to “lower middle social progress”. In total, all of the 39
European countries ranked in the index are listed in the
top 71, with Russia in the 71st position.

1

Norway

2

3

Sweden

Switzerland

4

5

6

Iceland

New Zealand

Canada

7

8

9

Finland

Denmark

Netherlands

10

11

12

Australia

United Kingdom

Ireland

13

14

15

Austria

Germany

Japan

16

17

18

United States

Belgium

Portugal

19

20

Slovenia

Spain

EU member states

Non/EU countries
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Countries in the Gulf are lacking
in terms of social progress even
though they have a very high
GDP per capita
Furthermore, 9 of the 12 EU members from the top 20
list—barring Portugal, Slovenia and Spain—are ranked
tightly together and have similar GDP PPP per capita
figures.
If we analyze Norway’s GDP category, the results
clearly show huge differences between some of these
countries in terms of the SPI.
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Social progress means striving for inclusive growth.
A big factor that can trigger social progress development
is Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). FDI is the term
used when a company from one country invests in
another company from a different country, or sets up
a subsidiary there. These investments make important
contributions to economic growth, and thus have the
potential to push social progress. This may not be the
case for every country though, because the effectiveness
of FDI on social progress may vary and depends on a
range of economic, political, and geographical factors.
These factors can put up barriers for FDI that prevent
it from enhancing social progress. An economy that is
growing too quickly could hamper social progress if it is
unable to keep up with such a pace.
FDI being channeled into certain types of industries
can also prove to be a barrier, as it leads to economic

industries that target the extraction of raw materials,
such as oils, minerals, and metals, which do not require
a highly skilled workforce. As a result, countries in the
Gulf, for example, are lacking in terms of social progress
even though they have a very high GDP per capita.
In the same way, countries that have more tax
advantages can attract large amounts of FDI, but
are not experiencing social progress because the FDI
is not contributing towards or enhancing economic
diversification.
A case study in Botswana showed that strong and
stable political institutions have enabled the country to
avoid what most natural-resources-driven FDI would
result in. Its high scores on personal freedom and
personal rights provided by democratic institutions
and political participation are contributing to political
stability. Through these strong government institutions,
the value created by their natural resources is
guaranteed to be invested in economic diversification
in order to support stable and inclusive growth. Thus,
only short-term gains can be avoided and long-term
objectives can be maintained.
As emerging countries need to catch up on social
progress, much FDI flows to those countries. Hence,
the Social Progress Index can help attract foreign
investment by acting as a guide for businesses to clearly
see the risks and opportunities associated with any
country included in the index.
inequalities in the country, particularly in developing
states. Political instabilities that threaten personal
safety aren’t attractive to FDI either. In addition,
underdeveloped countries are threatened by poverty
traps and no FDI flows into these countries as they lack
the resources and the infrastructure needed to kick off
economic growth. However, the Social Progress Index
can help to identify other markets that show long-term
growth potential and where the right FDI can spur them
on to the next level of development.
Contrary to the normally positive correlation between
FDI and social progress, there are exceptions; some
countries attract a lot of FDI but in return the resulting
social progress is not as equal as it should be. This
is mostly the case when investments are driven by
the abundance of natural resources in a country. The
clearest example of this is where the FDI flows only into

To conclude, due to the Social Progress Index,
countries are now able to spot their social
weaknesses more easily and identify priorities for
action. Most countries have been focusing solely
on increasing their GDP and might have been
neglecting their social progress. The goal now is
to improve on both levels, economically as well
as socially, in order to achieve a healthy level of
sustainability. Harvard professor Michael Porter,
co-creator of the SPI wants to create “Shared
value”, i.e., economic value combined with
social value. The Social Progress Index is the
most accurate tool to ever have existed to track
a country’s social progress and to observe how
effectively it has transformed its economic
growth into social progress.

Sources:
http://www.socialprogressimperative.org/data/spi
http://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/about-deloitte/articles/fdi-and-inclusive-growth.html
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Investment in technology innovation is currently
experiencing an exponential rate of cross-industry
growth. Its applications for society’s routine tasks
are growing and branching out to new activities.
It is commonly understood that technology has
created great value in most of its applications,
allowing society to benefit from it.
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Figure 1: Technological developments in recent years
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From linear to exponential
growth trajectory

Exponential
technologies
The education industry has not been left behind by
growth in the use of technology. One of the main
signals of this trend is, for instance, the fact that
spending on digital education in the US is projected to
reach US$26.8 billion in 20181, a 100 percent increase
from 2014’s digital education budget2, out of which
a large amount is expected to be on PC upgrades,
tablets, readers, and learning apps.

Elsewhere, starting with its “Opening up Education”
initiative in 2013, the European Commission has
placed a strong emphasis on the relevance of new
technologies in education, fostering investments and
projects among Member States3 in order to reduce the
gap between other developed countries.

1 IBISWorld. Global Mobile Education Market Volume from 2011 to 2020. s.l.: Smart Higher Education, 2013.
2 PR Newswire. Education Technology Spend Reaches $13 Billion. Wall Street Journal—MarketWatch. 2014.
3 European Commission. Analysis and mapping of innovative teaching and learning for all through new Technologies and Open Educational
Resources in Europe. 2013.
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However, due to the sovereign debt crisis and the
structure of education financing, which is mostly public
(i.e., tuitions fees are generally low or non-existent in
the EU, while tuitions fees have grown by 1,120 percent
over the past 35 years in the US), the projected growth
of technology spending, particularly IT, for education
will probably not be in the same league as in the United
States.
Despite European Member States’ many budgetary
constraints, the European Commission—especially
through the initiatives set forth in the framework of
the Europe 2020 strategy—is making considerable
investment in research and project implementation
to foster the adoption of technology in education.
The need for technology in education
When discussing public sector activities, specifically in
educative fields, the introduction of new technology
becomes crucial for its optimal functioning and
development.
Education in Europe faces growing challenges,
among which:
• Students’ job readiness and skill shortages
• Alignment of didactic approaches with new
generation behaviors
• Teachers’ ability to do more with less due to
budget constraints
• Fulfilment of requirement of a lifelong learning
experience

As for the first challenge, as proof of the existing
mismatch between demand and supply in the job
market, in the European Union 90 percent of jobs
require at least basic computer skills, whilst 49 percent
of EU citizens have low or no computer literacy4.
Speaking of didactic approaches, if we consider the way
humans interact, according to many researchers, the
ongoing digital revolution will have a significant effect
on the structure of brain and memory similar to the
impact of the invention of printing and writing, due to
the activation of neurons or cortical areas by activities
such as typing on a smartphone or using social media5.
As already stated, due to the funding structure of
education in Europe, budget constraints urge action
regarding how budgets are used. In 2011 and 2012,
for example, due to the effect of the economic crisis
on budget deficits, up to 20 European countries/
regions cut their education budgets, with 10 of them
experiencing cuts of more than 5 percent. Conversely,
9 countries/regions increased their education budget by
between 1 percent and 5 percent, and 4 experienced
an increase higher than 5 percent in real terms6.
The general development of digitalized tools and its
implications for the majority of professions means
they must be introduced at the earliest stages of the
educative process. It is not only the manipulation of
modern tools that becomes an important requirement,
but transformed and aligned education methodologies
and ideologies are also considered crucial. The concept
of lifelong learning, introduced in the 30s and defined
in 1972 by UNESCO with the “learning to be” concept7,
is becoming even more relevant given the everincreasing adoption of new technologies and the speed
of change.

4 European Parliamentary Research Service. Digital Opportunities for Education in the EU. 2014.
5 L’innovation et le numérique. Serres, Michel. Paris: Université Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne, 2013.
6 National curriculum in England: design and technolgoy programmes of study. UK Government. s.l.: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
national-curriculum-in-england-design-and-technology-programmes-of-study, 2013.
7 Faure, Edgar and et al. Learning to be. Paris: UNESCO, 1972.
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Technology plays a crucial role in addressing these
problems and has been defined as one of the vectors
for fostering growth according to the European 2020
strategy.
Technology, combined with a new paradigm of
education (i.e., teaching and learning), could solve
these issues by making the learning experience more
personalized, collaborative, and a blend of formal and
informal processes. In the following paragraph, the
main trends in how technology is applied to education
are listed:
• Gamification and digital badging
• Blended learning and MOOCs
(Massive Open Online Courses)

Another example is the Jam Today network, an
initiative of 25 European Universities, Innovation
Centers, Learning Labs, and Business Incubators
financed by the EU ICT PSP program. In 48-hour
game jams, Jam Today taps into the creative potential
of different stakeholders to produce games for
learning and resources for teachers on themes like
eSkills, Health & Wellbeing, and Mathematics9.
Technology has driven the introduction of this
innovative concept by seeking improvements in the
acquisition of knowledge processes and achievement
commitment. In education, this trend takes the
form of the use of digital badges, which evidence
achievements10, and the adoption of 3D printing
technologies, among others.

• Project-based learning
• Adaptive learning technologies
• Learning analytics
Technological trends in education
We have selected five trends that are increasingly
visible in the technological transformation of
education:
1. Gamification and digital badging
The concept of gamification involves the application
of game mechanics to specific subjects as an
innovation of existing processes in learning or
marketing environments. Its scope of application is
large and seen as a motivating and incentivizing tool
to enhance performance, drive business results,
and generate competitive advantage8.
The role of gamification already sees multiple fields
of application, such as in multicultural education
and conflict explanation, food waste and water
management, team management, and other sensitive
social topics. International organizations and nations
develop these kinds of projects and initiatives directly.
One example is Green Games, which is an EUfounded project to develop skills and competences
in the areas of food, waste water, and energy
management in tourism and hospitality.

8
9
10
11
12
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The massive influx of 3D printers in diverse scientific
institutions and education represents an interesting
case. Learning is shifting to a more practical
experience by analyzing and replicating theoretical
facts with 3D printing, fostering interest among
users.
Pioneering innovative programs, such as the one
installed at the American Museum of Natural History
in New York, attempt to create authentic situations to
enhance learning experiences11.
2. Blended learning and MOOCs
Joint learning experiences were first adopted as a
cost-saving measure by means of self-learning in web
platforms12. “Blended learning” and “Massive open
online courses” (MOOCs) represent some of the first
methodology enhancements that attempt to progress
jointly with education.

Banham, Russ. The intersection of gamification and big data. Dell Power More. [Online] Dell, 2013. https://powermore.dell.com/business/
intersection-gamification-big-data/#.U620aI1dVe4
Open Education Europa. eLearning Paper n. 43. 2015
Digital Badges in Education. Gibson, David, et al. 410, New York: Springer Science+Business Media, 2013, Vol. 20:403
American Museum of Natural History Assigns Students Clever 3D Scanning & Printing Dinosaur Project. 3D print. [Online] September 2014.
http://3dprint.com/13383/dinosaur-3d-print-scan/
Sharma, Pete. Blended Learning. s.l.: Macmillan, 2007

Whereas several education principles and methods
have remained unchanged, the impact of technology
on the education chain is clear, for example, when
looking at the concentration of students via means
of technology. Although in most cases, educative
enhancements require technology to be updated,
blended learning is a direct consequence of
technological progress. The progress of shared
platforms and live worldwide connections has
allowed educative institutions and corporates to
promote a new way of knowledge trading and
sharing.
According to Coursera Co-Founder Daphne Koller,
in 2014, the number of universities offering MOOCs
doubled to 400 universities, and the student base
with access to them reached more than 18 million
students13.

In Europe, coordinated by Open Education Europa,
the number of MOOCs has seen exponential growth,
reaching more than 1,700 MOOCs in early August,
of which 178 were scheduled before February 2016,
as shown in the scoreboard that accounts for courses
provided by European institutions, regardless of
which platform hosts them.
As expressed in the position papers for European
cooperation on MOOCs, the future need is to
develop a new system of certification, a unified
distribution system, and most of all a sustainable
business model to foster the structure of MOOCs
across European Institution14.

Figure 2: Distribution of MOOCs per country
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13 Koller, Daphne. Coursera President Daphne Koller: 2014 Is The Year MOOCs Will Come Of Age. Tech Crunch. [Online] September 2014.
http://techcrunch.com/2014/09/10/coursera-president-daphne-koller-2014-is-the-year-moocs-will-come-of-age/
14 Jansen, Darco and Teixeira, Antonio. Position papers for European. s.l.: EADTU, 2015
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3. Project based learning
“Project based learning” comes as an introduction
to the continuous search for authentic real-life
situations. This methodology allows students to
engage in their learning through experimentation
and application of theoretical content in practical
situations.
Many investments in higher education, such as
the donations made by the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation15, are focusing on this specific trend,
which is gaining popularity through an increased
range of possibilities as a result of digital progress.
Technological progress in several fields, and
specifically in scientific subjects, will allow students
to receive practical experience within the boundaries
of education, increasing specialization and
preparedness for future employment.
4. Adaptive learning technologies
Adaptive learning technologies refer to software and
online platforms that adjust to individual students’
needs as they learn. Upon collecting students’
behavioral data, adaptive learning technologies
often display data visualizations in the form of
comprehensive dashboards that can be monitored by
teachers.
In this sense, the future is moving towards vocative
learning connected to the acquisition of missing skills
and core competences in order to meet labor market
requirements alongside personal achievements and
aspiration.
The European Commission launched a project in this
area called Watchme that deploys learning analytics
tools to deliver personalized learning.

15 Horn, Michael. Gates Foundation Steps Up with Investments in Next-Generation Learning. Forbes. [Online] June 2012
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5. Learning Analytics and Big Data application
While the application of Big Data in the corporate
world is a commonly discussed topic, the impact that
data analytics could have on education is often
undervalued. From planning budgets to assessing
teachers’ and students’ performance, data could
reshape the structure of learning methods.
Access to global networks and peers with similar
paths or experiences could enhance learning
methods by establishing cross-country and crosscultural relations in education thanks to the analysis
of performance and results as well as study paths or
experience.
Following these goals, the European Commission
has already launched some projects16, including:
• LACE: exploration of plausible future for learning
analytics and educational data mining to bring
imaginative scenarios to workshops to drive
policies and teaching
• PELARS: development of a tool that helps learners
and teachers by providing feedback from handson, project-based, and experiential learning
situations

The five trends described above represent just the
main ways through which technology is changing
the paradigm of teaching and learning.
Gamification and digital badging, blended learning
and MOOCs, project based learning, adaptive
learning technologies, and finally learning analytics
and Big Data application already have a strong
influence on the teaching and learning process
despite the low penetration in the European
market.

The focal points of a technological learning
experience
Technology applied to learning, despite the help that
it brings in solving many of the hot issues in teaching
methods and the job market, could also raise some
points for consideration:
1. Return on investment and funding
Initial investment in technology, especially at its
early stages, tends to be expensive considering the
breakeven will only be achieved in the long term.
Moreover, it is important to consider that breakeven
might not be achieved if a disruptive effect does not
occur at a certain point in the future.
The United States is one of the biggest GDP spenders
on digital education within OECD, determining this
particular segment of education as one of the fastest
growing segments of spending17.
However, when talking about education, a new
paradigm of return on investment is introduced
and qualified as SROI (Social Return on Investment),
defined as non-monetary return on the investment
made.
The short-term benefits of technology in education
are the cost savings fostered by economies of scale
and logistical benefits in infrastructure management
and development. In the medium-term, the
personalization of the teaching and learning process
and surge in motivation represent some of the
expected outcomes. Finally, in the long run, the key
impact is on the level of culture of the country.
As a result, although difficult to calculate, we can
conclude that the main costs are the total cost of
owning the technological infrastructure, content, and
services (initial investment and ongoing maintenance
costs), while the return could be providing the right
skills to teachers, families, and education leaders18.

16 European Commission. Technologies for better human learning and teaching. 2014
17 Not what it used to be: American universities represent declining value for money to their students. The Economist. 2012
18 Rivera Pastor, Rafael and Tarín Quirós, Carlota. Learning and Teaching Technology options. s.l.: European Parliament, 2015
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2. Social imparity
Some of the main inhibitors of digital progress
are related to social imparity, which is heavily
affected by the proportion of GDP that nations
dedicate to their public education. In a digitalized
environment, all public institutions must develop
jointly to prevent further social dissimilarities. The
disjointed development of some countries may result
in there being a broader range of professions that
are unattainable for less economically developed
countries and nations that do not dedicate enough
funds to supporting steady digital progress.

It is important to note that learning is a process and
as such it involves an evolution, which can rarely be
fully achieved through a completely computerized
progression. Perhaps adaptive learning could go as far
as an artificial teacher. The learning path from A to B,
where a good teacher knows where the student stands,
is a condition that could be easily fulfilled by a computer
application and could guide a virtual university where
an artificial teacher could set a complex assignment in a
simulated gaming environment. Despite the growing
role in the deployment of teaching, the role of human
teachers will be still central but changed20.

3. The need for human interaction
Under-conceptualized in certain web learning
theories such as Connectivism19, social and human
interactions are crucial to the educative process.
The majority of digital trends undermine the necessity
for human dialogue and human interaction. For
example, MOOCs alone might not be considered
to create a lot of value for education in developed
countries, as they offer quite a similar approach to
learning as traditional methods and consume a lot of
human and financial resources for set-up, without an
evidence-based SROI.

4. Complexity and investment in teachers
The role of teachers, as expressed previously, will
change dramatically in the coming years. Teachers
will not be a sole source of knowledge but shall act
as mentors and guides in the teaching path while
conducting their own research to answer new
questions and define new problems. The human
teacher will use the artificial teacher as a tool,
encouraging students to be critical of it and discuss
ethical actions.

The progress of shared
platforms and live
worldwide connections
has allowed educative
institutions and
corporates to promote a
new way of knowledge
trading and sharing

5. Psychological impact on students
In recent decades, several theorists have made
great attempts to address the possible issues and
unwanted effects that more digitalized classrooms
could bring to students’ educative experience and to
the cognitive senses.
Indeed, technology has been associated with a
substance of distraction, rendering its professional
utilization rarefied. This rarefication, often associated
with an increased level of possible distractions, can
be considered as the direct consequence of the
indolence that technology creates at a cognitive layer.
It is for this reason that many theorists argue that a
complete digitalization of the classroom can decrease
effectiveness and student productivity and in the
long run reduce concentration capabilities in a
working environment.

19 Connectivism: A Learning Theory for the Digital Age. George, Siemens. 1, s.l.: International Journal of Intructional Technology & Distance
Learning, 2005, Vol. 2
20 O’Kane, Hannah. Technology and the future of education. s.l.: Scientific Foresight (STOA), 2014
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Technology and education in Luxembourg
Luxembourg has placed a strong focus on technology
implementation in education through a large number
of projects and initiatives in recent years. The overall
strategy, called “digital (4) education”, is driven by
the two concepts of digital education and digital for
education, as presented by Minister Claude Meisch at
ICT-Spring in May 2015.
Some of the projects, such as BeeSecure (a project that
teaches how IT can be used in a secure way in schools),
have already been launched, but most of them will
be started from September 2015 (e.g., EduSphere,
MathemaTIC, and Digital Classroom Lëtzebuerg (DCL)).
Furthermore, on the higher education side, the
University of Luxembourg is building its reputation
and drafting its future on digital strategy as well as on
technological research in the fields of computational
sciences and the Interdisciplinary Centre for Security,
Reliability and Trust (SnT).

Pioneering innovative
programs, such as the
one installed at the
American Museum of
Natural History in New
York, attempt to create
authentic situations
to enhance learning
experiences

Conclusion
The effect of technologies and digitalization in Europe, especially due to low maturity, does not yet
have a game-changer status even despite the profound influence it has. Stable growth in the rate of
adoption of technology in education is paving the way for change in the education system and in
society as a whole.
Knowledge sharing experiences, web-based learning activities, and significant investment should
be able to create the basis for a disruptive change in education. Once the main trends have been
consolidated, further steps in technology will be taken with augmented reality and virtual presence in
laboratories and research centers to allow remote access to expensive tools or to enhance integration
among institutions across Europe and further afield.
Despite the gap with other developed countries, Luxembourg and Europe more broadly could anticipate
these trends when planning the future of the education sector and move towards a readiness to adopt
new technologies and education systems designed to integrate innovative teaching systems and take on
new challenges.

The authors would like to thank Prof. Dr. Eric Tschirhart, Vice-President for Academic Affiars of the University of Luxembourg for his contribution to this article.
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The healthcare sector, like so many others,
is influenced by the introduction of new techniques
and practices rooted in a growing reliance on
so-called “digital” technology. Numerous factors
have shaped, or will shape, the way in which our
healthcare systems deal with patients, particularly
in terms of the patient-doctor relationship and
access to care.
These include the use of connected devices, the
increasing digitization of medical data (from clinical
experiments and studies in particular), and the sharing
and processing of information on social media (which
is now possible on a large scale).
In this context, Deloitte has put forward three major
technical and behavioral advances which seem to
stand out in terms of impact on the healthcare sector.
The first trend is the explosion in the volume of data
available (“Big Data”). Often discussed in terms of the
three Vs (volume, velocity and variety) this development
is now widely recognized and the techniques for
sourcing and retrieving data are being adapted and
adopted with ever-increasing frequency.
Next is the meaningful use of social media (a
surprisingly rich source of data). When we consider
the 2.5 million items posted per minute on the most
popular site, it is easy to picture the sheer quantity of
“information” produced. Nevertheless, extracting data
from these items is far from easy.

The third advance addresses this issue through
analytics: processing or analyzing this data using
scientific methods. Medical data is not very
homogenous in terms of form, and this makes it all the
more difficult for the healthcare sector to analyze the
data on a large scale.
This is particularly true of insurance contracts, medical
billing, standardized medical data from electronic
health records, medical imaging, conversations on
social media, data from wearable technology and
more. Furthermore, the number of players on the data
collection market decreases the uniformity of collected
data and this,
in turn, makes it more difficult to analyze data and
compare different data sets.
Closer collaboration between the public and private
sectors will be essential if we are to better analyze
this quantity of information in the future. However,
the most important question to ask is: Are we moving
towards a model where patient treatment revolves
around processing their data?
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Medical data is not very homogenous in
terms of form, and this makes it all the
more difficult for the healthcare sector to
analyze the data on a large scale

Challenges and trends for the sector

Personalized care

The advantage of these techniques is that they may be
an answer to the major challenges facing the healthcare
sector and support established trends. They offer an
opportunity to address major current sector-wide issues
such as cost, availability, critical mass of management,
medical training, etc.

Personalized treatment is an emerging trend in the
healthcare sector, with a primary focus on results.
A prime example is the IBM initiative that aims to
prevent surgical interventions in neonatal care through
a detailed analysis of infants’ vital signs.1 Another
key development is the emergence of a wide array
of programs based around DNA analysis, offering
preventative detection of risk factors for the population
and therefore improved targeting for detection and
prevention campaigns.
In both of these examples, analyzing large quantities
of data quickly is clearly the determining factor for
achieving the desired results.

Potential savings
In a sector marked by ever-increasing pressure on
costs, doing more with less is a fact of life for all
healthcare professionals. Ensuring that access to care is
as fair as possible and protecting the most vulnerable
social groups are clearly major challenges for society.
How can we achieve this degree of equality without
systematically relying upon the nation’s charity sector?
One potential avenue to explore is cutting costs by
making use of the data that is usually available. This is
why certain countries use statistical analysis to verify
the efficacy of medication, with a view to honing their
medical expenditure.
This system favors the most effective medication and
provides the most benefits for the patient. Another
potential application is detecting potential fraud by
devising and implementing forecasting models, as used
by many private insurers.

Patient as/and doctor
The use of social media (and internet sources more
generally) has, to a certain extent, changed the
patient-doctor relationship. This does not involve
questioning the authority of the doctor and the
crucially important bond of trust between doctor and
patient. However, it is important to recognize that the
patient is increasingly well-informed about treatment
options and their effects through social media. In fact,
increasing numbers of communities are springing up
around certain illnesses so that patients can share
their experiences in a way that often proves mutually
beneficial. The patients can therefore rest assured that
they are not alone and share some of their problems
with people who are going through similar experiences.
However, it is important to guard against these groups
becoming a substitute for the invaluable advice of a
healthcare professional.

1 https://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/global/files/ca__en_us__healthcare__smarter_healthcare_data_baby.pdf
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A preventative approach

Extending outpatient and telemedicine services

Prevention does not seem to be immune to this trend
in the healthcare sector. Private insurance companies,
among others, scrutinize social media to better
understand the behavior of current or future insured
parties; this enables them to adapt premiums and
prevention campaigns accordingly and also to analyze
risks. One day the public sector, and the healthcare
sector in particular, may rely on the same kinds of
techniques to improve the targeting of their prevention
campaigns for example. Furthermore, the use of
increasingly connected devices, which collect a vast
quantity of information about our behavior on a daily
basis, enables our propensity to certain illnesses to
be deduced. This is why some countries are even
considering compensation mechanisms which would
enable individuals who take the necessary steps to limit
their risk factors to enjoy lower healthcare costs.

The use of communications networks in the healthcare
sector has wider implications including, for example,
the development of telemedicine techniques where
the patient is not necessarily in direct contact with the
medical practitioner. This also ties in with hospitals’ aim
of extending outpatient services, as it is easy to imagine
a time when systems for monitoring vital signs would
be relatively simple to install in the patient’s home so
that they could recover in a safe environment.

Sharing information between patient service
providers
The healthcare sector’s use of data is characterized by
data sharing. From this perspective, it is easy to see the
value in a doctor having access to information about
the patient’s treatment history, or the value of knowing
the specific background to emergency cases. Once
again, data usage is a defining characteristic of the
changing practices seen within the various “e-Health”style networks currently in development around the
world.

Luxembourg: the perfect environment for
connected health
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg has undeniable
strengths when it comes to positioning itself to play a
major role in the future development of this technology.
Firstly, it is recognized as a center for excellence in the
field of Data Centers and data processing. The country
is also able to adapt to new regulations quickly and
implement appropriate legislation for this kind of
development while ensuring the necessary level of
security and protection. Finally, Luxembourg has
inherited a culture of confidentiality from the world
of finance. This gives it an advantage on questions
of privacy, which necessarily go hand-in-hand with
analyzing personal data (above all data relating to
health).
Luxembourg already has a whole host of plans and
initiatives that demonstrate how IT developments can
improve the healthcare sector. These include studies
and work conducted by the LCSB, the IBBL, the e-Santé
agency and the high-performance calculation platform
which will be developed further by the University of
Luxembourg.
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In recent decades, organizations have
increased their efforts and focus
on talent management aspects,
ensuring the well-being and personal
development of their workforce, hence
creating an “employer of choice” image
for themselves.
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Introduction
In the first instance, talent management refers to an
organization's commitment to recruit, retain, and
develop the most talented profiles available in the job
market, taking into account global demographic shifts,
widening skill gaps and the entry of a more flexible and
technology-driven generation into the employment
market. As such, how can we ensure that talent welfare
and development is aligned to the corporate strategy?
Rather than just taking into account employees’
well-being and personal developments, organizations
also need to ensure the general task of achieving
their overall strategic objectives. Consequently, an
organization’s human capital now, more than ever,
needs to become an essential part of the business
strategy.
Comparisons between public and private sectors have
become increasingly commonplace in recent decades
as public entities have been facing increasing pressures
on the attraction and development of talents. As such,
to what extent do talent management considerations
in the public sector diverge from those in the private
sector?
Talent aspirations in a new era of employment
Throughout the past decades, the employment market
has observed important shifts in the desires and
aspirations of employees. We have moved from a job
security era, where employers would define a person’s
career by providing them with a sense of belonging,
to an era of infinite employment opportunities where
employees can relate to their potential employer of
choice.

Such shifts are a consequence of different external
drivers, such as the globalization of markets, growing
economies, increased market competition, and
disruptive technologies, which have had a different
effect on several generations (baby boomers,
Generation X, Millennials and Generation Z) present
in the employment market today.
Therefore, when elaborating on the talent management
life cycle, organizations need to consider the different
needs and aspirations of their taskforce and/or the
profiles they seek to recruit.
What are today’s talent aspirations?
When analyzing talent aspirations, it is important to
take into consideration two major axes: attractive job
components and relation to the job content.
According to a Deloitte study conducted in 2014,
the most attractive component for talents within an
organization and to which they could relate the most
is personal development and career opportunities,
followed by performance recognition, whereas the
salary component only ranked in the third place.
People are competitive by nature and need to feel
constant and continuous personal improvement. If
people feel fulfilled and recognized within their dayto-day job they will be motivated to perform at higher
levels and potentially transfer their gained knowledge
to younger generations, ensuring the continuous
improvement of the organization’s overall activity.
Moreover, constant development within a firm and
continuous improvement of a person’s skill set and
knowledge will increase their employability.
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Rather than adapting to predefined market trends,
entities should focus on their personal objectives
and strategic vision
Talent management in a new era of employment
As mentioned earlier, it is very important to take into
account shifts within talent aspirations and career
development needs. However, even more important is
to align the talent management strategy and life cycle
to the business’s overall strategy.
Therefore, when establishing a talent management
strategy, an organization should be clear about its goals
and objectives. Talent management should not only be
about developing talents, creating successors, having
the most educated workforce, or limiting turnover/
recruitment to a specific percentage only because
benchmark studies showed that those were the market
trends.
Rather than adapting to predefined market trends,
entities should focus on their personal objectives and
strategic vision. The talent management strategy should
then be defined in a clear goal to help achieve those
objectives.
When aligning talent management to a business’s
overall strategy, it is crucial to understand the costs, as
well as the advantages associated with talent decisions.
The first step in achieving an effective talent
management strategy, is the complete understanding
of today’s business requirements, as well as shifting
customer demands, competitor innovations,
regulatory changes, and other outside factors. How an
organization responds to and/or predicts such changes
in the market is the stepping stone to achieving a
competitive advantage over competition. An absolute
understanding of such factors will allow entities to
define (i) the different competencies and skill sets it
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needs and (ii) the number of people at specific job
positions, at a specific point in time in order to perform
future operations.
As such, the integration of talent management within
the overall business strategy will allow specific targets
to be integrated within the talent management life
cycle, as opposed to proceeding based on market
trends and benchmarks.
How does the talent management life cycle cope
with the overall business strategy?
Major talent management aspects are composed of
three different components, namely:
1. Talent attraction and recruitment
2. Development & deployment
3. Talent retention
The understanding of the overall business strategy
and the global vision of where the organization is
heading will allow those three major steps to be aligned
accordingly.
Attracting and recruiting talent
Nowadays, organizations often undermine the cost
of recruiting the wrong talent, with a great gap in
the required competencies and skill sets. Failing to
recruit the right people at the right time can result
in significant costs for an organization. An increased
gap in competencies will have negative effects on the
business’s operational functions and, moreover, might
lead to incorrect information/knowledge transfers,
spreading throughout the organization with a domino
effect.

Furthermore, it is important to note that, contrary
to many perceptions, recruitment processes can be
arduous and specific profiles may be difficult to find.
As such, precise information of future proceedings
will allow the HR function to adapt its attraction and
recruitment strategy accordingly, hence seeking specific
profiles with specific skill sets.
In addition, when aligning the business strategy with
the talent management recruitment processes, effective
workforce planning should be used. This will allow
entities to predict through analytics the number of
people with a specific skill set they will need in several
years, based on specific provided external and internal
factors. Using such analytical methods decreases the
probability of managing competency gaps within
organizations and increases recruitment effectiveness.
Developing and deploying talent
The development and deployment of talent needs
to be adapted to future business requirements and
proceedings, hence in line with the overall business
strategy.
Nowadays, we live in an era of customization, ensuring
specific needs are fulfilled for specific clients in order to
ensure full client satisfaction. The same should apply to
an organization’s internal development programs.
When establishing a development strategy,
organizations have to strike the right balance between
future business requirements, employee aspirations,
and critical positions and workforce segments. Taking
into consideration future business needs will help define
future job requirements. Rather than always recruiting
new talent with those specific requirements, entities
should try to develop those competencies internally.
Afterwards, creating development plans based on
employees’ personal aspirations, as mentioned above,
will increase employee satisfaction levels, as well as
motivation and most probably employee productivity.

Finally, developing competencies of critical positions
and workforce segments will enable knowledge transfer
to other employees, thus making an organization less
dependent on specific profiles.
Retaining talent
Retaining talent is one of the biggest challenges
organizations face. Staff turnover is costly and uses
valuable resources to find and train new employees.
Employees left to fill in for their departing colleagues
have a heavier workload that depletes their
productivity, further impacting the bottom line.
How do organizations best deal with this challenge?
A reality is that talent departures cannot be avoided;
however, they can be anticipated and/or limited to
a certain extent.
For departures that can be anticipated/limited it is very
important for an organization to try to understand the
“why?” behind the employee’s departure. What can
be observed in most cases of avoidable departures is
that employees are no longer fulfilled by their daily
responsibilities, and they feel stuck in the development
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of their own career and experience a lack of work-life
balance. Internal tensions between employees and
their superiors, which might lead to a feeling of not
being recognized within the firm, may also explain
such departures.
We can therefore see the link between the previously
mentioned aspects that define an employer of choice
and the most common reasons behind avoidable
departures. In order to address talent departures, the
most commonly applied best practice is the use of exit
interviews. These will allow any organization to keep
track of lessons learned and try to avoid a similar event
from reoccurring.

Moreover, another common practice is the promotion
of internal mobility by organizations. This provides
employees with a wider range of choice and increased
flexibility in their career opportunities, hence dealing
with the issue of fulfillment derived from day-to-day
responsibilities. Internal mobility will therefore allow
employees to gain a greater understanding of the full
functioning of the entity, which might lead to greater
development opportunities.
Talent management in the public sector
As already mentioned, talent aspirations have shifted
from seeking stability and job security to increased
professional recognition and career development. As
such, in order to stay competitive and attractive, the
public sector has to ensure the right talent management
proceedings are in place, and beyond that, adopt
the right state of mind to attract, develop, and retain
competent employees.
However, does talent management in the public
sector need to take into account the same
considerations as in the private sector?
Indeed, the state of mind of a public organization is
quite different from that of a private organization.
A private organization is driven by ultimate business
goals that (i) create and maintain business viability
with adequate returns to shareholders and (ii) strive to
sustain a competitive advantage within its respective
market. As such, its talent management strategy should
reflect competitive aspects needed to strive within its
market.
By contrast, when we look at public entities, we see
that their purpose is very different. Even though they
seek viability from a cost perspective, their ultimate goal
is to serve the purpose of a greater force: the country
itself. In addition to the sole purpose of government
entities, the profiles present on their premises are
different.
For the public sector, the talent challenges revolve more
around the availability of resources with the right skills
and capabilities at the right place in the near future.
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According to a survey conducted by Deloitte in 2014,
there are far more employees above the age of 55 in
the public sector than in the private sector. As such,
over the next few years, due to higher retirement
rates of the “baby boomer” generation, public entities
will face increased challenges in attracting their
talents. Therefore, it will be essential for government
organizations to ensure (i) the right knowledge transfer
to younger generations to ensure continuity of expertise
and competencies and (ii) an attractive recruitment
strategy, taking into account talent aspirations and
development programs.
However, the same issue is not as clearly apparent in
the retention aspect of talent management in the public
sector. Due to labor agreements and strong values of
belonging, public sector entities generally face very low
turnover rates on average. The problem statement of
governments in retention debates would most probably
occur in cases where a certain population reaches a
specific cap in its career and would seek new challenges
and development opportunities.
What does this mean in concrete terms for
the public sector from a talent management
perspective?
When attracting talent, governments should bear in
mind the predicted event of increased retirement rates
and a potential lack of talent inflow with the right
skills and competencies. As such, in quite a similar way
as for the private sector, government entities should
analyze concrete outflows of “baby boomers”, identify
competencies and skills that would be lost, and prepare
the transition accordingly. This will allow governments
to prepare accurate knowledge transfer to the right
populations, as well as specific recruitments based on
future needs in skills, competencies, and mind sets.
Afterwards, from a talent development point of
view, this will be the same as for the private sector.
Aspirations are not linked to any sector but to human
nature itself. As such, employees, as we know them

today, need to feel fulfilled and recognized in their dayto-day activities, but more importantly need a sense
of career progression. Developing talents and building
knowledge will address those expectations to some
extent. Furthermore, due to the predicted outflow of
soon-to-be-retired “baby boomers”, the knowledge
transfer and development of skills and competencies
is now, more than ever, essential for governmental
entities.
Finally, as regards retention of talents, governments
should try to rethink career models, increasing career
challenges and responsibilities. This will allow the
taskforce’s motivation levels to increase and facilitate
a healthy work environment.

Conclusion
• Understand personal aspirations of
the workforce
• Align talent management with the overall
business strategy
• Decrease competency gaps through
prediction of recruitment needs, in line
with the business strategy
• Develop and deploy the taskforce based on
personal aspirations, business needs, and
critical positions and workforce segments
• Understand reasons behind employee
departures to avoid recurring departures
for the same reasons
• Do not close the door to people you could
not retain
• Even though the initial goals of the
public and private sectors diverge, Talent
Management aspects are quite similar with
a few different areas for consideration
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Every year, the European Commission co-finances innovative
investment projects supporting the policies of the European Union.
Multi-million euro cash grants may be awarded within different fields
including ICT, research, education, transport, health, and environment,
etc. For the most relevant funding schemes, companies, research
centers and not-for-profit entities must enter a competitive process
and participate in calls for proposals. The current Multiannual Financial
Framework covers a period of seven years between 2014 and 2020.
Historically, companies in Luxembourg have not been very active in
this field and may now take the opportunity to seek EU funding for
their R&D and innovation projects.
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Every year, the European Commission (EC) co-finances
innovative investment projects in the European Union
(EU). It makes direct financial contributions in the form
of cash grants and public contracts to support projects
and organizations that promote and help implement
EU interests or policies. The 2014-2020 Multiannual
Financial Framework (MFF) covers a set of funding
programs that represent Europe’s political priorities for
seven years: research and innovation (Horizon 2020),
connecting the transport, energy and IT infrastructure
of all Member States (Connecting Europe Facility),
education (Erasmus+), and competitiveness of Europe’s
businesses (COSME) among others.1
Interested parties may apply by participating in calls for
projects, which consist in financing project proposals
that address specific thematic priorities defined in each
funding program.2

Main funding programs supporting innovation
Among all the EU co-financing programs, three in
particular, fit the funding needs of innovative companies.
These represent €100 billion over the 2014-2020
programing period and are called “Horizon 2020”
(H2020), “Connecting Europe Facility” (CEF), and “Life
Environment” (Life).
The European Commission’s 2014-2020 co-financing
budgets have strongly increased compared with the
previous 2007-2013 programing period, especially for
the aforementioned funding schemes.3
2007-2013

€55Bn
2.1

2014-2020

€100Bn
3.4

Life

Life

9.7

33.2

CEF

44.9

H2020

CEF

70.2
H2020

1 http://ec.europa.eu
2 Multiannual financial framework 2014-2020 and EU budget 2014:
the figures
3 Analysis of EU’s Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) for 2014-2020
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Horizon 2020 (H2020)
Horizon 2020 is the new framework program for
European research and innovation for the period 20142020. It is the financial instrument created to implement
the “Innovation Union”, a flagship initiative of “Europe
2020”. “Europe 2020” is an initiative aimed at securing
Europe’s global competitiveness. This initiative has
the goal of setting a strategy to help Europe emerge
stronger from the crisis and prepare the EU economy for
the next decade.4
More concretely, the goals of Europe 2020, which
should be met by the end of the current decade, are as
follows:
• 75 percent of the population aged 20-64 should
be employed
• 3 percent of the EU’s GDP should be invested
in R&D

In order to meet these targets, the European
Commission has proposed seven flagship initiatives.
Among these, the “Innovation Union” focuses on
R&D and innovation policy aiming at closing the gaps
between science and market in order to turn inventions
into products.
The co-financing scheme Horizon 2020 focuses on
major societal challenges and industrial leadership.
It will integrate research and innovation funding
provided through various programs—such as the 7th
Framework Programme for Research and Technological
Development (FP7), the Competitiveness and Innovation
Framework Programme (CIP), and the European
Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT)—into one
coherent program with a unique set of participation
rules. Moreover, compared with the previous framework
(FP7), the available budget has increased by 56 percent
reaching €70.2 billion.

• The “20/20/20” targets in terms of reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, renewable energy
production, and energy efficiency should be met
• The share of school dropouts should be under 10
percent and at least 40 percent of the population
between the ages of 30 and 34 should have a
degree or diploma
• 20 million fewer people should be living below
the poverty line

Figure 1: H2020 - EU Innovation funding by program (€ Billions)

56%

Growth
70.2
44.9
Funding
FP7
(2007-2013)

4 http://ec.europa.eu
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Horizon 2020
(2014-2020)

The European
Commission’s 2014-2020
co-financing budgets have
strongly increased
compared with the
previous 2007-2013
programing period,
especially for the
aforementioned funding
schemes

Horizon 2020 covers large parts of the European
research and innovation landscape including areas
such as:
• ICT Research & Innovation
The ICT sector represents 4.8 percent of the
European economy and creates 25 percent
of total business expenditure in Research and
Development (R&D). Moreover, investments in ICT
account for 50 percent of all European productivity
growth.
The goal of Horizon 2020 is to help increase EU
investments in ICT by about 25 percent compared
with the previous FP7 program. These investments
will support the whole chain from basic research
to innovation delivering new business ideas,
through the use of emerging technologies.
• Transport
European transport research contributes to finding
solutions to the increasing mobility of people, with
low-carbon technologies, clean vehicles, smart
mobility systems, and integrated services
for passengers and freight.
• Biotechnology
A strong scientific, technological, and innovation
base in biotechnology will support European
industries securing leadership in this key enabling
technology.
• Health
European research and innovation in health is
an investment in a healthy workforce, a healthy
economy, and lower public health costs.
• Environment
Environmental research and Innovation promotes
smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth as a
means to helping the EU and Member States
develop a resource-efficient, greener and more
competitive economy, while delivering high levels
of employment, productivity, and social cohesion.
• Space
Space research is fundamental to ensuring that the
EU’s space policy continues to provide cuttingedge solutions to everyday societal problems. It
also benefits EU citizens and ensures that Europe
remains competitive in space activities.

The Horizon 2020 framework is attractive for innovative
companies as it provides important funding potential.
The funding rate for research projects may reach a
maximum of 100 percent of eligible costs, while the
funding rate for innovation projects may reach a
maximum of 70 percent of eligible costs.
LIFE
LIFE is the EU’s financial instrument supporting
eco-innovation, environmental, nature conservation, and
climate action projects throughout Europe. The general
objective of LIFE is to support the implementation,
updating, and development of EU environmental and
climate policy by co-financing projects with European
benefit.
LIFE 2014-2020 in particular aims at closing the gap
between the development of environmentally friendly
technologies and their implementation.
The type of projects that the Life framework supports
are split into preparatory projects, which are identified
by the Commission to support specific needs for the
implementation and development of EU policy and
legislation and Capacity Building Projects, which are
limited to countries with a GDP per capita of below 105
percent of the Union average.5
Life 2014-2020 compared with the previous framework
(Life+) offers a budget increase of 62 percent reaching
€3.4 billion.
Figure 2: Life - EU Innovation funding by program (€ Billions)

62%

Growth
3.4
2.1
Funding
Life +
(2007-2013)

Life
(2014-2020)

5 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life
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Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
The infrastructure development of the transEuropean transport network is closely linked with
the implementation and further advancement of EU
transport policy. While in the past the TEN-T policy was
merely perceived as a funding instrument for major
projects, it has now grown into a genuine policy.
At EU level, two sets of funding instruments make
financial support available to projects implementing the
TEN-T, and the “Connecting Europe Facility“ (CEF) is one
of these.6
The Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) finances projects
that fill the missing links in Europe’s energy, transport,
and digital priorities. In line with the “Europe 2020”
strategy, it will also make Europe’s economy greener
by promoting cleaner modes of transport, high-speed
broadband connections, and facilitating the use of
renewable energy. CEF investments are also intended to
act as a catalyst to attracting further funding from the
private sector and other public sector actors.
The CEF program is organized as follows:
• CEF transport
CEF allocates approximately €23 billion for
the modernization of the European transport
infrastructure, the construction of missing links,
and the removal of bottlenecks. The focus on
environmentally friendly transport will improve the
sustainability of transport systems in Europe.
• CEF energy
CEF aims to close financial gaps and to reduce
bottlenecks in the energy infrastructure to
contribute to the “Europe 2020” objectives. The
thematic priorities will be smart grids, intelligent,
electricity highways, and cross-border CO2
cooperation.
• CEF Telecom
Digital service infrastructure acts as a platform
on which new industries can create innovative
applications, and also build digital bridges to
facilitate the mobility of citizens and businesses
working across borders.

6 http://ec.europa.eu/transport
7 http://ec.europa.eu
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The CEF budget has been increased compared with
the previous Ten-T framework, reaching €33.2 billion in
funding from 2014 to 2020.7
Figure 3: CEF - EU Innovation funding by program (€ Billions)

242%

Growth
33.2

Funding

9.7
Ten-T (2007-2013)

CEF (2014-2020)

EU funding in Luxembourg
Luxembourg-based companies and public sector entities
have already taken advantage of EU funding over the
previous 2007-2013 programing period. However, the
potential of EU funding has not been fully exploited
as shown by the following tables. Nevertheless, many
entities in Luxembourg are active in business areas
that are especially targeted by EU funding (e.g., R&D,
innovation, logistics, space, environment, and ICT, etc.)
and huge amounts of funds are available until 2020.

CEF investments are also intended to act
as a catalyst to attracting further funding
from the private sector and other public
sector actors
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FP7 & Horizon 2020
FP7 is the name of the program that preceded Horizon 2020 and ran between 2007 and 2013. Over that period,
this funding program was under-used by Luxembourg players. Indeed, compared with other eligible Member States,
Luxembourg has lagged behind in terms of participation, return on GDP, and success rate.
Moreover, compared with other Member States, Luxembourg has mostly been positioned in TMT and in Health &
Biotech, but underrepresented in R&D. Average funding per project was instead in line with the EU-28 average.8
Figure 4: Key data for Luxembourg regarding FP7 & H2020
Luxembourg key figures

Type of projects contributed

60 (0,13% of total)

17%

TMT

€ Millions of funding received

24%
14%
13%

Health and
biotech

34 (0,13%)

Coordinations of project

23%

R&D

222 (0,27%)

Projects contributed

246 (0,18%)

12%

Transports

7%
9%

Materials and
nanosciences

7%
8%

Security

Participations in projects

Environment

Ranked 27th

Energy

In terms of number of participations,
out of EU-28 countries.

Others

EU
LU

3%
7%
5%
5%
3%
2%
21%
21%

Luxembourg performance vs EU-28
Average funding
per coordination (€M)

Success rate
Best-In-Class

Average EU-28

Luxembourg

26.0%

21.7%

18.5%

Best-In-Class (SL)

3.10

Average EU-28

1.78

Average EU-28

Luxembourg

1.78

Luxembourg

8 FP7 website: “FP7 Lu country_profile_and_featured_projects.pdf”
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Funding received
compared to GDP

0.35%

0.14%

As far as Horizon 2020 is concerned, the top 10 Luxembourg participants are mainly public entities and collected
72 percent of the funds granted in the country. Funding is therefore highly concentrated within a few public entities,
which could mean there are a lot of other private entities not seizing the opportunities or failing to succeed in the
application process. Those top participants have higher average funding per participant and even outperform the
average in the EU.

Figure 5: Concentration of actors in the total participationof Luxembourg in FP7
Concentration of actors in the total participation of Luxembourg in FP7
Weight of top ten LU participants
in funding( € Millions)

Average funding per participant (€ 000)

60
17

Top-10 LU
participants

Top 10 participants in LU

352

26,0%

43

Average EU-28

Other participants in LU

336

All LU 21,7%
participants

244

At the present stage, a large portion of the funding remains available for the coming years (approximately 82 percent
of the funding remains for future calls) and more calls are expected to be opened throughout the year.9

Figure 6: H2020 timeline and remaining budget
H2020 Remaining budget (€ Billions)

H2020 Timeline

8,9
On 01.03.2015, 57 calls open for
€4.2 Billions of funding (6% of H2020)

2014

2015

2016

120 calls closed
For ~8.8 € billions*
(~13%* of H2020)

2017

2018

4,2
70,2

2019

2020

Around 82%* of H2020
funding remaining
for future calls

57,1

43

Closed
Open
To be opened

9 High level estimate based on the number of calls closed and the average amount per call
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LIFE
Luxembourg is already well positioned in the number of participations in the LIFE program compared with the rest of
Europe. It has managed to secure more funding compared with the other Member States when compared with GDP.
Moreover, projects in Luxembourg are evenly distributed between Nature/Biodiversity and Environment policy.
In terms of number of participations, Luxembourg is ranked 25th/28.10
Figure 6: Key data for Luxembourg regarding LIFE
Luxembourg key figures

Type of projects contributed

20,7 (1,22%)

€ Millions of funding received
Information and
Communication

10
(0,71%)
Projects contributed

11%

EU
LU

0%

Nature and Biodiversity

Ranked 25

th
Environment policy
and Governance

In terms of number of participations,
out of EU-28 countries.

39%
50%
50%
50%

Luxembourg performance vs EU-28
Funding received
compared to GDP

Luxembourg
Average EU-28

0,05%

0,01%

The Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) finances projects
that fill the missing links in Europe’s energy, transport,
and digital priorities. In line with the “Europe 2020”
strategy, it will also make Europe’s economy greener by
promoting cleaner modes of transport, high speed
broadband connections, and facilitating the use of
renewable energy
10 Syndicat Intercommunal de l’ouest pour la Conservation de la Nature
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Life funding is mostly granted to international companies and with a lower concentration than in H2020 and CEF.
International companies have the largest number of projects, as well as higher average funding per project.
Figure 7:
Type of participants in LIFE programs in Luxembourg
In percent of # of applications

In percent of total funding received

40
%
30

%
66
15

10

6

International
companies

NGOs

20

Local Authority

Research
Institution

International
companies

NGOs

13

Local Authority

Research
Institution
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Connecting Europe Facility—CEF
Luxembourg was well placed in the rankings of the Ten-T funding program. Given the country’s size, the average
funding per project is on average higher in Luxembourg than in the other Member States. This could be explained
by the strategic and central location of Luxembourg. The type of actors involved were often network operators,
ministries or European groups of interest (for trans-European projects) and 100 percent of the projects were related
to rail.11
Figure 8: Key data for Luxembourg regarding CEF
Luxembourg key figures

Type of project funded in precedent program
(ranked by funding)**

105 (1,09%)

€ Millions of funding received

100%

Rail

7
(0,96%)
Projects coordinated

63%
-

Water

14%
-

Road

Ranked 19th

8%
EU

-

Air

In terms of number of coordinations,
out of EU-28 countries.

8%

LU

-

Multimodal

4%
-

Space

3%

Luxembourg performance vs EU-28
Average funding per project (M€)

Best-In-Class
Average EU-28

Luxembourg

13.30

15.00

Concentration of actors in the total participation of Luxembourg in TEN-T
Weight of top ten LU participants
in funding (€ Millions)

Average funding per participant (€ Millions)

3.7
CFL

CFL
26,0%

102.2

Other actors in LU

All LU actors
21,7%
Average
EU-28
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11

http://inea.ec.europa.eu/en/ten-t/ten-t_projects/ten-t_projects.htm

20
15
13

As far as CEF is concerned, applicants in Luxembourg have only focused on the rail priority so far. A significant portion
of CEF funds (38 percent) has already been committed, especially in the recently closed call for transport. However,
opportunities remain in telecoms and energy for this year and transport will remain a major theme in the coming years.
Figure 9: CEF timeline and remaining budget
CEF remaining budget (€ Billions)

CEF Timeline

On 01.03.2015,there were 1 call open and
2 planned calls for at least €0,11 Billions*

2014

2015

4 calls closed
for €12,7 Billions
(38%* of CEF)

2016

2017

2018

12.7

33.3

0.1
2019

20.5

2020

Around €20,5 Billions
is remaining
(68%* of total CEF)
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Closed
Open
To be opened

Conclusion

2

With co-financing rates reaching up to 70 percent
of eligible cost for private companies and up to 100
percent for public institutions, EU funding programs
should become a part of the corporate strategy of all
entities promoting innovation.
Three main co-financing frameworks may cover R&D
and innovation investments at every stage of companies’
business life cycles as shown below, from research &
development with Horizon 2020, through innovation
testing and validation with Horizon 2020 and Life to
implementation with the Connecting Europe Facility.
In Luxembourg, public sector institutions have benefitted
from EU funding while private companies have not been
very active in the field.
However, given that the programing period will last until
2020, a lot of funding opportunities are still available
and innovative companies based in Luxembourg should
try to benefit from these cash grants.

3
Innovation test
& validation

1
Research &
Development
Horizon 2020
• ICT
• Environment
• Transport
• Health
• etc.

Horizon 2020
• ICT
• Environment
• Transport
• Health
• Etc.
Life
• Environment

Implementation
of innovation
Connecting Europe Facility
• ICT
• Transport
• Energy
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Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are a
large and increasingly significant economic and
employment contributor in Luxembourg and
Europe.
In Europe, SMEs are an essential part of the economy
and account for the vast majority of businesses in the
EU. SMEs also represent a key pillar of the economy
in Luxembourg, with over 99 percent of companies
classified as SMEs, with less than 250 employees
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Distribution of companies by size in Luxembourg

However, SMEs are not only relevant in terms of number
of companies they are also a key economic driver in
terms of GDP, value added, and employment. In fact,
according to the Small Business Act (SBA) assessment of
Luxembourg in 2013, the majority of private employment
and value added in the country is generated by SMEs,
accounting for 67 percent of employment generated in
the private sector and 68 percent of the value added.

100%

These contributions are higher in Luxembourg than
in Europe as a whole and underline the particular
importance of SMEs in Luxembourg.

0,5%
2,1%
10,6%

86,8%
Micro (0-9 employees)

Medium (50-249 employees)

Small (10-49 employees)

Large (> 250 employees)

Source: Eurostat
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In terms of employment, according to the OECD, SMEs
were responsible for 85 percent of new jobs created
in Europe between 2002 and 2010. The smallest
SMEs (known as micro-enterprises, with fewer than 9
employees) accounted for over half of such job creation
in Luxembourg and Europe. This makes SMEs—and
particularly micro enterprises—an essential instrument
in addressing unemployment challenges.
Furthermore, recent trends suggest that the relative
contribution of SMEs is likely to continue to increase.
In fact, the value added generated by SMEs increased
by approximately 4 percent between 2008 and 2013,
while the value added generated by larger companies
decreased by 8 percent during the same period.
Forecasts made by the European Commission indicate
that the value added generated by SMEs will increase in
the years to come.

Luxembourg’s SMEs span a variety of
sectors and can play a key role in economic
diversification
The Luxembourg SME landscape includes industryfocused, construction, and tertiary sector activities.
The majority (87 percent) of SMEs are active in the
tertiary sector, spanning a variety of sub-sectors from
trade, scientific and technical activities, teaching,
health and other services, real estate, and catering
and hospitality. This broad distribution underlines the
role that SMEs can play in diversifying the Luxembourg
economy and reducing dependence on the financial
sector, a key priority of the government, and one of the
recommendations formulated by the OECD in its 2015
Economic Survey. The presence of SMEs in innovative
and technological sectors also underlines their key role
in creating new sources of prosperity for the country in
these growing sub-sectors.

Figure 2: Distribution of SMEs across sectors

Industry (100 percent)
25 percent Trade

87%

20 percent Specialized, scientific or technical activities
Industry

15 percent Teaching, health & other service activities
10 percent Real Estate

100%
10%

9 percent HoResCa

3%

6 percent Information & Communication
6 percent Administrative & support activities

Construction

Services

5 percent Financial Insurance activities
4 percent Logistics & Stocking

Sources: STATEC.lu
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Access to financing is one of the key strategic
considerations for SMEs and can be a major
obstacle to their development
In the current economic environment, SMEs face a
number of challenges on a day-to-day basis, such
as finding clients and developing their business,
managing costs, recruiting and retaining employees,
and complying with regulation. Alongside these daily
challenges, the issue of accessing financing stands
out as one of the major issues faced by companies in
Luxembourg and Europe.
Due to their small size and relatively lower degree of
financial sophistication, SMEs tend to have limited
access to funding from capital markets and instead rely
on bank loans to finance their investments. In recent
years, access to bank loans has become more difficult
for SMEs and, in addition, lending rates have become
less favorable.

Systemic monetary measures from the ECB and other
European institutions have so far not had a significant
impact on reversing this trend in favor of easier lending
for SMEs. Furthermore, the high lending rates faced by
SMEs can be attributed to banks’ funding costs, which
continue to be high despite accommodative monetary
programs.

Figure 4: Limited market funding for SMEs
(% of balance sheet)

16%

Figure 3: Most pressing problems for SMEs
in the euro area (%, 2013-H2)

One of the factors that have aggravated the difficulty
of accessing financing for SMEs is the financial crisis.
Destabilized by systemic losses, many European financial
institutions have reduced their exposure to riskier parts
of their portfolios, which often include loans to SMEs.
In addition, new regulation aimed at increasing bank
stability have increased running costs and capital
requirements for lenders, creating further pressure
on risky assets.
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Access to financing is also a major issue in Luxembourg,
though the country’s SMEs fare somewhat better than
in other countries, in part due to the country’s financial
solidity in comparison with Southern European peers
for instance. According to the recent Small Business Act
(SBA) assessment, Luxembourg outperforms the EU-28
average on several dimensions.

In particular, the low relative costs for smaller loans
(less than €1 million) compared with larger loans ratio
is notable and is lower in Luxembourg vs the European
average. In spite of this, Luxembourg SMEs still face
significant issues in obtaining financing through banks.
The typical issues for local SMEs include bank
requirements for loan guarantees and collateral, and
the cost of bank loans.
Given these hurdles and the strategic importance
of SMEs for the economy, it remains crucial for
Luxembourg to address the issue of financing as
a means to promoting SME development.

New regulation aimed at
increasing bank stability have
increased running costs and
capital requirements for
lenders, creating further
pressure on risky assets
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The Luxembourg government has developed a number of financing tools and aids available to SMEs
Upon analysis, the Luxembourg financing toolbox appears to be quite rich. However, we note that awareness
of the policies available today may not be sufficient among the companies that need them.
Figure 5: Financing tools and aids available to SMEs
Seed

Start-up

Early
growth

Sustained
growth

Equity

Loan

Aids

SNCI
• Equipment loans
• Start-up Loans
• Direct loan for R&D and Innovation
• Loan for Innovative enterprises
• Financing of foreign investments
• Equity loans

CD-PME (Subsidiary of SNCI)
• Participation
• Subscription to convertible bonds

Luxembourg Future Fund
Luxembourg

• Co-investment fund
• Business angels & Family offices fund
• Risk capital

Government aids
• Aid to creation/takeover of company for job-seeker
• Investment aid for craft or commercial SMEs
• Investment aid for SMEs in the industrial or services sector
• Aid for first time company creation or takeover
• Export aids for promotion, shows and training
• Aid for consultancy services for craft or commercial SMEs
• Aid for first participation at a trade fair/exhibition
• Aid for food safety measures
• Environmental aid for craft and commercial businesses
• Financial assistance for R&D projects and innovation initiatives

Tax incentives
• Tax deductability of intellectual property
• Tax deductability of interest

Guarantee Schemes
• InnovFin
• FEIS (Juncker Plan)

Horizon 2020
Europe

• SME Instrument
• Calls for proposals linked to R&D and Innovation

COSME
• Investments in private venture capital funds
• Business angels & Family offices fund

LIFE
• Natural Capital Financing Facility
• Private Finance for Energy Efficiency
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A number of private
initiatives complement
public initiatives to
facilitate access to
financing

The cost, the application criteria and the procedures
surrounding these financing tools may be too narrow or
complex to be used to their full potential. We also note,
perhaps as a result thereof, that aids available in
Luxembourg tend to benefit larger, more established
companies, and be less easily accessible for smaller
SMEs.
Figure 5 summarizes the public policies that have been
put in place by the Luxembourg government or by
European institutions in Luxembourg so far by type
and across different stages of company development.
The Société Nationale de Crédit et d’Investissement
(SNCI) provides SMEs in Luxembourg with targeted
loans covering the numerous financing needs of an
SME throughout its lifecycle, from the start-up phase
to the sustainable growth phase. Through its subsidiary
CD-PME, the SNCI can subscribe convertible bonds and
it can also provide equity to SMEs during the early and
sustained growth phases, either through its subsidiary
CD-PME or through its participations in financial
intermediaries.
The Luxembourg Future Fund (LFF), launched in
April 2015, is a significant enhancement of public
policy regarding the provision of equity to SMEs in
Luxembourg. The SNCI and the EIF will co-invest €150
million1, in innovative high-tech European companies
throughout the different stages of their growth using
the LFF.

1 European Investment Fund
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InnovFin guarantees and the FEIS (also called the
Juncker Plan) address the issue of a lack in collateral and
guarantees, by providing guarantees and counter
guarantees to selected financial intermediaries in order
to allow them to give loans to SMEs. In Luxembourg,
this has translated into €110 million in additional loans
for SMEs at ING bank and BIL.
Lastly, a number of European programs can provide
equity or loans to SMEs. In the context of the
Competitiveness of Enterprises and Small and Medium
Enterprises (COSME), the European Commission
provides €4 billion to private venture capital funds
to encourage investment in SMEs.
Other programs, such as LIFE (Financial Instrument
for the Environment) provide equity for SMEs active
in certain target segments (e.g., renewable energy).
Public policy to improve access to equity and debt
financing is complemented by a number of financial
aids targeted at SMEs. The Luxembourg government
provides a range of specific aid targeted at SMEs (e.g.,
aid to support innovation or exports). In the context of
Horizon 2020, SMEs can further benefit from aid such
as the SME instrument, which provides financial support
for start-ups and growing SMEs.
Besides purely financial help, SMEs also receive nonfinancial support. Particularly, assistance regarding the
writing of business plans and finding of financing has
recently been supported by public initiatives. The most
prominent example is that of Luxinnovation, which
represents a point of contact for SMEs, providing advice
on possible sources of funding, business plan writing,
or on the promotion of new technologies. 123gosocial
follows a similar concept, providing coaching to social
entrepreneurs.
SMEs will receive further assistance through
“business-check.lu”—an online self-assessment tool
for SMEs of the Ministry of the Economy—which was
launched in July 2015. While the aforementioned
examples lay their focus on innovation and start-ups,
this tool will be of particular benefit to established
companies.

Luxembourg is also home to a number of public
incubators. The “Technoport” and the “House of
BioHealth”, “neobuild”, “nyuko”, and “ecostart” are
incubators benefitting from public sources of funding,
intended to encourage start-ups in technology and
BioHealth.
A number of private initiatives complement public
initiatives to facilitate access to financing. Private
initiatives provide both financing as well as non-financial
help to SMEs in Luxembourg.

For example, both France and Germany have set up
umbrella organizations consolidating their various
existing programs. In Germany, KfW Group is the
leading institution providing long-term investment and
working capital loans to SMEs. France, similarly, created
the “Banque Publique d’Investissement” in December
2012 - following the example of KfW - combining the
activities of Oséo, CDC (Caisse des dépôts et
consignations) Entreprises, FSI (Fonds stratégique
d’investissement) and Fonds Stratégique
d’Investissement Régions.

Besides financing from banks, a number of private
initiatives offering seed and venture capital for start-ups
exist. A notable example is the Luxembourg Business
Angel Network (LBAN). For more mature SMEs, a
number of private equity funds provide funding.

Secondly, we suggest that a number of alternative
financing mechanisms could be introduced in
Luxembourg, not only with the government playing
a sponsorship role but also with potentially increased
private sector participation.

In addition to financial help, private initiatives and
public-private partnerships also provide non-financial
support. Examples include “123-go” or “seed 4 start”,
which help start-ups to write business plans, to meet
potential investors, and to connect with other
entrepreneurs. Furthermore, a number of private
incubators and accelerators, such as “the Greenhouse”
or “luxfuturelab”, combine financial and non-financial
support.
Moving forward by looking at best practices
abroad: increased transparency and new
alternative financing sources such as
crowdfunding and securitization should be
considered
While already developed, we believe Luxembourg’s SME
financing can and should continue to draw inspiration
from best practices observed in other countries.
Firstly, we suggest that the existing funding options
could be communicated more broadly to improve
awareness among target recipients. Conditions of
access to these tools could also be simplified to
facilitate application procedures and generally make the
available measures more accessible to even the smallest
companies.
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For example, possible alternative initiatives for consideration in Luxembourg include the following:
• The Q-Credit program in the Netherlands: a public-private partnership that provides small bank loans to
micro-enterprises, under a guarantee provided by the EIF
• The Arkimedes program in Belgium: a program structured around fiscal incentives to mobilize private capital
in favor of local SMEs
• The FTPYME program in Spain: an SME loan securitization scheme, with loan securities issued and guaranteed
in part by the Spanish government

Best Practice

Q-credits - Providing microcredit

Country

Netherlands

Description

• Public-private partnership offers financing and coaching to micro-SMEs
• Funding from the Dutch Ministries
• Guarantees from the EIF provides for over €20 million of loans
• Loans are provided by private partners, such as Rabobank, ING or ABN Amro

Result

5,000 loans amounting to €16,288 on average between 2008 and 2013

Implication for
Luxembourg

The Dutch case study shows that a government-backed micro-credit scheme in
partnership with private actors can significantly increase available loans for microenterprises and companies in the seed phase

Best Practice

Arkimedes - Crowdfunding

Country

Belgium

Description

• Public initiative launched in 2005
• Fiscal incentives to mobilize private capital of individuals to match private venture
capital (doubling VC with limited costs for the government)
• Specialized in fund of fund investments in PE and VC funds. The fund invests less
than €15 million (US$18.77 million) per transaction

Result

• Following the success of the first ARKimedes-Fonds nv fund launched in 2005
with €111.1 million under management, a second fund was launched in 2010 with
€100 million under management
• 22 funds have been financed under this program since its implementation

Implication for
Luxembourg
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The implementation of this initiative has allowed the number of start-ups financed by
the selected funds to be significantly increased

In the context of Horizon 2020, SMEs can further
benefit from aid such as the SME instrument, which
provides financial support for start-ups and growing
SMEs
Best Practice

Asset Securitization Fund for SMEs (FTPYME)

Country

Spain

Description

• Government guarantees on securitization funds
• The Spanish government guarantees 80 percent of issued securities rated AA or Aa
(or higher) through the Public Treasury

Result

• €50,640.4 million have been issued making it possible to reinvest more than
€40,512.3 million in new loans for SMEs since 2010
• The total state backing used for these issues came to €15,495.2 million

Implication for
Luxembourg

This guarantee program provided liquidity to private banks, which in turn significantly
increased their outstanding loans

Considering Luxembourg’s strengths as an international
financial center, new initiatives in the field of
securitization, for example, could be considered. This
avenue may be a way for Luxembourg to build on its
strengths and develop new innovative securitization
schemes, leveraging local fund expertise, building on
the presence of many international banks as potential
issuers, and potentially tapping into the private wealth
managed by Luxembourg private banks and ripe for
innovative investment. In parallel, a review of the legal
securitization framework and the possibility of issuing
government guarantees in relation with SME loan
securities could also be explored.

Conclusion
SMEs are a large and increasingly important
economic and employment contributor in
Luxembourg and Europe as a whole. Access
to financing is critical for these companies
and a lack thereof can be an obstacle to their
development, as well as a hindrance to job
creation and economic growth. To support
SME financing, Luxembourg should build
on its current toolbox and ensure broader
awareness and adoption of existing measures,
as well as explore new alternative financing
tools that could benefit local SMEs and help
diversify the Luxembourg economy. For
this, the private sector, financial institutions
and others (i.e., industrial groups, private
investors) should be more actively engaged in
SME financing support.
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Beyond defining
the nation brand

Moving from brand
conceptualization
and communication
to continous nation
brand management
Petra Hazenberg
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This summer, Luxembourg publicly announced its
new brand identity. Under the promise of “going
further together”, Luxembourg will capitalize on the
country’s particular strengths—reliability, dynamism,
and openness—to present itself as an ally for
investors, visitors, and others choosing Luxembourg
as their country of choice for different purposes.
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In order to communicate this to potential partners,
Luxembourg intends to apply a “storytelling” technique,
which will show how the country has exhibited its
strengths in the past.
Nation branding can be defined as a three-step process
consisting of (1) defining, (2) communicating, and (3)
managing and measuring a country’s reputation. As
Luxembourg has now completed the definition of the
brand identity and communication strategy, it will
need to proceed with implementing and managing the
nation brand.
Nation branding has been viewed skeptically for
many years—as illustrated in 1999 in a statement by
Michel Girard, a French academic, who stated that
“a corporation may be rebranded, but not a state”—
and only a few well-developed brand management
strategies for nations exist. As nations are catching up
regarding the conceptualization and communication
of their nation’s brand, they continue to lag behind
corporate brand management when it comes to the
follow-up, management and measurement activities
of the brand.
We suggest a framework for a dashboard to measure
and monitor key indicators to ensure maximization of
the impact of the nation branding.

Measurement as a key to successful nation
brand management
It is universally acknowledged that the essential
objective of brand management, whether in a
corporate world or a nation, is to create value. In order
to be able to create maximum value for the country or
the corporation, brand management becomes a process
of continuous improvement, for which the brand
manager needs to understand the functioning of value
creation for a brand.
The creation of value through a brand consists in
an interplay of consumer perspectives and financial
perspectives, as illustrated in figure 1. Brand assets
and brand strength represent the consumer-oriented
foundation of the financial evaluation of brand value.
Each one of these three concepts is essential to
understanding whether the brand is making an impact
or not.
To maximize value creation and subsequently brand
impact, the nation brand manager will thus need to
understand, monitor, and evaluate the brand on these
three dimensions through key metrics. We suggest that
nations implementing a nation branding strategy should
create a dashboard, which will consolidate:
1. The brand value and its evolution
2. The brand strength and its evolution
3. The brand assets and their evolution

Figure 1: Value creation of brands (adapted from Kapferer, 2011)

From awareness to financial value
Brand assets

Sources of influence of the brand, such as brand
awareness and saliency, emotion, image, and
strength of relationship with consumers

Brand strength

The result of brand assets at a specific moment and within
a specific competitive environment. Brand strength is
measured through behavioral competitive indicators

Brand value
(financial equity)

The ability of the brand to deliver profits
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Nation branding has
been viewed skeptically
for many years and only
a few well-developed
brand management
strategies for nations
exist
Brand value—understanding brand impact from
a quantitative perspective
The most tangible measure of brand impact for the
majority of people is brand value, i.e., a brand’s ability
to generate “profits”. More precisely, the brand value
or the financial equity of the brand from a brand
management perspective is a quantitative evaluation of
discounted expected earnings that a brand is likely to
generate over its period of life. In a corporate context,
a number of brand valuation techniques exist. These
techniques cannot, however, be applied directly to a
nation brand, as they rely heavily on measures specific
to a corporate company setting and are influenced by
accounting standards not applicable to nations.
These techniques have, however, inspired the
development of specific nation brand valuation
techniques. While minor differences between the
different valuation techniques of nation brands
(e.g., Wits methodology or BSI methodology) exist,
the basic underlying principle of nation brand value
determination is the same for all methods. The value of
a nation brand is determined by assessing the brand’s
ability to contribute to GDP growth.
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In particular, these valuation methods will typically
look at the following elements:
• Foreign direct investment attributable to the brand
• Tourism revenues attributable to the brand
• Export attributable to the brand (including
the Country-of-Origin effect)
• Talent retention and attraction attributable
to the brand
The subsequent value of the brand, which is
determined, therefore reflects how much impact
the brand is having on key contributors to GDP and
demonstrates a quantifiable impact of investing in
a nation brand. We therefore suggest that the first
component of the brand management dashboard
should be the brand value and its evolution over time.
Changes of brand value over time in particular will
provide essential information for the brand manager,
and act as an early warning system if the nation
branding strategy does not create the desired results.
Brand strength—understanding the brand’s
impact in a competitive environment
Brand strength includes a competitive dimension,
namely the benchmarking of the individual brand
performance to the performance of other brands. When
corporate brands measure brand strength, they will
apply behavioral competitive indicators, such as market
share, market leadership, loyalty rates, or price premium
to evaluate the strength of their brand. Unfortunately, it
is almost impossible and of little use to duplicate these
indicators one-to-one for the nation brand.
An essential component of brand strength in a
corporate setting is the fact that it is placed within
a competitive environment and incorporates a
comparison with competitors. We therefore suggest
that nations monitor the relative position of their
country compared with competitors in objective brand
strength rankings of nation brands. Examples of such
rankings include the GfK Antholt Nation Brand Index or
the “Future Brand” - Country Brand index.

Our second suggestion for the nation brand dashboard
is therefore the inclusion of a comparative element
to reflect brand strength. As for the measurement of
brand value, we suggest that monitoring the evolution
of the brand strength (or the competitive position of
the nation brand) will be essential in drawing actionable
conclusions from the nation brand dashboard.
Brand assets—understanding the drivers of
brand impact
The previous two sections of the proposed dashboard
provide a high-level view of the impact of the brand.
The insights generated will, however, only tell the brand
manager whether the brand has generated an impact,
how large that impact is and how it has evolved. In
order to understand how and why this impact was
created or not, the brand manager will need to delve
deeper and look at brand assets.
Brand assets can be defined as the sources of influence
that a brand possesses. Examples of brand assets are
brand awareness, brand reputation, perceived brand
personality, or brand values, as well as reflected client
imagery and brand attachment and preference.
In order to monitor brand assets, the dashboard
will need to be extended by a significant number of
indicators, which approximate brand awareness, and
brand reputation, etc.
The indicators need to be defined by the brand
manager in accordance with the specific objectives of
the nation’s brand. Brand asset indicators defined for
a country mainly intending to attract tourism through
nation branding, may differ significantly from those
defined by a country, which intends to attract mainly
foreign direct investments through its nation branding
campaign.

Regarding the concrete measurement of brand asset
indicators, the country will typically need to engage
in qualitative and quantitative market research. Brand
asset indicators are typically complex indicators, such as
indicators linked to reflected customer imagery, and it
will therefore be essential to turn to qualitative market
research techniques, including focus groups and
one-to-one interviews.
We therefore suggest that the nation brand manager
should implement a third component of the dashboard,
consolidating key indicators for brand assets in order
to clearly understand what drives value and changes to
the brand.
Brand monitoring and measurement may
maximize impact, but brands remain conditional
assets
To conclude, the proposed structure for a dashboard
to support brand management will allow governments
and nation brand managers to understand whether
their nation brand is making an impact, how large
that impact is and what drives the impact. By carefully
monitoring the indicators in this dashboard, a process
of continuous improvement can be carried out and an
effective early warning system is in place in case the
nation branding strategy creates adverse reactions.
Nevertheless, nation brand managers will also need to
remember that—as for any brand—the dashboard is
not a magic tool. Brands are conditional assets, which
cannot generate profits on their own but require an
underlying product or service. A highly developed and
excellent nation branding strategy can only generate an
impact if the product and/or service delivered embodies
the communicated brand.
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In the face of growing requests in the variety of services to
citizens, getting allocated budgets and keeping them under
financial control during their delivery become a priority for
the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and
the Chamber of Deputies. They are invited to adapt the way
of managing and monitoring the budget through integrated
processes and new dimensions of budget allocation, applicable
for different types of institutions: national, municipalities and
para-public organizations.
Inspired by the OECD recommendations and EU
Stability & Growth pact (i.e. regulation n° 1466/97 and
1467/97, originated in the Maastricht treaty), as well
as by the European Member States (i.e. the United
Kingdom in 1988, the Netherlands in 1994) pioneers in
its application, the result-driven budgeting model aims
at reinforcing the performance of the services funding
in relation with assigned objectives. The challenges
emerging from the last global financial crisis and from
the new economy have increased the focus on budget
controls and expenditure reductions, and transformed
the citizens’ expectations in terms of quality of services.
It becomes clear that traditional budgeting processes no
longer effectively serve the business objectives within
public organizations.
Elected representatives and management staff do not
have to look far in a typical public organization to
find representatives of the Government, Chamber of
Deputies or municipalities and state bodies who see little
value in their current budgeting activities. While from a
finance perspective, improving the budgeting process
regularly figures on the agenda of the Head of Finance,
significant change is rare in practice as inadequate
management culture and limited standard technology
capabilities are inhibitors of budgeting effectiveness.

The current budgetary principles in a few words
In Luxembourg, the administration of state property
and the management of public finance are under the
responsibility of the executive bodies. However, the
Constitution reserves an important role to the Chamber
of Deputies in the intervention and control of the
legislature, and in the annual budget vote. The budget is
established as an annual law and in accordance with the
rules prescribed in the legislative procedure. Once voted,
the Government is authorized to make the budget a
reality by collecting revenue and incurring expenses
during the legislative year.
The budget process includes three main construction
phases:
• A debate on the fiscal stance during the
government’s presentation on the state of the
nation, in the first half of each year
• A debate on the financial and budgetary policy
during the review and the project's voting law
concerning the budget of revenue and expenditure
• A discussion on the review of the Act approving
the general accounts of the State

In the effort to understand the reason for much of this
frustration and why so little progress or changes have
been made, we take the opportunity of this article to
present Deloitte’s view on the new budgeting model
which does not have to be a source of pain and
dissatisfaction, but more a source of effectiveness and
efficiency.
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Constitutional provision stipulates that each year the
budget and the general account of the State must
be submitted to the Chamber of Deputies (incl. all
operations of receipt and expenditure), for review,
approbation and regular controls. It also stipulates that
no budget can be allocated outside of those subjects,
and the fiscal credits can only be used for fixed expenses
covered by the budget authority.
For the sake of foresight, the Minister of Budget
has a right of inspection in respect of the financial
and budgetary management in all Luxembourg
administrations, supported by the Inspection Générale
des Finances present at all stages of the financial life
of the State. This specialized body of the Ministry of
Finance plays several important roles:
• An active role in the development and finalization
of the budget, in particular through financial
programming and economic and social funding
objectives
• A controlling role for projects and proposals
that could have an impact on public finances. It
exercises controls and checks for compliance with
the general policy of the Government, coming
even before the commitment of expenditure
• A monitoring role with the implementation
of projects and proposals which have been
notified, the multiannual programs approved
by the Government, as well as a control of their
operational execution from a budget perspective
• A supervisory role to ensure that budget
commitments issued by authorizing officers are
registered and introduced into the budgetary
accounts, providing exhaustive all-year
information, and furthermore complete each
stage of budget implementation
The Trésorerie de l’Etat, acting as the "budgetary
banker", covers the following activities: payments, cash
collection & management, and general & budgetary
accounting. The main resources can be categorized as
follow as:
• Collection of taxes and duties entrusted to Tax
Administrations, respectively the Administration
des Contributions Directes, de l’Enregistrement &
Domaines and des Douanes & Accises
• Revenues from the state-owned companies and
holdings
• Operations of public services and toll
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When normal and recurring resources of the State are
insufficient to meet extraordinary expenses, particularly
for the execution of large-scale public works (i.e.
railways, roads, canals, large buildings), the Government
proposes to contract long-term borrowing that are
submitted for approval of the Chamber of Deputies
prior to finalizing contracting agreements. Alternatively,
without resorting to borrowing, the Government can still
raise funds through the issuance of Treasury bills in the
short term, to cover current expenditure for which the
State does not have sufficient liquidity.
Objectives, implementation and culture as
foundation of the new model
Be clear about the purpose of result-driven
budgeting
The first step is to address the question of what the
purpose and objectives are for achieving budgetary
reform through a result-driven budgeting process in
Luxembourg institutions, competing effectively in the
new economy with increasingly volatile revenue, and
breaking free of the old budgeting mentality. This means
applying guiding principles to ensure a balanced budget
between income and expenditure, in particular by
defining an appropriate:
• Structural balance: eliminating cyclical effects on
the budget
• Sustainable balance: considering mid-term
budgetary commitments
• Guaranteed balance: ignoring the mid-term
non-guaranteed revenues
It also requires all efforts focusing on building a new
foundation for sustainable improvement with more
budgetary process responsiveness; identifying the people
most capable of taking responsibility for decisions and
accepting accountability for results within their domains;
respecting budget allowance, and operating with cost
savings and greater efficiency to achieve operational
excellence.
Once that has been achieved, it is important to
standardize terminology, definitions, and documentation
of the new budgetary model.

By setting-up a common language and instructions, it is easier to achieve better adherence to budgetary changes by
stakeholders. As illustrated in the chart below, the result-driven budgeting process invites institutions’ representatives
to familiarize themselves with evolving concepts and terminology.
Integrated budget processing
The process gives visibility in the sequence of execution of budget process steps
• Budget preparation: entry – supplement – redistribution – transfer
• Budget execution: reservation – commitment – blocking – invoicing – payment
• Budget closing: month-end – year-end – financial reporting

Budget Preparation
Centralized Budget
Preparation

Decentralized Budget Budget Maintenance
Preparation

Budget Execution
Procure-to-Pay

Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

Project Accounting

Cost Accounting

Asset Management

Travel Management

Public Sector Accounting
Cash Management

General Ledger

Budget Closing & Financial Reporting
Period-end closing

Year-end closing

Budgeting &
Financial reports

Grant Management for Grantee
Grant Management
for Grantee

New dimensions for budget allocation
Beyond the existing budget allocation, the budgetary reform creates the opportunity to allocate budget through
the angle of missions, broken down into programs and actions that will lead to the delivery of services engaged.

Mission

Program

Action

Action

Action

Program

Program

Action

Source: Illustration of the LOLF (loi organique relative à la loi de Finance) applied by the French Institutions
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These new dimensions of the budgeting process
consist of:
• Mission: gather main political engagements
initiated and defined by the Government, and
its budget is voted by mission. It is managed and
monitored at ministry or at inter-ministry levels,
and comprises of several programs. The Chamber
of Deputies has the necessary authority to
reallocate budget to programs within the mission
• Program (endowment): define the operational
budget within a predefined framework in
which political engagements will apply. It is the
application level of parliamentary delegation with
documented credits, and is placed under the
Ministry’s responsibility and reflects a coherent
and consistent set of actions
• Actions: provide detailed allocation of credits by
type of revenue and expenditure (i.e., investments,
overheads, and salaries) and by destination (i.e.,
actions, services, and activities). It indicates the
breakdown of program details, and operations to
make expected results a reality
The second step is to agree on what needs to be
measured by relevant performance indicators, for which
the institutions need to understand how their resource
allocation impacts the achievement of objectives. They
also need to define clear boundaries for decisions
regarding the allocation of scarce resources in support
of their short- and mid-term plans, and not just for
monitoring financials. To achieve the strategic goals, the
impact of real performance drivers must be monitored,
and these boundaries, assumptions, and targets need
to be integrated into and tracked in a budgeting flow
to validate the decision-making process, especially in
light of changes to key assumptions about the operating
environment of missions and programs.

Executing the objectives of the institutions
Traditional budgeting activities often result from
budgeting being undertaken in isolation of the
institution’s strategic objectives and priorities. A lack
of alignment with budgeting activities increases the
likelihood of decisions being made that detract from
an organization’s mid- and long-term goals. If a budget
incorporates objectives and priorities, in particular from
a mission and program perspective, it guides decisionmakers with more visibility on activities to ensure
the achievement of results in the targeted budgetary
framework.
The main characteristics covered by the result-driven
budgeting model are:
• Multi-annual strategy: increase visibility on the
funding of the national/local institutions and
activities
• Transparency: make the supervisory role of
Members of Parliament more effective in the
budget allocation and control of expenditure
• Effectiveness: increase autonomy and
responsibility of key stakeholders within
institutions and reinforce the sense of budgetoriented results
The budgeting strategy should set expectations for:
• Luxembourg Government—Chamber
of Deputies: improve visibility on budget
consumption, and resource allocation to missions
and programs
• Inspection Générale des Finances, Court of
Audit and Internal Control Bodies: ensure means
and accurate view on budget flows, executed
operations and compliance with regulations and
internal procedures
• Citizens: provide better understanding and
efficiency of tax revenue usage to deliver services
that fit their needs
• Civil servants: clarify objectives, increase
responsibility, and quantify resource availability
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Without a clear strategy and expectations, staff,
functions, and business units risk pursuing their own
self-interests. Moreover, a culture could be created
where executives and teams from different parts of
the organization pull against each other rather than all
pulling in the same direction.
Without alignment with the objectives, the adoption
of a shared understanding of what is important to
the organization becomes challenging. That tends to
generate confusion, unnecessary repetition, lost time,
a loss of ownership and reduced added-value. A wellaligned and result-driven budgeting process translates
the business and service objectives into a simple story
about an organization’s role and the role that each party
needs to play internally and in close collaboration with
other national or local institutions.

It is the application level of parliamentary
delegation with documented credits,
and is placed under the ministry’s
responsibility and reflects a coherent
and consistent set of actions

Successful change rooted in culture
This new model is a key component of how i)
information is generated and processed, ii) decisions
are made, iii) how responses are formulated to guide
institutions representatives, and iv) of the impact on the
current and future performance. The process involved is
closely linked to other financial (i.e., accounts payable)
and non-financial (i.e., contract & purchasing) processes.
They involve and connect many people and functions
across the entire institution. The rules that regulate
the new budgeting process are deeply embedded in
organizational culture and there can often be a “this
is the way we do things here” mindset. Change not
only requires processes to be reengineered, but also
a cultural shift to take place within all executive and
staff communities. It is not just about making finance
processes more efficient and effective; rather it is a case
of making the institution as a whole more effective
and responsive. The success of any initiative to improve
budgeting processes is rooted in the culture and
behavior of the whole organization. Culture is the key
to unlocking the potential of budgeting: institutions
can invest in the best technology, define clear roles and
responsibilities, integrate their budgets with organization
strategy, and refine their internal processes; however,
if behaviors are wrong, particularly those of leaders,
then the effectiveness of result-driven budgeting will
remain limited.
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Reinventing budgeting process

Gathering information and
engaging executives on
one hand and delivering
clear, rapid decisions on
the other can only be
achieved where there is
clarity on organisational
roles and responsibilities

Process discipline and improvement
Process improvement and discipline are key characteristics of successful resultdriven budgeting model application within the institutions. From a mission/program
perspective, they are invited to apply the same scrutiny to budgeting processes as
for an operational application of political mandates, in close integration with other
operational processes. While other organizations complete the traditional budgeting
processes, struggle to explain the variances, and protect their targets, leading public
organizations actively track and manage budget accuracy, including possible external
influencing factors that might require budget adjustments. The main objective is to
reduce uncertainty and keep the focus on results. Additional budgeting accuracy in
mission/program allocation enables organizations to continuously anticipate gaps and
highlight the need for corrective decisions.

1
3

2

Performance
objectives
(ex-ante)

5
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External
influencing
factors

Political mandates and
result-driven objectives definition

6
Resources

7 Effectiveness

4

Targeted results
(political
commitments)

Process excution with
budget allocation

8

Efficiency

3

Performance
measurement
(ex-post)

The result is greater transparency with a more
responsive and adaptive organization better able to:
• Identify and exploit opportunities from political or
internal initiatives
• Fit budget objectives, missions, and programs to
targeted results
• Identify and manage issues and risks
• Respond to changing circumstances in a moving
and uncertain context
• Consistently outperform the initial objectives
• Increase long-term value for the Luxembourg
government, municipalities, and citizens
• Define key indicators for performance
measurement before/after mission execution
Focus on drivers not details
The specifics of an effective result-driven budgeting
model vary from one institution to another, but the
principles remain the same. Targets tied to strategy and
objectives should frame the new budgeting process,
set clear expectations and operations to be performed.
There should be much less detail and more focus on
drivers that have a material impact on mission/program
results. The budget should be explicitly separated from
target setting while earmarked funds should match main
expenditures and revenue volatility in the institution’s
activity horizon and the time it takes for decisions to
impact results

Purshasing

Contract

Purchase
request

Public
accounting

€€

Cost
accounting

Cost objects
budget

Fund
Fund
Fund
reservation commitment
management

The importance of the end-to-end integration
Just as result-driven budgeting process should be
integrated across government bodies, through processes
(i.e., purchasing), divisions (i.e., administration), and
functions (i.e., cost accounting). It should also be
integrated across different planning horizons: long-term
strategy provides a framework for medium-term
planning and resource allocation (i.e., fund reservation).
In turn, these assumptions are expected to be reflected
in shorter-term operational activity budgeting (i.e. fund
commitment, cost object budget).
In reality, institutions struggle with integrating these
processes as they operate at different frequencies,
levels of granularity, and often with different owners.
Many of them entirely miss the point of planning and
leap directly to budgeting. The end-to-end purchasing
process, as illustrated below, shows the integration with
cost accounting and fund management, both main
components of the result-driven budgeting process
beside the traditional processes.

Purchase
order

Goods/services
receipts

General
ledger

Accounts
payable

Cost objects
actuals

Actual
Budget/
expenditure actual follow-up

Invoices

“Bon à payer”

Payment

Costs
allocations

Payment
budget

Payment
follow-up
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Organizations that fail to link result-driven budgeting
activities end-to-end, run the risk of creating confusion,
misalignment and loss of business visibility on objectives
achievement. Failure to ensure that operational and
financial budgeting are aligned and missions/programs
are shared and properly funded can lead to a “stop/go“
approach to decision-making.
Clarifying decision-making responsibilities
The importance of a clear operating model
It is not uncommon for decision-making to stall during
the budgeting process, as executives are often asked
to make or accept mission/program plans regardless
of whether they can control the outcome. Secondguessing takes place at each level of the organization,
between government and municipalities, and between
division and operating unit. Where the traditional
hierarchical organization has given way to a highly
matrix-based model, the lines of decision-making and
control are blurred even further. Central functions are
often responsible for managing key business operations
that impact the organizational hierarchy, yet the precise
nature and scope of that responsibility are not entirely
clear for missions/programs. An efficient and effective
budgeting process, in particular from a mission/program
perspective, provides visibility on who is responsible for
making what decisions.

Make decision-makers fully accountable
Public institutions can do much to improve clarity over
where responsibility for each decision area sits in the
organization. The challenge is to first understand the
kind of needs, issues and stakes, then to agree on their
assignment and whom exactly has the right to make
which decisions through the new result-driven model.
In high-performing organizations, decision-makers will
be fully accountable for the mission/program outcomes
of their decision. In many cases the obstacle of culture
will need to be tackled at the outset and in many
organizations, there is an ingrained resistance to sitting
down, asking for practice changes and impacts on roles,
responsibilities, and hand-offs across the new budgeting
model. Executives are often reluctant to recognize that
there is an issue and then to invest the time required as
its importance is not recognized. To achieve this difficult
balance, leaders must make it clear who the right
participants are and in what role. From there, the central
role and that of the operating units must be defined
accordingly. The role of the Finance department must
also be clear, facilitating and advising other parts of the
organization through the budgeting process, but letting
them be owned by the department leaders, mission
managers and decision-makers.
Exploiting the most recent technologies
A benefit for all types of institution

Once made, these decisions should not be secondguessed. Executives have the right to challenge and test
decisions but changes should be made by agreement,
and decision-makers should then be fully accountable
for the outcomes and delivery of their commitments.
This will require a significant cultural shift as secondguessing, “adding value“, and imposing a top-down
“stretch“ or “challenge“ have become second nature
in the budgeting process. Failure to involve the right
stakeholders can result in plans that are not only
strategically and operationally misaligned, but which
also suffer from a lack of credibility. Budgeting processes
that receive too much input become unwieldy and
prohibitively expensive. Gathering information and
engaging executives on the one hand, delivering clear,
rapid decisions on the other, can only be achieved
where there is clarity on organizational roles and
responsibilities.
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Today new technology platforms such as those provided
by IBM, Oracle, or SAP improve the speed, reliability,
and transparency of the budgeting process. While
spreadsheets have their place as powerful personal
productivity tools, implementing these result-driven
budgeting platforms allows organizations to plan and
budget on a much more collaborative and reliable basis.
They allow information to be collected, aggregated,
reported, and analyzed far more quickly than it is
possible with spreadsheets alone. They also provide the
capability to model different scenarios and the potential
impact of variations in revenues and expenditures,
currency fluctuations, and other variables. Sophisticated
business intelligence solutions are now available for
crunching large volumes of data (i.e. big data) to identify
correlations between disparate data sets and provide
predictive analysis that supports budgeting.

Crucially, this allows organizations to be more responsive
through a better and timelier understanding of the
potential impact of external factors (ex. evolution of
needs and markets, political decisions) and internal
constraints (ex. information accessibility and processing)
on performance. As such, any investment program needs
to be taken beyond a request from the Government. In
national and local institutions, the Heads of Finance are
invited to collaborate closely with organization leaders
to develop a clear understanding of the true extent to
which performance is impacted by existing issues with
the budgeting process, and potential improvements that
investment in technology can drive as part of a broader
program of change.
Getting more controls and transparency
These systems also provide greater control (i.e.,
versioning, availability controls) and accuracy that could
prove very valuable for the Inspection Générale des
Finances, the Court of Audit, and Internal Control Bodies
at each institution. Manual data re-entry and opaque
and complex spreadsheets are a notorious source of
mistakes. Solutions using purpose-built technology and
properly engineered interfaces can significantly reduce
the possibility of system error as well as automating
and articulating the budgeting process with other main
processes within the organization (i.e., earmarked
funds, expenditure & revenue cycles by department or
program).
The final key benefit is transparency, particularly in
complex, interdependent, and yet siloed institutions.
Result-driven budgeting is vital to managing and steering
these organizations and as such, it is important to
have visibility and rapid access to this data across the
institutions as well as assumptions that underpin them.
Workflow, auditability, and traceability capabilities
provide transparency to monitor and manage the
completion and submission process. This is simply not
possible with a dispersed and fragmented spreadsheet
solution.

Conclusion
The process of result-driven budgeting should sit right at the heart
of the State of Luxembourg. Understanding the steps to get there is
critical to ensuring the Luxembourg State stays on course with the
challenges of the new economy, with agility and effectiveness in a
fast-moving environment. Many public organizations still struggle to
derive real value from their current budgeting activities due to unclear,
ill-defined and unwieldy processes, lack of ownership by decisionmakers—who are disconnected from the institution’s services and
more often entirely miss the point—and limited technology capabilities.
Addressing process and technology issues alone will certainly deliver
incremental improvements in efficiency, integration and effectiveness.
However, it is clear that any program aiming to deliver significant
change and real and lasting value needs to recognize that these
processes affect a significant number of people, perhaps as many as
30-40 percent, right across an organization. Cultural inertia acts as one
of the biggest barrier to change.
Finance people like detail but data is not the same as insight. Process
immaturity and the prevalence of a culture of financial details combine
to create an inefficient system that provides access to too much
information but little insight. More detail does not necessarily mean
better decisions. The right insights that are easily accessible at the right
time will drive improved decision-making.
The departments of Finance cannot afford to tackle this as merely a
finance initiative. Achieving true change requires the involvement of
executives, mission managers, and decision-makers from across the
entire organization. In order to bring about change, managers need
help in adopting a coherent and disciplined approach to planning such
implementation and execution.
The public organization as a whole needs to be committed to seeing
it through. What, then, is the best way to move forward? Deloitte
believes the first step is to engage the executive team in a full, frank,
and open assessment about the current issues and challenges (ex.
operational, technical, staffing) presented by the existing processes and
behaviors. In the second step, developing the ownership, commitment
to transformation of the budgeting process, and commitment to
change are paramount.
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The Luxembourg government, via its Prime
Minister Xavier Bettel, has clearly expressed its
willingness “to do more with less”1. This speech
was the first milestone of a long process to
reorganize the public service, structure, and
system in which Luxembourg seems to be
engaged.

Usually when the time comes to transform a public
organization, we know the stakes going in; a change
this big could be the stroke that defines our legacy
as leaders of this sector. Indeed, public organization
leaders should certainly align their organization with
political decisions, but this should be done quite
carefully.
In fact, done well, organization transformation
can make significant improvements to performance
because it enhances the alignment of the organization
with public strategy. It can improve speed to service
and customer/citizen experience and it can go a
long way towards containing costs. However, public
organization leaders should not forget that organization
transformation is a complex undertaking with no
guarantees. Before we embark on a similar project, let’s
reflect on research from Deloitte2 that was conducted
during 130 organization design projects from their
global client base in businesses and the public sector.

1 During the Prime Minister’s statement about the status of the State at
the Chamber of Deputies on 2 April 2014
2 T. Page, A. Massey & al., Realizing the impact of organization design,
Deloitte Global, 2013
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In our experience, when an organization wants to
transform itself, only a few leaders really nail down
the purpose of such a project:
• Fewer than 20 percent of these projects exceeded
the original case of change that was used to justify
them in the first place
• Most organization design projects proceed to
the design phase with very limited analytical work
having been done. The analytics that do take place
are often based on incomplete or very high-level
data sets
• Most design projects do not go far enough in
addressing real organizational or structural issues
• In more than 60 percent of cases, these important
projects are left up to middle management
to design and implement. There is too little
sponsorship, oversight, or involvement from
senior executives
• Often, leaders embark on organization design
projects in search of benefits they can’t achieve
through organization design alone—or even at all

Cutting costs in back-office or
support areas may increase the
administrative burden on front-office
staff and downgrade the citizen
and customer experience
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So how are we to succeed on this tough journey
when the odds are stacked against us? Using these
three simple steps is key:
Decide: is organization design the right solution for
your public strategy and engagements?
Design: the right future organization is not based
on structures alone
Deliver: achieve the planned benefits and value
through thorough implementation
To a significant degree, the way projects turn out is up
to us as leaders. Case after real-world case shows that
the outcome of organization transformation hinges
on a sponsor who has the energy to drive necessary
decisions, the profile and personal characteristics
to build commitment in the organization, and the
stamina to stay the course. Here in Luxembourg,
this type of leadership seems to be present, as well
as the willingness to move the public organizations
to a different level.
But any leader should be aware that carrying out
an organization transformation is not a stand-alone
project. Having a strong team of independent
advisers assisting the transformation throughout
the journey and sharing optimal design options seen
in other organizations enable the project to avoid
implementation pitfalls and help the process to be
carried out within tight timelines. Indeed, when you
work within the organization, it is sometimes hard to
see the wood for the trees and it is important to have
external points of view to ensure that the aims of the
project aren’t founded on political games or power. The
success lies in the laser focus required when considering
the ten key principles in those three crucial stages of the
organization transformation program—decide, design,
and deliver.

Decide
Is organization design the right solution for your public strategy
and engagement?
Sometimes, changing an organization’s design can be
the wrong approach to address current performance or
public engagement issues. It is vital to be very clear on
the reasons for undertaking a redesign. Can you clearly
articulate how each planned change will relate to the
way in which your organization creates value?
The majority of organization transformation initiatives
start out with the best of intentions, but few live up
to expectations. What they do provide is disruption,
as people and positions shuffle for very little gain in
real value. Such restructuring efforts can undermine
faith in the wisdom of an organization’s leadership,
which actually erodes value and team coherence. Public
organization leaders should consider the first three of
our ten principles before deciding whether to conduct
an organization transformation project.
1. Need to unpack the intent behind redesigning
your organization
A variety of internal and external influences can
trigger organization transformation initiatives. An
executive may just perceive that something is amiss,
or the market or regulatory environment may present
an unmistakable imperative for change. It is essential
to identify and express the true purpose and intent
of the change in the context of the organization’s
wider strategy. Only this perspective can position
the design change in a way that supports broader
business goals. Is organization design the root cause
of the symptoms you wish to address? Or might
alternative interventions achieve a similar result with
less cost or risk? For example, if the goal is to reduce
public cost, other actions such as asset optimization,
a facility relocation, or renegotiation of agreements
with third-party suppliers might be an easier, faster,
and less disruptive course of action.

2. Understand where value is created and how
to enhance it within your organization
This principle contains many others. The point
here is to underline the fact that before starting
any organization transformation, it is important
to understand which part of the organization
contributes most to the attainment of our public
objectives and strategy. Which processes are critical?
Where do our critical talents lie? Too often, people
see organization transformation as the way to fix
many problems. But the complexity of the remedy
may be greater than they imagine, and the value it
unlocks may be smaller. So, be realistic about goals
and unintended consequences. For example, cutting
costs in back-office or support areas may increase
the administrative burden on front-office staff and
downgrade the citizen and customer experience,
which ultimately destroys value.
3. Have a clearly articulated public strategy and
understand exactly what the current policies are
that you want to deliver
Too many political strategies try to accommodate
everyone, leading to vague statements and rosy
promises. An effective organization transformation
needs a clear strategy that helps to guide specific
decisions. Leaders must be clear on the public service
missions they desire, so organization transformation
can align processes, structures, and roles with their
strategy. Qualitative or intuitive justifications for
change can feel powerful, but they aren’t enough. A
fact-based approach will illustrate any misalignment
between the current and desired organizational
state and lends substance to the case for change.
Organizations should avoid focusing so much on
long-term public strategic ambitions that they risk
making near-term implementation more difficult.
It is often easier to focus on interim states that are
easier to understand and achieve—and, where
possible, to build a degree of flexibility that helps the
organization deal with uncertainty.
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Design
The right future organization is not based on structures alone
If organization transformation is the answer, then there
is a right and wrong way to approach it. The scope
of an intervention should extend to elements beyond
the organizational structure itself. Public leaders and
organization leaders should also reflect on the ways
in which changes in one part of an organization can
affect the overall system. Being clear on how significant
the change will be and how decisions will be made can
significantly speed up project delivery.
Reorganizations are complex undertakings, and all
the more so because of how rapidly competitive
dynamics can change. Suppliers, employees, citizens,
and customers are becoming more global and like
to compare services between countries. Disruptive
technologies, multi-generational talent, and heightened
new policies are introducing new challenges. Social
media and the dynamics of multi-generational talent are
changing the ways in which public organizations should
communicate, both internally and externally. Amid all
this change, leaders are finding their own organizations
hard to navigate. To deal with these complexities and
steer clear of common pitfalls, executives planning to
undertake organization redesign in order to pursue
political aims and commitments should consider the
next set of principles from our list.
4. Have clear ambitions and be prepared to go far
Once an organization’s leaders understand the
underpinning political strategic imperatives of
pursuing reorganization, they should consider
the amount of change they are comfortable
introducing. This depends in part on the documented
core capabilities that support the change. How
ambitious can the future vision be? Which areas
need immediate intervention, and what changes can
be postponed? In the end, design change is about
managed disruption—driving for ambitious change
in areas that promise disproportional returns, while
saving energy in other areas that can benefit from
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more time and deliberation. Every organization
answers these questions differently, especially in the
public sector where policies are not always clear.
One organization might begin with radical shifts to
new service delivery models in back-office or support
functions; another might start at the source with
core operational or front-service functions.
New organizational forms are being introduced on
a regular basis, but that doesn’t mean the newest
and shiniest thing is the right one for you. Whether
these new organizational models or more traditional
frameworks are appropriate for your public
engagement mission boils down to your strategy and
how ambitious you are in your goals.
5. Have a clear scope, approach, tools, and pace for
your project
Organizational transformation is about more than
just structure charts. Getting from the status quo to
the desired end state requires a deliberate, carefully
sequenced design plan, and that starts with crystal
clarity on scope. The senior leadership team of the
public organization should have open discussions
about breadth (some functions or all functions?) and
depth (how far down to design?). For example, some
organizations prefer analytics, benchmarking, and
peer practices, while others want an inside-out view
that builds on internal consultation and consensus.
Similarly, some public organizations prefer a highly
automated design experience with interactive
visualization tools, while others look for simple
one-on-one advice. Regardless of the methods and
approaches selected, a carefully designed plan that
integrates milestones, dependencies, and broader
transformation objectives is essential. Finally, the
speed of the project creates a trade-off; going too
fast can mean too little engagement and challenges
downstream. Going too slow risks too much
disruption.

In this perceptive, Luxembourg—due to its central
location in the middle of Europe—can easily look
beyond its borders to find alternative and innovative
solutions.
6. Know if your design is the right one
Traditional public organization transformation
approaches are heavily process-based with common
steps:
• Establish design principles (look at the regulations
and policy aims)

Reorganizations are
complex undertakings,
and all the more so because
of how rapidly competitive
dynamics can change

• Define future capabilities (understand political
needs and objectives)
• Identify gaps between current and future model
• Explore new structures and reporting-line
scenarios
• Transition workforce
But how do you know you have it right? This is where
art meets science. Combining analytical methods with
visualization tools can point more precisely to the
places where change needs to occur—a new role, an
enhanced capability, or a revised set of decision rights,
for example. Using visualization tools to represent
quantitative data, such as operational, financial,
HR, or market metrics, can increase the likelihood
of making the right structural choices. In the end, a
good organization structure can’t guarantee improved
performance. But in the words of Peter Drucker, “The
wrong structure is a guarantee of non-performance.”
It pays to get it right.
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Deliver
Achieve the planned benefits and value through thorough implementation
Perhaps the most difficult part of an organization
design job is implementation and this is particularly
true in the public sector where the stakeholder is the
citizen. The steps you carry from paper into real life
will affect the ways in which people work every day.
They will realign the personal connections people
value with public service values. This is hard enough
when everyone is on the same page, but getting
people motivated to change—or even just getting
their attention—can make it even harder if the values
carried by the new policies are not meeting citizens’
expectations. Implementation is a journey, not an
event. It takes deliberate management.
Working through the “decide” and “design” stages of
an organization change requires significant effort, but
the real heavy lifting comes when it’s time to deliver the
promised benefits. Organizations are made of fleshand-blood people who have different ideas, various
incentives to align, and varying reserves of the time
and attention it takes to engage with a new design and
understand what it means. To make the process work
as well in practice as it does in theory, start with more
of our checklist principles.
7. Prepare your organization for potential shifts and
disruptions
Changing the public organization can be a significant
disruption. Accountabilities change, people move or
leave, and new capabilities emerge. The effectiveness
of a public organizational change can lie in how well
you prepare everyone for the transition. Act early
to help people understand the impact; if you give
people and teams enough time at the beginning to
prepare the organization for change, it can smooth
any subsequent implementation issues.
8. Learn from past attempts to implement
organizational change
Public organizations are better at initiating
change than they are at executing it. A common
phenomenon is that enthusiasm swells upon the
announcement of an organizational restructuring and
then drops when excitement turns into work.
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If Luxembourg wants to change and move forward in
its new policies, leaders should avoid making benefits
unclear for three reasons:
• Good design teams can think creatively and
break out of established paradigms, but this skill
seldom translates into execution. In other words,
great designers are rarely great builders, and
vice versa. Leaders should ask for support and
not think that they can do it all by themselves.
They should also believe in the capabilities of the
entire organization, but follow up at each stage to
ensure alignment with the designed vision.
• Competing priorities and all the moving parts
that go into daily business simply get in the way
of elegant designs and ultimately derail them.
Maintaining the integrity of a design through the
execution phase requires vigilance—are all those
daily, heat-of-the-moment decisions aligned with
the master plan? Executives like the designing part,
but they often delegate implementation to lower
levels, and that makes it harder to preserve a grand
vision. Therefore, leaders should really stay on
board and pursue the change until the very end.
• Just as design means much more than structure,
capability building means much more than
switching employee reporting lines. Designing
an organization with new capabilities is where
initiatives like these ultimately create value. Leaders
should continuously ask for information and put
questions to the project lead to ensure that the
political aims are preserved.
9. Balance collective accountability, maintain
momentum and the integrity of the design
Getting to the point of making a decision on a public
organizational change is the last step in the job, but
it is a critical juncture. It is important to keep energy
and commitment levels high while approvals are
pending, design teams morph into implementation
teams, and external advisers disappear. This is
another way in which advanced planning can help
organizations avoid common pitfalls and enjoy all
the planned benefits of the change.

Finally
The most critical factor in organizational change is leadership
When political choices are made and announced,
organizational change projects should have a clear
champion with the power to act. A wealth of
experience underscores this correlation between the
leadership’s commitment to the proposed change and
the achievement of planned outcomes and benefits.
This takes us to the last of the ten critical principles.
10. Have leaders with the capability, energy, and
stamina to lead the design and embed results
At the executive level, public leaders sponsor and
drive organizational change. At the program level,
other leaders facilitate the design and bring it into
reality. At both levels, organization transformation
requires deep commitment and intense participation.
It is only when words become actions that citizens
and civilians really take proposals seriously. This isn’t
only because leaders are the ones with authority;
they are also the ones with sufficient public strategic
insight and emotional intelligence to bring the
population around to the goal and vision. When
citizens, staff, and stakeholders embark on the
journey from the old to the new, it is easier when
they feel they have someone to follow.

These undertakings can be long and challenging.
They demand significant energy from key people
and can test longstanding relationships. Leading
an organization through the process of becoming
something else takes capability, stamina, and a
willingness to stay the course.
What we can learn is that organizational
transformation really is a conversation of the political
vision with itself. What are you trying to achieve?
What stands in the way? How can you get from here
to there? In the same way that people can’t improve
without honest self-awareness and a plan, nor can
organizations. Creating and implementing a new
design can be a significant organizational accelerator
in complex business environments, but merely
committing to change is no guarantee. It takes
precision and careful emphasis on all three phases—
decide, design, and deliver. Thinking about the
principles at each phase—and acting as a result—can
save time and effort, and it is the only way to link the
effort you’re expending with the results you want.

Working through the “decide” and
“design” stages of an organization change
requires significant effort, but the real
heavy lifting comes when it’s time to deliver
the promised benefits
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The internet has long been a source of
growth and performance for the digital
wave caused by a new kind of actors

Introduction
A movement of destruction/creation is underway, at the
heart of which there is globalization and digitalization
of our economies. The internet has long been a
source of growth and performance for the digital
wave caused by a new kind of actors. In the private
sector, Booking.com, Airbnb, Uber, and other global
platforms have done well to break down the issue of
proximity and have destabilized historical actors. These

new competitors—mostly Americans—are clearing
territories, are free of regulation and are abruptly
changing the rules of the game.
In the public sector some governments, such as those in
the UK, US, and Australia are surfing on new waves and
achieving a competitive advantage over those that are
yet to move beyond the “old economy”.
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Today, instead of talking about “new technology
of information and communication”, the word on
everybody’s lips is "Digital". It has become a standard
that can be adapted to suit various purposes.
Companies and recruiters are on the look-out for
profiles with "digital" experience. Based on business
or subject knowledge, this can mean experience in
social networks, creating multimedia content, CRM,
web "branding", IT, or a very technology-oriented
background, or even something else. This semantic
difference from the outset skews the result of
exchanges.
In reality, if we were to merge everything and pool all
that falls under the digital umbrella, we would see that
“Digital” encompasses the whole business of providing
technology to individuals. We would also see that what
everyone actually does is sometimes limited, in view
of what Digital really has to offer both in terms of its
business and societal challenges.
An ecosystem is a community of living organisms in
conjunction with the non-living components of their
environment (such as air, water, and mineral soil),
interacting as a system. As ecosystems are defined by
the network of interactions among organisms, and
between organisms and their environment, they can
be of any size but usually encompass specific or limited
spaces. This view can in fact be transferred to the
economy of the country or to the entire planet.

Today, instead of talking about
“new technology of information
and communication”, the word
on everybody’s lips is ”Digital”
Having a digital government is more than simply making
a government service digital, such as putting a claim
process online or having a website for departments or
ministries. Investment decisions for a digital government
service should be based on the potential returns on
investment in terms of public value.
Digital government, like all things related to IT, is an
evolving concept due to the changes occurring in the
IT industry. The digitalization of the public sector is
facing particular challenges. For example, the additional
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management problems that create longer deadlines. In
particular, strategic continuity is very difficult to ensure
because of changes in political majorities.
The organization of the sector sometimes causes
data to be dispersed among departments,
themselves responding to a certain taxonomy and
to heterogeneous requirements. It will therefore be
more complicated to make large-scale investments and
generate sufficient economies of scale. Similarly, the
lack of centralized IT infrastructures nationwide poses
an obstacle to the establishment of a transparent and
fluid system for the user.
Finally, the complexity of tasks required by the largescale digital projects requires such a high level of
specialization and expertise that the public service
cannot compete with the deals offered by the private
sector. Consequently, many efforts towards the
"e-government" are still far from fruition.
Indeed, governments around the world are doing
their level best to meet citizen demand and capture
benefits. More than 130 countries have online
services. For example, Estonia’s 1.3 million residents
can use electronic identification cards to vote, pay
taxes, and access more than 160 services online, from
unemployment benefits to property registration.
Turkey’s Social Aid Information System has consolidated
multiple government data sources into one system to
provide citizens with better access and faster decisions
on its various aid programs. The United Kingdom’s
gov.uk site serves as a one-stop information hub for
all government departments. Such online services also
provide greater access for rural populations, improve
quality of life for those with disabilities, and offer
options for those whose work and lifestyle demands
do not conform to typical daytime office hours.
Another example is the younger population’s appetite
for—and the attraction to—new technology. This
must be taken into consideration to increase voter
participation rates, ease access to public information,
facilitate appointment booking, or make contacting
local authorities to pay council tax easier. It could
also help young people not only in education or
employment, but also prepare them for work in the
local area. The application could help them to access
advice and support on employment, volunteering
and mentoring training, as well as enabling the
administration to measure the results of such initiatives
and policies through KPIs and objectives.

Another example that could also be transposed to the
public sector, not because of the sector but because
of the mentality, is that of the Fidor bank and its CEO,
M. Kröner, who was a speaker at the London FSI
conference a few weeks ago.
This bank has completely rethought the traditional
concept of banking and produced an outstanding

digital-only bank that is currently one the world’s
most innovative in its field. Fidor has the ambition
to create a bank with a frictionless digital experience.
Their European banking license allows them to own
their entire infrastructure and create a completely new
paradigm.

According to the CFO of Fidor, they believe it comes down to three things:
“This stands for the full integration of the customer into the experience. This means even if it is sometimes painful and
requires a lot of patience, they integrate our users and customers as much as somehow possible into the experience
technically, communicatively and conceptually.

Web 2.0

Banks today are disintegrated, not integrated. Why do banks need to integrate the customers into the experience? Because
banks want to gain what they lost during the crisis: TRUST. Banks need trust because they want to be seamlessly integrated
into the digital lifestyle of the people they serve”.
“If you want to be as useful as possible and deliver a valuable service, you cannot rely only on a handful of your proprietary
services. What are the options?
a. If you rely on your proprietary products and services or that of a service provider, then you acknowledge that you believe
there is no better service than the service you are offering your customer. Okay—you are a world champion. Great.

Technical
openness
by API

Data

b. But, if you are not convinced this is the case, then you are fooling your customers. Meaning that there would be some
better service out there, but you exclude that experience for your customers.
c. If you believe you want to offer more value to your customer, but you cannot actually achieve it for whatever reason
(tech, staff, resources), then you need to open up. If you want to deliver the richest and most value added service,
you need to be open and as easily accessible as possible. That is why API banking is critical”.
“You should collect as much data as you can get, but you must use it responsibly and in the favor of your users and
customers. It is not the case that a bank is the owner of that data—simply because the data is created by and belongs
to each single customer and user. So, you cannot fool people with it. This is why we are not only creating a management
system, but a Customer Information System (CIS). The data belongs to the customer. You need to give it to them in a
digested, aggregated and useful way, supporting the users and customers in improving their personal financial situation”.
A number of successful government initiatives nevertheless show that by integrating the best practices of the private sector
in a public context, in-depth scanning is possible. 6 key actions have been identified for successful digitization:
1. Engage all public stakeholders around specific objectives
2. Coordinate IT investments across government
3. Rethink processes, considering the end user as "the client" to satisfy
4. Identify and develop talent
5. Seek to have Big Data and data analysis to improve decision-making
6. Protect critical and confidential data infrastructure
However, despite all the progress made, most governments are far from capturing the full benefits of digitalization.
To do so, they need to take their digital transformation deeper, beyond the provision of online services through
e-government portals, into the broader business of government itself. That means looking for opportunities to improve
productivity, collaboration, scale, process efficiency, and innovation.
The OECD recommendation for Digital Government Strategies of 15 July 2014 is based on the following definition of what
digital government is; digital government refers to the use of digital technologies, as an integrated part of governments’
modernization strategies, to create public value. It relies on a digital government ecosystem comprising government actors,
non-governmental organizations, businesses, citizens’ associations and individuals, which supports the production of and
access to data, services and content through interactions with the government.
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There are three key phrases within this
definition:

1.
To create
public value

3.

2.
To rely on a digital
government ecosystem
including individuals and
government and nongovernment actors

To support the
production of and
access to data, services
and content

Therefore, a simpler and clearer definition of digital
government would be: digital government refers to the
production of and access to data, services and content,
sourced and distributed across the digital ecosystem, to
create public value.
Foremost it highlights an important goal for digital
government—to create public value—not simply in
terms of value for individuals through easy access to
government transactions and information or value for
government in terms of doing more for less. Rather,
public value refers to the various benefits for society
that may vary according to the actors’ perspective.
Public value is collective rather than something that
accrues to each party. The principle is the following:
“the whole is greater than the sum of its parts“.
By creating public value, digital government contributes
to the achievement of the state’s economic and social
development goals. This public value imperative
places investment decisions for digital government
initiatives at the door of business owners rather than IT
departments.
Secondly, this definition highlights that digital
government relies on government, individuals and
non-government actors collaborating through digital
means. The digital ecosystem includes government,

non-government, business and individuals. Digital
government is not the sole domain of government
agencies nor is it a government-led business
transformation. It is a society-wide phenomenon
enabling governments to interact with citizens and
business in new and innovative ways, such as naturally
connected, to achieve better government. Better
government leads to increased levels of trust in public
institutions, which in turn underpins a well-functioning
modern society.
Finally, digital government represents the creation of and
access to services, data and content. Services and content
represent the highly visible, yet often transactional, side
of government in a digital world. For example, being able
to conduct business online with a single identity token
with personal information that is seamless and shared
securely across government agencies on a need-to-know
basis (naturally connected) has been the goal of the
e-government movement since the Internet emerged
as an agent for service delivery reform.
Policy makers also have much to gain from digital
content and services, as data lies at the heart of
evidence-based policymaking. Access to more and
better data at source, in real time and in a digital format
provides policy makers with the evidence base for faster
decision-making associated with targeted social and
economic policy. Importantly, the massive increase in
digital data, both structured and unstructured, can be
used to measure the social and economic impact of
policy execution with lead indicators rather than the
lag indicators generated through traditional evaluation
methods. For example, a targeted policy initiative based
on lead indicators created and analyzed digitally, could
result in a public-value-creating, yet non-digital service
response; e.g., a home visitation program for elderly
people to proactively assist them with safe living in their
own homes. Digital government is as much a catalyst
for policy reform, as it is an enabler for service delivery
transformation.

Sources:
http://www.oecd.org/gov/public-innovation/recommendation-on-digital-government-strategies.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/european-egovernment-action-plan-2011-2015
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/european-egovernment-action-plan-2011-2015
http://www.budde.com.au/Research/Australia-Digital-Economy-E-Government.html
http://www.malcolmturnbull.com.au/assets/Coalitions_Policy_for_E-Government_and_the_Digital_Economy_(2).pdf
http://www.investcanberra.com/opportunities/digital-economy-and-e-government.aspx
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Conclusion
What does the digital economy mean to government?
Governments that embrace hyper-connectivity to its fullest potential will succeed in this new economy. With
the power of real-time computing, decision makers can gain real-time insights that help create a sustainable
competitive advantage. Citizens and administrations can sift through every piece of data within their reach,
no matter the volume, complexity, or degree of access required. However, to make these insights truly
transformational, governments need a digital core that binds every piece of information to people, devices and
business networks in real time. This form of reinvention simplifies business collaboration, allowing companies
and citizens to accelerate and intensify business impacts as soon as decisions are reached. Savings generated
by the digitalization of the public sector would rise to billions in currency in a year; lower costs and improved
operational performance, better fraud management, and increased productivity contribute to the efficiency
of the entire system.
More importantly, citizens can access insights anywhere in real time and with a personalized and simplified
user experience, which does not require a specific qualification in data science. Some of the world’s leading
governments have already taken the leap, while others are just getting started. However, there are a significant
number of public sector administrations sitting on the sidelines. Whatever the case may be, it is time for
governments to reinvent their “public services delivery model” and processes to stay ahead of the game and
attract their citizens’ attentions.
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Introduction
The best and most successful approach to building a strong, viable digital agenda ensures that
strategy is at the center of such an agenda. In fact, first of all, get the digital strategy right by
prioritizing it and be clear and realistic about where you can make a real difference. Secondly,
as this is a “digital“ agenda, you need to put technology very high on your priority list. The
choices are numerous, and getting this point right will determine most structural aspects of
implementation. Thirdly, make sure you have the right digital leadership, which understands
the possibilities of this new paradigm and has a clear inclination to get things moving.
Digitalization on the level currently possible is perhaps the largest disruptor we have seen
in history, but most definitely the one combined with the highest velocity of change. The
possibilities are (almost) endless, but as changes happen at such great speed the possibility
that your strategy itself will be disrupted is high. Consequently, you need to have a modular
and flexible approach, which can be swiftly adapted and re-aligned to any new situation.
Your strategic approach itself must be “agile“.
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Smart Nation—definition for this article and
its scope
A smart nation is a nation that develops clear value
propositions for where and how the nation shall
compete, by creating visionary strategies to make these
propositions possible and realistic, and at the same time
keeping a keen focus on how the nation is investing and
spending its resources.
This article will focus on digital leadership and on what
is needed for Luxembourg to join the club of nations
for which ICT and digitalization is the driving force
for growth. That is, the focus is on consumerization
of public services and what the drivers for this
consumerization are, as well as what it means for the
digital strategy and what these disruptive services might
actually be.
Luxembourg is currently not a leader in the digitalization
movement. Other countries have made digitalization
their priority for years and built their national GDP
growth on this. Though Luxembourg is not a firstmover, there is ample room to change the status quo
and the Digital Lëtzebuerg initiative is now creating the
right momentum propelling Luxembourg towards the
front-row.
Drivers for e-Government and consumerization
of public services
The underlying technology forces making this mega
shift possible are “social“, “mobile“, “analytics“ and
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“cloud“. These forces are able to make entirely new
industries and change existing sectors completely. If
we consider geo-spatial technology, the widespread
demographic change underway worldwide and the
changing demands of socially conscious citizens, we
see that there is a strong case for modification and
consumerization of public services.
The ability to attract and develop excellent talent
emerges as the most critical component of national
competitiveness. As such, governments lower political
barriers (taxes, social security, and immigration
requirements) to welcome a new class of global
workers. This is certainly a necessity in Luxembourg,
but something we as a nation have done for many
years. Global demand for skilled workers, coupled
with a choosier creative class, has led to new forms of
global mobility, including short assignments, reverse
transfers and virtual mobility (working in the cloud).
Nations attempt to steer the flow of top talent to areas
of critical need and terms such as “global citizen” and
“global community” assume larger places in personal
identities.
Cities are getting bigger as more and more people
choose to live in a city. Early innovations in green
building seen in the first decade of the 21st century have
become the norm, reshaping the construction industry
and creating entirely green cities that are not only
sustainable, but resilient, giving rise to advances such
as zero-energy home building, rooftop farming, and

permeable pavements. Sensors and wireless networks
are increasingly being used to create smart cities and
improve sustainability metrics.
Bringing digitalization of public services with
a focus on citizen digital experience is essential,
but internal process optimization targets must
also be aligned
In order for public services to be able to manage and
be ready for these changes—which are inevitable—
there are several areas to cover. When transforming
the public sector, “policy and regulatory aspects“ must
be ensured. With the introduction of national changes
and the EU directives, some of the hurdles are being
removed.
However, interaction with citizens must be the focus of
any public services transformation and at all times take
center stage. This is where the “user experience“ comes
into play and priorities for service development must be
aligned.
For these digital public services to work well and not
result in huge and impossible internal workloads,
services must be re-engineered and streamlined to
make them as efficient as possible. Many countries are
already focusing on such internal aspects and rolling out
aggressive plans for digitalization and use of ICT.
Imagine that a new front-end system has been
implemented, making a digital citizen interaction
possible, with a nice Graphical User Interface (GUI)

available on both e- and m-channels (web and mobile
channels). Behind the scenes of the specific public
administration however, no changes were made to
accommodate this new service but due to the changes
in the citizen interface, the administrative personnel
actually need additional steps to process the adapted
workflow. If this is scaled up to the entire public
administration, workloads will become impossible to
cope with and delays in processing incompatible with
a digital agenda. Moreover, the public services would
need additional resources, buildings, and education, etc.

The ability to attract and
develop excellent talent
emerges as the most critical
component of national
competitiveness
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This is an example of how national infrastructure
might be changed. With pressure increasing on
limited infrastructure assets, new dynamic pricing
models improve efficiency and embed two key values
in the transportation system; users begin paying a
direct portion of the actual cost, and prices respond
to demand. The advent of mobile technology and
embedded sensors make dynamic pricing possible
based on variables such as time of day, road
congestion, speed, occupancy, and even carbon
emissions.
In San Francisco, SFpark pioneered the world’s most
advanced parking management system. New meters,
sensors, and demand-responsive pricing made it easier
to find parking in the city. Increased parking availability
benefits drivers, Muni riders, bicyclists, pedestrians,
visitors, residents, merchants, and more. SFpark uses
demand-responsive pricing to open up parking spaces
on each block and reduce circling and double-parking.
Rates may vary by block, time of day and day of week.
As users are paying by mobile apps and the complete
system is digitalized, there is very limited new workload
for public services. Some existing workload and certain
issues are even reduced by using such a system.
Examples like this show areas in which Luxembourg
could evolve and offer improved services to citizens.
According to the EU Digital Agenda, Denmark saves
taxpayers €150 million and businesses €50 million
per year by investing in and implementing electronics
invoicing. If a similar scheme were introduced across the
EU, annual savings could exceed €50 billion.
Where does Luxembourg stand today?
According to the WEF Global Information Technology
report 2015, which focuses on member states’ ICT
readiness through a set of 53 indicators, Luxembourg
is ranked comfortably in 9th place. These indicators
are not focused on e- or m-channels, or on how well
services are integrated, but instead look at the political
and regulatory environment (environment), the ICT
infrastructure and skills (readiness), how businesses,
users and governments are using ICT (usage), and the
economic and social impact (impact).
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What is evident from the report is that there is a clear
connection between this index (NRI) and average
income per capita. When the index increases, so does
the income.
In 2012, Luxembourg was placed 21st but steady
improvement has resulted in it climbing to 9th place
in 2015. The main improvement areas listed are
“government on-line services“ (42nd place) and citizens“
e-participation (54th place).
The EU’s Digital Agenda for Europe also has a
scoreboard in which Luxembourg ranks 8th out of
the 28 member states. Though many scores have
improved, the progress is slow, and shows clear areas
for improvement. Here, “Digital Public Services“ is
the obvious area for attention with some additional
areas for consideration. The “Integration of digital
Technology“ point places Luxembourg as 16th out of
28. Mainly due to this, Luxembourg is described as a
medium-performer in digitalization.
According to the EU’s “Future-Proof eGovernment for
a Digital Single Market” report (June 2015), the existing
Luxembourg digital public services have an extremely
high number of average steps in the user journey as
well as low use centricity. There is clearly a window
of opportunity for all public service organizations in
Luxembourg to change the current situation and drive
a new digital strategy forward. This is directly evident
from the above and should be a wake-up call for all
public services to aggressively develop and drive a
digital agenda. The e-Administration initiative of Digital
Lëtzebuerg will potentially help advance the status of
Luxembourg and its ranking.
Practical approach and priorities for
Luxembourg public services
As seen above, Luxembourg is a medium performer
in digitalization and in public services is even
performing poorly. There are many initiatives that can
and should be made for the public services sector,
changing the status quo and driving digitalization and
citizen engagement forward, but initiatives should
be prioritized. This can be done based on impact
and complexity, but considering some initiatives are
“foundational“ by nature, these should be the subject
of immediate focus and be accelerated.

We should first mention “open government“, which
builds on the concept and availability of “open data“.
This concept increases the exchange of data, ensures
connectivity between necessary parties and delivers more
efficient and effective user-friendly services. Furthermore,
such services have the potential to reduce administrative
cost and delays in processing time. It is also about making
government processes and decisions open, in order to
foster citizen participation and engagement.
Open Data is also defined as a critical element of the
Digital Lëtzebuerg initiative.
A second foundational initiative is “Identity and Access
Management“ (IAM). This is not the same as e-ID—as
often mistakenly stated—as IAM is a comprehensive
and holistic approach for both identity of the user as
well as determining what the user should be able to
access. e-ID only covers part of the basic identification
of the user.
A critical component of this overall process is the
ability to digitally sign documents and forms. For
instance, tax returns must be signed before submission,
and people getting married must sign a marriage
request. A student applying for a course should sign a
request, and implementation of an eHealth monitoring
system should only be considered if the person to be
monitored has agreed.
The EU regulation on electronic identification and
trust services for electronic transactions in the internal
market (eIDAS Regulation) was adopted by the colegislators on 23 July 2014 as a milestone to providing a
regulatory environment to enable secure and seamless
electronic interactions between businesses, citizens,
and public authorities. One of the trust services
defined in the regulation is e-signatures, which must
be accepted throughout the EU member states and
enables digital public service and processing.
The third foundational initiative relates to ICT
standardization and centralization of data storage
and processing, which offers economies of scale that
even the largest organizations could not achieve by
themselves, i.e., cloud computing. Everybody expects
such clouds to be governed, secure, or offer the right
level of privacy, hence governments are focusing on

private clouds. However, by using cloud technologies,
services that would not be obtainable otherwise can
become commonplace. Imagine the effect of big data
and advanced analytics on the current ICT infrastructure
for most national administrations, or how the university
will cope with the massive scale of compute power and
storage required in the near future for research.
There are uncertainties and obstacles when moving
towards a private cloud model, but trying to avoid
cloud would be a mistake and is unlikely to be a
successful strategy in the long run. Instead, services
must use creative and innovative thinking to find new
and better ways to deliver their services.
Based on the foundational initiatives, public service
organizations must start the transformation of their
services with the following imperatives:
• Embrace the digital disruption fully throughout all
public services with a strong strategy that enables
change and encourages innovation
• Ensure the citizen experience is at the forefront
of everything you do and learn from the many
mistakes that have been made around the world
• Embrace and enable the mobile mind-shift taking
place and create “mobile moments“ for citizens
• Offer creative insight-driven services, based on
open data and innovation, which deliver relevant,
attractive, and easy services for citizens
• Learn how to develop agile strategies and
implementation roadmaps, which can change and
adapt as and when required. The digital disruption
is also disrupting existing processes and ways of
working—make sure not to sustain the old ways
of working in the new insight economy
By embracing these imperatives, the inevitable change
towards a digital service model will start to take shape
and the roadmap will be laid down.

Sources:
http://reports.weforum.org/global-information-technology-report-2015/ @ 31 July 2015
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/scoreboard/luxembourg#5-digital-public-services @ 31 July 2015
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80 percent of the population currently lives in cities.
Population growth and aging, climate change and
pollution—all these are the de facto trending topics
in our current societies and all of them contribute to
the pressure on public resources availability1. Faced
with the challenge of maintaining citizens’ quality of
life and living, the smarter move for governments was
to combine and use the increasing availability of data
and advances in research on the technology of things,
and this way optimize the delivery of services. How is
it called? Smart city. What is the goal? To tailor public
services to increase resource efficiency.
“Smart city“ is a broad concept for urban development
strategies involving multiple policy areas, cross-sectorial
business fields, and collaboration between different
agents. Due to its very broad nature, it has been
repeatedly stigmatized as a “buzzword”: that is, of
little meaning. But a lack of a clear definition does not
always imply a lack of history or a lack of consistency.
In fact, “smart city“ has always been linked to an
all-encompassing approach to coordinate the multiple
dimensions of a city with the help of technology:
from households and buildings, to infrastructure and
transportation, and including all social service areas.
However, the concept has evolved too. And at each
stage, it has learnt from its weakness to shift towards
an ever better and stronger “smart city“. Join us on this
journey: 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, ready?

The shift from the “I want it all“ to the “I want it
now“ approach
Initially, “Smart city“ was linked to projects like Planet
IT in Portugal, Songdo in South Korea or Masdar in the
United Arab Emirates. It entailed the construction of
cities from scratch: high-tech newly built urban spaces
invaded by data monitoring devices aiming at total
sustainability with zero emissions and 100 percent
green energy sources. However, these projects require
massive amounts of investment: in periods of economic
destabilization and declining growth rates, governments
cannot maintain the same financial flow. Therefore,
these projects—estimated at a cost of between €23.5
and €47 billion each2—saw their pace of deployment
slow3. Haydee Sheombar, Smarter Cities business leader
expert, framed it well: the smart cities strategy should
emphasize less expensive but “quick-win solutions“ that
suit the city4. The approach had to shift.

1 These, among others, are the areas in which the “Horizon 2020” strategy focuses. This is a EU program that will deploy €80 billion on research and
innovation within a 7-year timeframe (2014-2020). It gives special attention to ICT programs, and the interest in developing Smart City under the
framework of the Digital Agenda. European Commission (2014), “EU Research and Innovation: Tackling Societal Challenges”. The EU Framework
Programme for Research and Innovation horizon 2020. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/sites/horizon2020/files/InfoKit_
UK_240214_Final.pdf
2 Sassen, Saskia (December, 2012), “Urbanising technology“. LSE Cities. Available at: https://lsecities.net/media/objects/articles/urbanising-technology/
en-gb/
3 Turcu et al. (March, 2015). The impact of the global financial and economic crisis on European cities. UCL. Public Policy Briefings. Available at:
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/public-policy/public-policy-briefings/Crisis_briefing
4 Quoted in Smart Cities in Europe, “The role of ICT“, by Boyd Cohen. Post. Accessed August 2015. Available at: http://www.smartcitiesineurope.
com/2011/11/the-role-of-ict/
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In his article of August 2015, the urban and climate
strategist Boyd Cohen highlighted the characteristics of
this second connotation for smart cities, which he calls
version “2.0”5. In contrast to the previous generation,
the new strategy consisted in the partnership between
city councils and big technology corporations, together
with the engineering sector and assistance of business
consultants, to apply ICT innovations to the already
existing city infrastructures6. The cities and all their items
were to be equipped with adequate and accessible
gadgets and sensors. Smart cities 2.0 immediately
caught the attention of data and technology enthusiasts,
and research and academic centers, which in recent
years have increasingly generated greater activity
surrounding this topic7. In addition, this version 2.0
has received the support of the main financial actors8.
For instance, the EU initiative in smart cities foresees
a total investment of €3 trillion by the end of 20209.
Frost & Sullivan (hereafter as F&S) estimates a market
opportunity worth US$1.5 trillion by the same year.

percent on the total market share by 2020, as is smart
infrastructure. The CAGRs for smart building and smart
transportation are estimated at 10 percent and 9 percent
respectively10. Smart cities 2.0 make use of the fruitful
and rich development of the internet of things (hereafter,
IoT) and its more than one million possibilities11. IoT is of
major importance for achieving successful deployment
of such projects, according to experts12. IoT Evolution
Magazine indicated that the “connected house” is “the
face of the IoT”13. All items and devices sending data
from households can be infinite and so this calls for
the design of smart living solutions. In fact, Gartner
estimates that by 2017, the number of connected things
used in smart homes might surpass 1 billion units14.
Examples of this are the switch towards smart metering:
the European Commission has already stated its goal of
replacing electricity meters by its smarter version in at
least 80 percent of households in each EU Member State
by 202015. However, it is this constant data gathering
that is indeed giving rise to most criticism.

In the same report, F&S distinguished the main strategic
sectors in which this market will expand: governance
and education, energy and healthcare sectors, security
and infrastructure, and building and transportation.
As the graph shows, the fields that will see the most
growth in the period between 2012 and 2020 are
smart governance and education (21 percent each on
compound annual growth rate, CAGR). These sectors
are closely followed by the smart energy and healthcare
sectors, accumulating 15 percent and 16 percent
CAGR respectively. Security is expected to grow by 14

Governance & Education

20,93

Energy

16,65

Healthcare

15,26

Security

14,11

Infrastructure

13,75

Building

10,21

Transportation

9,09

5 Cohen, Boyd (August, 2015), “The 3 generations of smart cities“. Fast Company. Available at: http://www.fastcoexist.com/3047795/
the-3-generations-of-smart-cities
6 Paroutis, S., Bennett, M., and Heracleous, L. (2014). A strategic view on smart city technology: The case of IBM Smarter Cities during a recession.
Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 89, 262-272
7 Suitable evidence is the growth in Smart City research institutes or specialized departments in the main European universities, which have multiplied
over the past years. Multiple market agents can be identified through the projects presented in EU Smart Cities. From the 370 commitments being
developed across the EU, in data for 2014 and among the stakeholders, 36 percent are public authorities; 26 percent Businesses; 16 percent
research/academic centres; 6 percent NGOs; 2 percent private individuals; and a remaining 16 percent “other”. European Innovation Partnership,
“Invitation for Commitments“. Smart Cities & Communities. Infographic. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/eip/smartcities/files/eip-ifc-infographic.pdf
8 EIB, June 2014, “EIB launches first smart city investment scheme in Europe: Belgian towns to benefit from EUR 400m EIB-Belfius scheme”. Retrieved
July 2015 from: http://www.eib.org/infocentre/press/releases/all/2014/2014-124-premiere-europeenne-la-bei-et-belfius-debloquent-400-millionspour-developper-des-villes-et-communes-intelligentes-et-durables-en-belgique.htm?lang=-en
9 Suitable evidence is the growth in Smart City research institutes or specialized departments in the main European universities, which have multiplied
over the past years. Multiple market agents can be identified through the projects presented in EU Smart Cities, accessed August 2015. Available at:
https://eu-smartcities.eu/eu-projects?search_term=&title=&field_countries_value=All&field_event_city=All&items_per_page=All
10 Frost and Sullivan, “Global Smart City Market“. Presentation of the key results of the report. Available at: http://www.frost.com/prod/servlet/analystbriefing-detail.pag?mode=open&sid=280678953
11 Literally, the Gartner Consultancy estimated in 1 million in 2015, 1.7 million in 2016 and up to 2.6 million in 2017 the number of connected things
in Smart Cities. BBVA Centro de innovación (24 April 2015), “Smart Cities” will have more than one million things connected this year. Retrieved July
2015 from: http://www.centrodeinnovacionbbva.com/en/news/smart-cities-will-have-more-one-million-things-connected-year#sthash.WE2zEP6Z.
dpuf
12 Zanella, A., Bui, N., Castellani, A., Vangelista, L., & Zorzi, M. (2014). Internet of things for smart cities. Internet of Things Journal, IEEE, 1(1), 22-32.
Available at: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=6740844
13 IoT Evolution (August 2015), “Where We Live: The Connected Home is the Face of the IoT“. IOT Evolution Magazine. Available at: http://www.
iotevolutionmagazine.com/features/articles/408102-where-we-live-connected-home-the-face-the.htm/
14 Gartner (March, 2015), “Gartner Says Smart Cities Will Use 1.1 Billion Connected Things in 2015“. Newsroom. Available at: http://www.gartner.com/
newsroom/id/3008917
15 Smart meters are electricity meters which allow to collect electricity usage and related information in a detailed and real-time basis. For
more information on this program, see EU Commission, “Smart grids and meters“. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/
markets-and-consumers/smart-grids-and-meters
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Not all a bed of roses: technocracy and surveillance
Whereas the strengths of smart cities 2.0 might bring
efficiency to city management and planning, some
critical voices highlight the threats of this hyperconnected world. Rob Kitchin, investigator on The
Programmable City project at the National Institute for
Regional and Spatial Analysis, Ireland, mentions five
major shortcomings of smart cities 2.0: the politics
of big urban data, technocratic governance and city
development, corporatization of city governance
and technological lock-ins, hackable cities, and the
“panoptic” city.
On the politics of big urban data, The Guardian
published an article declaring “The truth about smart
cities: “In the end, they will destroy democracy”, in a
citation of Leo Hollis, author of “Cities are good for
you“. Hollis criticizes constant data gathering and
surveillance16. The fear is that citizenry would not
need to express preferences, as data trends would
automatically show and define the best possible policy
to deploy. This reproach is linked to the potential for
technocratic governance. The data to be analyzed
and processed is targeting the provision of “real-time
solutions”17. The danger is to bypass government
representatives to have data analysts.
Less pessimistic views, but nonetheless critical, indicate
that governments are lagging behind on two main
aspects necessary to properly benefit from smart city
projects: firstly, public agents are receiving the input of
a new tool, whilst maintaining a traditional structure
and old patterns and dynamics. Secondly, urban leaders
would actually lack the required skilled staff to make the
most of these technologies. Without a properly updated
organization or a well-prepared workforce, the results
of smart city initiatives might fall short of their actual
potential18.

Focus: Smart City projects in Europe
The EU, with the Innovation Partnership on Smart
Cities and Communities initiative, has deployed
smart city projects through six main action
clusters: citizen focus, integrated infrastructures
and processes; policy and regulations; integrated
planning; sustainable districts and built
environment, and sustainable urban mobility. Here
are some examples:
Growsmater
Stockholm, Cologne and Barcelona
Renewal of the building stock to create low-energy
districts, deployment of smart waste handling,
integrated structures for ICT.
Remourban
Eskisehir, Nottingham and Valladolid
The Regeneration Model for accelerating the
smart URBAN transformation focuses on the
improvement and renovation of the city’s existing
infrastructures and buildings.
Triangulum
Eindhoven, Manchester, Stavanger
Different strategies to achieve the main goals
of the program: “reduced energy consumption
of buildings, increased use of renewable
energies, increased utilisation of electric vehicles,
deployment of intelligent energy management
technology and deployment of an ICT data hub”.
Pitagoras
Graz and Bilbao
The very name is indicative of its goals: sustainable
urban planning with innovative and low energy
thermal and power generation from residual and
renewable sources. The focus of this project is to
develop models for low energy city districts.
Source: EU Smart Cities

16 Poole, Steven (17 December 2014), “The truth about smart cities: “In the end, they will destroy democracy’”. The Guardian. Available at:
http://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/dec/17/truth-smart-city-destroy-democracy-urban-thinkers-buzzphrase
17 As an example, one might refer to the example of CityPulse, being deployed with the support of the EC under the Digital Agenda Framework.
A summary of the project can be found in “Real-Time IoT Stream Processing and Large-scale Data Analytics for Smart City Applications“, retrieved
from: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/future-networks/documents/smart-cities-projects/citypulse.pdf
18 Meijer, A., and Bolívar, M. P. R. (2015). Governing the smart city: a review of the literature on smart urban governance. International Review of
Administrative Sciences
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And added to this criticism, is the emphasis on energy
policy in the EU. Some experts maintain that prior
to any “smart“ solution being implemented, green
energy projects have to be robustly deployed across the
board19,20.
Anthony Townsend extensively discusses the topic of
hackable cities in his book “Smart Cities: Big data, civic
hackers and the quest for a new utopia“. In an interview
with City Lab, the author anecdotally commented on
problems with data privacy when discussing data privacy
and hacking: “it’s not hard to imagine scenarios in local
government where somebody’s brother gets access to
something that they’re not supposed to have access to”21.
All these assessments highlighted the need to involve
citizens in public decision-making. With this, the next
(and current) stage of “smart cities“ emerged: smart
city 3.0. The position paper from Eurocities on smart
cities summarizes its main characteristics: “There are
no one-size-fits-all solutions: becoming smarter will
mean different things to different cities. Most of all, it
is crucial to involve people in the process: there can be
no smart city without smart citizens”22. And definitely,
smart cities 3.0 entail these two aspects: citizens have
to join the bandwagon, but the solutions also have to
fit the character of the city. Smart city projects must be
personalized.
Overcoming the critiques by deploying a peoplecentered approach
“Smart cities 3.0”, “Human smart cities”23, “Sharing
smart cities”: there could be a million ways to frame
the same idea, which is this empowerment of citizens
under the form of ICT applications, revolutionizing the
way in which we interact with our cities. To summarize

this new strategy, important concepts are those of
grassroots innovations; modular and cheaper solutions;
crowdsourcing and crowdfunding; collaborative
economy, and collective intelligence24. Version 3.0 is not
a rejection of its peer 2.0: it is complementary to it, an
add-on. The ultimate aim is to combine both, in order
to gain from their different strengths and complement
each other’s weaknesses. But what does 3.0 bring to the
previous version?
One of the main changes is the emergence of new
forms of governance. Urban leaders consult civil society
at different points of the decision-making process.
For instance, some applications enable discussion and
debate on policy and public projects between city
councils and citizens. Examples of this are the “Madame
Mayor, I have an idea” in Paris, which enables citizens to
vote on their preferred projects; or “FixMyStreet!” in the
UK, which enables citizens to report street damage to
public officials by sending pictures and a location from
their smartphone. There are also changes in terms of
funding, as the initiation of new projects depends on
the availability of investment possibilities; crowdfunding
offers a potential solution. To avoid projects being
blocked because of budgetary constraints, public policies
are equivalently funded through money raised by citizens
and investment from the public sector. In Rotterdam, for
instance, at the initiative of citizens, the government and
the “crowd” both assumed the cost of the Luchtsingel
wooden footbridge. Additionally, there is the emphasis
on training society in digital and technological skills.
As regards education, there are interesting ICT apps
being tested. In Barcelona, the “History Map“ app aims
to encourage students to become developers through
constructing maps of historical routes25.

19 Ferrara, R. (2015). The Smart City and the Green Economy in Europe: A Critical Approach. Energies, 8(6), 4724-4734.
20 However, and in light of the EU investment under the Digital Agenda framework, the flow is going in the right direction: the majority of funded
projects are on the energy sector for energy efficiency. EC Digital Agenda, “EU Investments“. Retrieved from: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/
node/72869
21 Sommer, Mathis (January, 2013), “Rise and fall and eventual rise again of Smart Cities. City Lab. Accessed August 2015. Retrieved from: http://www.
citylab.com/tech/2014/01/rise-and-fall-and-eventual-rise-again-smart-city/8081/
22 Eurocities (2015), “Ever smarter cities: Delivering sustainable urban solutions and quality of life for Europe“. Position Paper. Available at: http://nws.
eurocities.eu/MediaShell/media/EUROCITIES percent20stmt_smarter percent20cities_May percent202015_FINAL.pdf
23 Planum (2014), “The Human Smart Cities Cookbook“. Journal of Urbanism, I/2014. Special Issue. Available at: http://humansmartcities.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/The_Human_Smart_Cities_Cookbook_by_Planum_no.28_vol_I2014_low.pdf
24 This statement and the following paragraph with Smart City 3.0 project examples are based on the report by Sounders, T. and Baeck, P. (2015),
“Rethinking smart cities from the ground up“. Nesta. Available at:
25 Smart city Barcelona website. Retrieved from: http://smartcity.bcn.cat/en/mschools.html
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The combination of versions 2.0 and 3.0 is also linked
to the type of the data to be gathered: on the one side,
data obtained through sensors as seen in smart cities
2.0. But as a complement, crowdsourced data from
easy downloadable applications. As smartphones and
wearable technologies grow in popularity, the lower
the cost of data gathering and the greater its accuracy.
Examples of this are personal sensors for air quality
control, noise levels, weather, or the daily commute to
work to complement traffic management projects26,
together with the above-cited examples.
Ultimately, however, it continues to be a matter of
data analytics: the need for certain professional profiles
among public and private agents and the spread of

digital skills across all segments of civil society. Recently,
in this direction, Deloitte presented best practices on
big data management in smart cities. According to
the report, a solution could consist in “establishing an
operations center [in which] city managers are able to
access data in real-time streams and city operators are
able to form dynamic communities of interest around
incidents”27.
By now, these aspects seem to be the main
shortcomings of this new wave of smart cities: not the
generation of data, but its analysis and conversion into
efficient and tailored solutions that meet citizens’ needs.

Conclusion: is third time always a charm?
Smart cities are a constant data flow. However, we have learnt that data gathering is not the problem,
rather its digestion is the challenge. While technology is crucial, it has a use-it-or-lose-it dimension
and requires well-spread digital and analytical skills among the agents delivering the change. We
need indeed fully prepared and properly trained professionals to ensure that the information is
effectively managed, because the terabytes have to be converted into effective and efficient public
policies. Furthermore, data privacy and data transparency are a “must” to ensure both innovations
and the proper utilization of the projects being deployed. Data privacy will establish trust, and data
transparency will give rise to government control and accountability.
Smart cities 3.0 build on the heritage of version 2.0. The final stage of this concept actively seeks to
engage citizens to work in collaboration with private corporations and the public sector to build better
cities in which to live. Citizens are not only expected to increase their use of applications to contribute
to the decision-making process, but also to be part of the development of such innovative gadgets28.
Although citizens are already becoming increasingly aware of all the potentials of living in a smart
world, they should be fully integrated in the dynamics which are already in place between private
and public sectors. If the aim is to design tailored solutions for day-to-day problems, and to work
for a sustainable city life unhindered by a scarcity of resources, all members of society need to work
collaboratively. Smart cities shall be therefore inherently linked to the efforts of citizens, businesses
and governments, and their interconnections through devices, sensors, and applications.

26 Kung, K., Greco, K., Sobolevsky, S., and Ratti, C. (2014). Exploring Universal Patterns in Human Home-Work Commuting from Mobile Phone Data.
PLOS One
27 Deloitte (January, 2015), “Smart cities. Big Data“. Available at: http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/fpc/Documents/services/systemes-dinformation-et-technologie/deloitte_smart-cities-big-data_en_0115.pdf
28 Council, S. C. (2014). Smart Cities Readiness Guide: The Planning Manual for Building Tomorrow’s Cities Today. Smart Cities Council, Redmond.
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Governments around the globe have noticed
that fast economic development is not possible
in an environment where customs procedures
are ineffective and burdensome. Recently, a lot
of attention has been dedicated to modernizing
cross-border regulatory procedures.
In recent years, in an ever more connected world, there
have been drastic increases in the rate of movement of
people and goods, pushing governments to reform and
adapt their border management; governments have to
support the way in which the population is traveling
or the merchandise is flowing in a more effective and
efficient manner. The European Commission estimates
that there are a total of 887 million border crossings for
travelers alone.
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As a consequence, governments around the world
face the same dilemma: how to facilitate legitimate
movement of people and goods, while protecting
their borders and the international supply chain from
organized crime and illegal or misused emerging
technologies. In other words, they have to find the
appropriate balance between both open and controlled
borders. It is thus even more important for sound
border management to contribute to the economic
development and competitiveness of states.

As the volume and speed of trade transactions increase,
inadequate infrastructure and manpower are not easily
scalable to meet growing needs, including increased
trade, more complex supply chains, and increasingly
sophisticated criminal activity. Industry and individuals
consistently suffer through long queues and delays at
high-volume, overburdened, and sometimes redundant
checkpoints.
Governments, seeking to encourage the success of
their citizens and businesses, should consider some new
and innovative measures for their frontiers, which are
typically called “Smart Borders”.
What are Smart Borders?
“Smart Borders” is a broad term, encompassing a vast
range of national security, economic, and socio-political
functions, that can create safer, more standard, and
cost effective demarcations.

The evolving international economic and security
environment signals a need for increased intelligence
cooperation. As a consequence, governments are
thinking and taking measures to mitigate the impact of
the two converging issues, namely heightened security
and the exponential increase in the flow of populations
and goods. Thus, migration and border management
have been addressed in different ways around the
world and are at different stages of border process
improvement and IT development.
Some developing economies have used the World
Customs Organization (WCO) guidance to build border
security capabilities. Other nations have established
entirely integrated and digitized border management
systems. Integrated border security between nations
working together to increase protection beyond their
own borders also exists.
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How can governments provide enhanced
security while at the same time facilitate the
rapid and efficient movement of goods and
people?
Various countries have instituted stricter security
measures in the past decade and, as a result, now
contend with this issue and are rethinking their border
flow strategies. These approaches have produced
varying results and a wealth of lessons learned. Upon
examination of these efforts, four solution areas have
emerged that deserve special consideration when
constructing a long-term vision for border security
and management:
1. Make a safer border by employing risk based
decision-making—As a first step, establishing
common assessment criteria and mutual guidelines
for identifying, segmenting, and addressing risk is
necessary in order for governmental agencies to
reach agreement on high priority risk areas and
drive risk-based resource allocation. Risk-based
decision making is key to operating a safe, secure,
and efficient automated border security system that
leverages this and other data to make informed
decisions about where to focus border security
resources, while ensuring smooth border crossings
for legitimate travelers. In this setting, integrated
risk assessments prioritize emerging vulnerabilities
and enhance individual and shared border security
efforts.

This approach requires government organizations
to be adaptable, using resources where they are
needed, when they are needed, regardless of the
border location—both at the physical border and
at other critical transit nodes and checkpoints. Early
success stories have come out of co-habitation of
intelligence/fusion centers. Many of these centers
use automated technology platforms and solutions
to support information sharing and have helped
address threats early by bringing leads to an
appropriate law enforcement resolution.
Shifting to a risk-based approach that deploys the
most effective inspection and scanning technologies
to detect and prevent the entry of hazardous
materials, goods, and terrorist weapons is another
important component. Policy changes can include
advanced screening programs, which facilitate the
identification and inspection of containers that
pose a potential risk for terrorism at foreign ports
before they are placed on vessels destined for their
designated country.
2. Improve standardization by normalizing data
requirements and partnering across borders—
The standardization of data requirements
significantly increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of information sharing within and
between governments and industry alike. In order to
standardize data effectively, governments should first
begin to use a shared risk model across their security
agencies, to promote information sharing within
their own borders.

Governments, seeking to encourage the success of
their citizens and businesses, should consider some
new and innovative measures for their frontiers,
which are typically called “Smart Borders”
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A clear, common risk model can improve
communication between law enforcement arms,
improving performance and coordination across
multiple areas of border security.
However, in order to implement collaborative
border management, partner governments must
also standardize the types of information collected,
and the processes for doing so. Efforts to unify
data requirements are most effective when
governments are capturing and using the same
type of information to drive decision-making at
the border. This element is especially impactful for
those in the law enforcement community. By sharing
information collected about passengers and cargo,
participating governments and industry stakeholders
can streamline individual data-collection efforts and
strengthen overall security and efficiency through
the use of consistent and accessible data.
The World Customs Organization (WCO) Data
Model is an example of a global standard. To
expedite universal data standardization, the model
aims to simplify and standardize data requirements
of cross-border regulatory agencies, including
customs. Concretely, this model comprises a library
of components containing a data set, business
process models and UML information models.
The harmonized data requirements are derived from
cross-border regulation and are updated on a regular
basis to meet the procedural and legal needs of
cross-border regulatory agencies.

In order to both enable travelers to move freely
between internal borders of the Schengen area
(without additional screening) and strengthen its
external borders, in 2013, the European Union (EU)
proposed the “Smart Borders Package”.
This proposal principally aims to modernize and
optimize the management of the external borders
of the Schengen member states, fight against illegal
immigration, and better control the movement
of third-country travelers. More specifically, it will
facilitate the entry of frequent travelers to the EU by
means of a “Registered Traveller Programme” (RTP)
and improve the monitoring and information sharing
relating to “overstayers” through an “Entry/Exit
System” (EES). The RTP would allow certain groups
of frequent travelers from third countries to enter the
EU using simplified border checks.
The EES would serve to record the time and place of
entry and exit of third-country nationals traveling to
the EU and to alert Schengen countries of overstays.
The final features of the future systems have not yet
been validated. A range of technical options have
been identified and are currently being tested until
September 2015 at 17 different border crossing
points (land, sea, and air) in 12 Member States. If the
current testing phase fulfils the desired results and
is approved by the European Union, the EU border
checkpoints could be equipped with pioneering
technologies based on biometrics identification and
authentication by 2020.

A range of technical options have been identified
and are currently being tested until September to
2015 at 17 different border crossing points in 12
Member States
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3. Increase cost savings by consolidating
government functions at borders—Many
countries have moved beyond existing concepts
of collaborative border management to actually
consolidating around functions. By streamlining
and fortifying border security operations, multiple
countries have consolidated governmental agencies
and related border functions to allow agencies that
were once separate to pursue the security of the
border in tandem with trade and immigration.
In this paradigm, border security becomes an
integrated way of addressing national security,
community protection, biosecurity, trade, and
immigration issues concurrently.

Not only can this improve the oversight of security
issues related to the flow of goods and people, but
it also enables a critical holistic view of operations
and opportunities to streamline inefficient trade and
travel security procedures.
In the US, since 2003, the US Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) has been one of the world’s largest
law enforcement organizations, whose main mission
is to protect the country’s borders, while facilitating
legitimate international travel and trade.
Before, compliance, security, and facilitation of
movements of international goods and people
were conducted by multiple government agencies.
The consolidation of these different roles and
responsibilities enabled the CBP to develop
consistent security procedures while complying
with US immigration, health, and international trade
regulations.
4. Innovate at borders by enabling the ecosystem
to bring commercial and community solutions—
A critical step to improving the flow of trade and
travelers is simple cooperation and leveraging of the
capabilities of non-government players for innovative
ways to shore up key infrastructure. To that end,
there is a critical need for strong public-private
partnerships (PPP) in order to help secure borders—
and there are a handful of extremely successful
examples.
A typical example of current innovation enabling
cooperation between government agencies and
non-government players is the setup of electronic
“Single Window” services based on the principle of
joined-up government services. This means that they
simplify and unify touch-points between economic
operators and the different government agencies
involved in cross-border procedures.
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Several initiatives are currently underway all over the
globe, implying the development of new automated
systems or considerable upgrades to actual systems.
Thus, following its strategy of diversification of
the economy, Luxembourg has started major
initiatives to actively develop its logistics sector
and is currently setting up the “Single Window for
Logistics”. Its main objective is to facilitate trading by
offering economic operators in the logistics sector
a single administrative point of access to electronic
exchanges related to international trade flows
(export, import, and transit).
The “Single Window for Logistics” program, which
is coordinated by the Ministry of the Economy in
close collaboration with the Customs administration
and the State Information Technology Center (CTIE),
is being implemented in three phases: firstly, the
development of a master plan in 2014, secondly,
the definition of a roadmap and the launch of pilot
projects (2015), and thirdly, the implementation of a
project portfolio (as from 2016).

The unique single entry point should be available
both for government agencies and economic
operators in 2020, with a first operational version
running by 2017. The “Single Window for Logistics”
will provide significant benefits to international
traders such as:
• Reducing administrative costs through the
harmonization and simplification of today’s
paper-based processes
• Enabling a single submission of data for
cross-border transactions
• Saving time while preparing digital documents
through the information already entered upfront
in the logistics chain
• Optimizing the customs clearance process with
better predictability/traceability of goods flows
• Providing greater transparency of legal procedures
and facilitating compliance not only with customs
procedures but also with other regulations
• Facilitating coordination and information
exchange between government agencies
(G2G) and between economic operators and
government agencies (B2G)

Conclusion
• The final objective of Smart Borders is to facilitate the movement of goods and people while also
protecting the borders
• Both private and public sector stakeholders could benefit from a future state that enhances the
day-to-day operations of the global citizen including suppliers, small businesses, and travelers that
need to ship cargo as well as pass through checkpoints regularly
• Leveraging leading and existing practices is a key feature in developing a vision for smarter borders
• Cooperation between nations, such as bilateral agreements, are essential and promote a more
unbroken flow of goods and people across borders
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The emergence and irrepressible rise of
electronic identity cards (eID) comes as no
surprise. Advances in digital technology,
mobility, and multimedia access to private
services establish conditions in which
clients and citizens naturally expect the
same from public services. Deloitte openly
discussed this development in its study
on the future of public services and the
switch to digital on a 2020 horizon.
Conducted over more than a year by
collating the views of all stakeholders in
the government and quasi government
realm, this study will be updated regularly
and is available free of charge on the
Internet. For example, the development
mentioned can be found at
http://government-2020.dupress.com.
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The greater the number of remote procedures and
related issues there are, and the bigger they are
—all constantly accessible and requiring strong
authentication—the more obvious the attraction
to criminals will be
An ever greater need to identify a person…

Unrelenting growth…

The need to identify an individual beyond doubt,
whether this be a citizen—as is usually the case—or a
category of person in general (resident, etc.), inevitably
grows as the number of procedures that can be carried
out online, without direct contact, increases.
When the individual is considered to belong to
an organization (typical example: an employee
authorized to represent a company with a certain
degree of authority), the issue is even more sensitive.
Complicating factors naturally appear in such a
situation: greater time aspect, increased need to
monitor and track procedures and implement security
measures if the representational link is broken so that,
ultimately, only one identity is managed.

If we go back to the basic service in which an identity
document allows a citizen to initiate an administrative
procedure or at least prove who he or she is, we see
that, historically, the need to access eGovernment
services did not necessarily require security ID or even,
more prosaically, proof of identity. The first services
were often relatively basic in form, level of supervision,
efficiency and importance. Typical example: accessing
a form—often downloaded, sometimes interactive—
and sending a request, often by email. Not so long
ago, entering an ID (e.g. national number) was often
enough, and the risk was limited ipso facto by the
possibility of checking and processing this later.

…and a threat that is growing as a result
Alongside the spread and diversity of these types of
situation, the threat to our modern society is growing
exponentially as it feeds on the surge in contactless
transactions, whether or not there is a financial
impact. The greater the number of remote procedures
and related issues there are, and the bigger they
are—all constantly accessible and requiring strong
authentication—the more obvious the attraction to
criminals will be. Then there is the fact that gains are
often easy and lower risk (legislation is struggling to
keep up and investigations are incredibly slow), and
victims are in a position of weakness. Identity theft,
which can affect all of us in every guise (citizen, subject,
employee, parent, social network user) is a blight on
our modern society yet paradoxically we have never
had so many ways of recording and exchanging data
between us.
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Since the turn of the century in particular,
governments—under the impetus of the European
Commission—have rushed to offer more and more
digital services. This could once be justified by internal
brand image reasons and/or the wish to make people’s
lives easier with wider access: who hasn’t complained
about bank counters being closed when our free time
is constantly shrinking yet the need for administrative
documents remains unchanged?
In an era that can be described as transitional in
terms of trying to optimize (human) resources, the
speed with which appropriate responses are provided
and the search for operational efficiency have come
to the forefront and become a lasting concern for
governments and administrations.

…and naturally the emergence of new equilibria
Now there is room for competition between countries
(improvement in the country’s brand image, generation
of income from intellectual property, attraction of talent
from the younger generation around the globe—full
of life and brought up in a world in which Facebook
and Wikipedia have replaced the print encyclopedias
of yesteryear). We see increasingly modern products,
complicated screen sequences and decision-making
processes, and a level of complexity that has largely
caught up with the private sector. The sophistication
of administrative and government services in particular
is quite natural. It stems from the proliferation
of regulations—for which our particularly wary
generations are enthusiastic (transfer of services to the
private sector, outsourcing, international cooperation,
etc.)—and major tectonic shifts affecting governments.
It also meets a need to consider a higher expectancy
from consumers who increasingly want to understand
every part of the decision-making process (legislation,
case law, options).

If we look at the trends revealed in Deloitte’s GOV2020
study on the future of government services, the transfer
of certain operations to the private sector, traditionally
seen through PPP (Public Private Partnerships), and
which involve complex, lengthy processes, will be
extended to more cases where governments call on
franchises to carry out certain basic procedures. This
type of situation already exists for remote operations
such as handling visa applications in countries around
the world. However, this ubiquitous public presence
also increases applicants’ and professionals’ level of
expectation for consistent identification and tracking.
As such, strong authentication of the person logging
in is increasingly required as highly complex procedures
adding real value can only be considered with this level
of guarantee. This structural trend coincides with a
need for simplicity in this form of strong authentication.
Part of the challenge lies in the combination of these
factors: infallibility, frequency, and simplicity.
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The eID card today…
Having so many small, cheap, practical but relatively
specific tokens remains laborious. Some major players
such as LuxTrust in Luxembourg may be emerging to
give access to several leading banking systems, but
barriers remain, often requiring people to hold more
than one token. Meanwhile, relative slowness in
introducing eID chipcards with a certificate, whether
contactless or not, and perhaps the need to find
an accessible and portable personal storage system
(personal safe), have lent credibility to the idea of a
government-issued “universal key” for different public
and private usages. This key may also be viewed as a
first step towards there being a “key of keys”, bearing in
mind that each individual now has to hold and (try to)
memorize a huge number of passwords for professional
or private purposes, and has to change them regularly.

Since the turn of the century in
particular, governments—under
the impetus of the European
Commission—have rushed to offer
more and more digital services
From here, it is very easy to imagine a reference key,
access to which could be more sophisticated and
offer the highest degree of protection, potentially
including biometric data. This key would open a box
of other keys. Private stakeholders are trying or have
already tried to do this but we think a national or even
supranational guarantee is required for it to take off. If
we return to the study on government services in 2020
(http://government-2020.dupress.com), we cannot
rule out facial recognition to access a card that would
ultimately contain all the data that an individual could
need, either directly at a card level (i.e. in the chip),
or in super-secure places that can only be accessed
with a combination of keys. Where such an approach
reaches its limits is at data protection agencies—such
as CNPD in Luxembourg—, which will quite naturally
demand indisputable proof, and no doubt observation
periods too, before allowing such developments.
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Citizen's consent—even if given in full knowledge of the
facts—will probably be essential but without some new
public/private, innovative use that could trigger broad
acceptance and exert pressure on agencies, this type of
situation will only arise in the long term.
Talking of usage, it is natural to consider the level
of use, frequency and variety of eID cards as it is
clear that simply checking identity for legal purposes
(police, customs, etc.) is only a very basic objective. So
having an ID document that uses the most up-to-date
technology and security is not necessarily enough.
As the world of IT and telecoms shows each day, for
a virtuous circle to be established we need a standard
and for potential usages based on this standard, or
this eco-system (“IN” usage), to be visibly greater than
the usages that require an alternative resource (“OUT”
usages). Such a movement will only happen if close
interconnection is possible between documents in
different countries, i.e., if a Luxembourg eID is widely
recognized by a series of European government sites,
for example.
Fortunately, such interoperability is under way, driven by
the European Commission. Its name: eIDAS (regulation
(EU) No 910/2014). More than a form of interoperability,
eIDAS is an attempt at mutual recognition of electronic
identity schemes (for example national electronic
identity documents) between Member States. This
automatically assumes monitoring systems that allow
each country to check the validity of documents from
other countries, and therefore standardized exchange
protocols and security levels. For citizens of countries
that sign up to this open-to-all approach, major
simplifications will emerge in the mutual recognition
of electronic identity documents and, in particular,
access to government and non-government websites
and e-signatures will become recognized on a crossborder level. Changes in the intra-European movement
of people may appear modest at first glance, with the
potential risk of having different groups of countries
working at different speeds (Schengen? eIDAS?) but
in practice national electronic identity documents are
now being used to register with foreign universities and
prove identity to stakeholders in other countries. For
the countries themselves, no one can say at this stage
whether the ones that are ready first, for government
sites and especially commerce sites, will attract a

new influx of demand, or more reasonably enjoy a
more privileged position. Our analysis suggests that
government initiatives and developments, such as in
Estonia, will lend credibility to proposals from private
entities based in the country with strong national
identities. Indirectly, this is a way of diversifying the
economy and it is an important issue in Luxembourg.
Between 2014 when this new regulation was
introduced, 2015 when recognition of electronic
identification schemes between Member States will
be on a voluntary basis, and 2018 when mutual
recognition of electronic identification schemes notified
to the European Commission will be mandatory for
access to online public services, public and commercial
websites will gradually promote the advantages of
mutual recognition of electronic identity documents. At
the very least, this will enhance the country’s image and
even eliminate certain procedures or facilitate access to
certain services that currently see little competition.
This brings to mind medical services and not just certain
types of surgery (e.g., dental) for which certain—largely
psychological—barriers may be present, leading to
more global competition or at least changing habits and
a redistribution of market share. European integration
is already well under way with the European standard
social security card (chip-free), and the incorporation of
eID functions would immediately reduce the weight of
purses and wallets (fewer cards), something that is not
necessarily as trivial as it may seem.

…great potential if conditions are met
All of these predictions concern a relatively near future
and pan-European trend. From there to imagine that
electronic ID cards could one day replace passports
and other ID and/or travel documents is a step too
far for us at present. Closer to home in Luxembourg,
and hopefully on a nearer horizon, progress is likely
with public services in healthcare, which is a natural
outlet but it is not the only one. There could also be
developments in the private sector (for example with
pharmacies, which are also part of the healthcare
industry). For these significant developments to see
fertile ground and be practical, we first need to
establish conditions under which people are more
willing to put their trust in these new systems and the
certificate used than they are in current cards, bearing
in mind that not all applicants for Luxembourg ID
cards take the certificate option. The reasons for this
situation clearly lie as much in the confusion over future
usages—unknown, poorly understood, or imagined—
as in general distrust of such technology.
Cost, which is the same with or without a certificate,
is not a decisive factor. As was the case in Belgium,
the new system would probably go beyond a purely
national Luxembourg ID card to be used by residents
or even a wider public. This discrepancy between the
initial (national) population and much broader public
is a structural characteristic of Luxembourg and could
also help facilitate the conditions for tighter cohesion,
which would result in identical features being offered
to as many people as possible, without discrimination.
This would certainly be a step in the right direction.

Conclusion
In concrete terms, at an e-healthcare level, it is worth remembering that the ultimate target
is for 300,000 Luxembourg ID cards, including babies and pensioners, yet around 2,000,000
individuals in the wider region are covered by the Grand Duchy’s provision of medical services.
This clearly shows the gap that may have to be closed, and the differences of scale to switch
from a strict electronic ID card used for identification and intra-EU travel purposes, to a card
with a combination of uses, and users, on a completely different scale.
Beyond public interoperability, the coordinated extension to private (access to bank websites)
or mixed (pharmacists’ access to databases) use is the obvious prerequisite to more widespread
adoption, bringing major improvements for citizens. Once this target has been met with a “Swiss
army knife” eID, the only limit on potential use will be our imagination.
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The collaborative economy: key definitions
and contextualization
Thom Feeney was tired of watching politicians
“dithering” as the Greek crisis unfolded.1 Rather than
wait it out as high-level talks in Brussels and Athens
determined the future of Greece and the eurozone, the
British businessman took to the internet and launched a
massive crowd funding campaign—“the Greek Bailout
Fund” to raise the €1.6 billion euros needed by Athens
to meet its IMF repayment. His Indiegogo campaign
was ultimately unsuccessful. Having raised an impressive
but far-below-target sum of just under €2 million in
only eight days,2 Thom refunded all contributors—but
remained undeterred. Instead, he launched a new
campaign, “Greek Crowdfund,” in collaboration with the
not-for-profit organization “Desmos,” which is urging
people to make contributions that will go directly to
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charitable initiatives targeting youth unemployment
across Greece, irrespective of the final amount
collected.3 In its first six hours, the campaign had raised
over €20,000.4 After three days, more than €90,000 had
flooded in.5
The politically charged nature of the Greek situation
ensured that Thom Feeney’s campaign received
extensive media coverage, but initiatives like his are
far from unique. Crowdfunding—the organized online
raising of money from internet users—was born in the
low-investment recessionary climate of 2008 and has
now become a “multi-billion dollar industry” flowing into
countless ventures across the world, both developed
and developing.6 The trend forms part of a growing
and transformative phenomenon referred to as the
“collaborative economy”—a space Deloitte is extremely
excited about. Let’s get stuck right in.

1 Hazel Sheffield, 7 July 2015: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/greece-debt-crisis-live-campaign-to-crowdfund-greek-bailout-ends
with-2m-or-0-of-total-needed-10371792.html
2 Lauren Finch, 7 July 2015: http://globalvoicesonline.org/2015/07/07/donations-surge-for-second-crowdfunding-campaign-after-greek-bailout-fallsshort/
3 Ioanna Zikakou, 10 July 2015: http://greece.greekreporter.com/2015/07/10diegogo-greek-bailout-fund-failed-british-businessman-relaunches-thecampaign/
4 Umberto Bacchi, 7 July 2015: http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/greek-crowdfund-failed-bailout-organiser-thom-feeney-starts-new-fundraiser-greece-1509726
5 Lauren Finch, 7 July 2015: http://globalvoicesonline.org/2015/07/07donations-surge-for-second-crowdfunding-campaign-after-greek-bailout-fallsshort/
6 InfoDev/ The World Bank, 2013: http://www.infodev.org/infodev-files/infodev_crowdfunding_study_0.pdf
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Crowdfunding—the organized online raising
of money from internet users—was born in
the low-investment recessionary climate of
2008 and has now become a “multi-billion
dollar industry” flowing into countless
ventures across the world, both developed
and developing
But first, what is the collaborative economy anyway?
If you’re confused, studies suggest you are not alone.7
Terms like “sharing economy,” “collaborative economy,”
and “collaborative consumption” are frequently used
interchangeably, and different people attach more or less
expansive definitions to each.8,9
We consider the “collaborative economy” as the practice
of individuals transacting with each other directly rather
than going to traditional companies to serve their needs.
Within this new organizational framework, access to,
and sharing of, goods and services replace the traditional
consumer focus on ownership.10
Expert Rachel Botsman has usefully split this
organizational model along four key dimensions11:
production, consumption, finance and education.
In terms of production, individuals collaborate with
one another, becoming co-creators and co-producers,
pooling their talents and resources and leveraging the
power of technology to bring their goods and services
to the market. Creative Commission is an example of an
online platform that allows music artists to display their
talents and companies to select the best resource for
their project needs.

7

In terms of consumption, the market spans a range
of companies, from Airbnb (the short and longerterm accommodation rental company) to BlaBlaCar
(the French startup that has provided individuals with
a platform for sharing long-distance car journeys
when they are traveling in the same direction) to
GirlMeetsDress.com (an online platform that allows
women to rent dresses for special occasions) to zilock.
com (where individuals can share tools and household
appliances). Indeed, while production and consumption
would normally be considered two separate spheres, the
power of the collaborative economy lies in its ability to
blur a traditional split: consumers are, effectively,
also producers.
From a finance perspective, initiatives like Thom Feeney’s
form part of a growing trend towards peer-to-peer
lending and crowdfunding. Bypassing traditional banks
and financial institutions, individuals are using online
platforms to lend each other money, finance innovations
(not least innovations in the collaborative economy itself)
or, as in the case of Thom Feeney, fund causes they
consider worthy. Singularity University recently hosted
the “Exponential Finance” conference that highlighted
the breath-taking pace of change that technological

Collaborative Consumption Team 2014: http://www.collaborativeconsumption.com/2014/12/18/
what-do-people-really-think-a-summary-of-findings-across-this-years-studies-on-the-collaborative-economy/
8 Rachel Botsman – 21 Nov 2013: http://www.fastcoexist.com/3022028/the-sharing-economy-lacks-a-shared-definition
9 Toon Meelen and Koen Frenken - 14 Jan 2015: http://www.fastcoexist.com/3040863/stop-saying-uber-is-part-of-the-sharing-economy
10 Vikram Mahidhar and David Schatsky 2014: http://dupress.com/articles/collaborative-economy/
11 Rachel Botsman – 21 Nov 2013: http://www.fastcoexist.com/3022028/the-sharing-economy-lacks-a-shared-definition
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innovation more broadly is bringing about for the
financial sector.12 The oft-cited “Millennial Disruption
Index” (MDI), which looks at the likelihood of different
sectors to be disrupted by the millennial generation,
identified banking as the sector ripest for disruption,
as millennials express low levels of trust in traditional
financial institutions.13 And while the index is United
States-based, all indications point to its deep relevance
in the European context: With a 2012 Gallup poll
confirming that faith in the banking sector is at a pretty
low ebb in EU member states, with a whopping seven
of them recording trust rates of below 30 percent.14
This lack of trust in traditional financial institutions has
implications for the collaborative economy, manifesting
itself in a growing trend for people to eschew banks in
favor of “banking on each other.”15
The crowdfunding market is thriving. In 2014,
one study16 calculated that crowdfunders in North
America had managed to raise US$9.46 billion, an
increase of 145 percent on the previous year. While
2014 saw North Americans take the lead here, the
Asian market is also growing increasingly strong, with

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

US$3.4 billion raised, only just surpassing Europe (where
US$3.26 billion was raised). The report estimates that
in 2015, the global crowdfunding market will raise a
jaw-dropping US$34.4 billion. To take the example
of Kickstarter, perhaps the most well-known of
crowdfunding websites, individuals are allowed to raise
money for a campaign or project with a target amount
set. Kickstarter takes 5 percent of all money raised and
individuals lose all money raised if it falls short of the
set target (in the latter case, Kickstarter retains 3-5
percent in transaction fees).17 Different crowdfunding
websites operate using different models (for example,
Indiegogo offers users a flexible option, which prevents
them from losing all the money if the amount raised
falls short of their target) and target different markets
(for example some, such as the Crowdcube in the UK,
are aimed at more experienced investors).18 Europe
is awash with crowdfunding platforms: Funding
Circle (UK), Ulele (France), FundedByMe (Sweden),
MyMicroinvest (Belgium) and Symbid (Netherlands) are
just some examples,19 which are opening up new access
channels for individuals seeking to fund campaigns and
innovations in a mind-blowing range of different areas.

http://exponential.singularityu.org
http://www.millennialdisruptionindex.com
http://www.gallup.com
Banking on Each Other is the name of a book by Simone Baldassarri, a marketer who has focused much of his work on analyzing the rise of collaborative finance.
Massolution 2015: http://www.crowdsourcing.org/editorial/global-crowdfunding-market-to-reach-344b-in-2015-predicts-massolutions-2015cf-industry-report/45376
Kate Taylor 2013: http://www.forbes.com/sites/katetaylor/2013/08/06/6-top-crowdfunding-websites-which-one-is-right-for-your-project/
Priti Ambani – 30 May 2014: http://crowdsourcingweek.com/top-15-crowdfunding-platforms-in-europe/
Ibid
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Beyond crowdfunding, the peer-to-peer lending market
is booming. Peer-to-peer lending allows multiple
investors to offer various loan packages; borrowers can
then choose which investor(s) to borrow from based
on the lowest interest rate offered.20 Lending Club is
the most prominent example of a business model that
hinges on the cutting out of the middleman (read:
traditional financial institutions) and directly connecting
borrowers and investors, marketing itself as a company
using “technology to operate a credit marketplace at a
lower cost than traditional bank loan programs, passing
the savings on to borrowers in the form of lower rates
and to investors in the form of solid returns.”21 In May
2015, Bloomberg reported that peer-to-peer loan
volume was expected to reach US$77 billion in 2015:
a staggering fifteen times more than its value only three
years ago.22 In Europe, the United Kingdom and France
lead the way, but across the European continent more
broadly, the peer-to-peer lending market is showing
healthy growth. The financial industry is, most definitely,
being disrupted.
Finally, the collaborative economy has implications
for the way we learn: with an explosion of open
access lectures and MOOCs, such as Coursera and
others, providing free and accessible courses that are
impacting, if not yet disrupting, the traditional education
sector.23 Four months into its launch, Coursera had
already attracted a staggering one million users.24 And
Coursera is hardly alone. EdX, NovoEd, Udacity and
Khan Academy are just a few of the swelling number
of online education platforms making their mark with

1.5 million and 1.8 million users subscribing to Udacity
and EdX courses, respectively.25 To date, these online
courses have shown some of the greatest potential for
companies, allowing employers to purchase easy and
accessible training for their staff.
Deloitte’s Center for the Edge co-founders and experts
John Hagel and John Seely Brown have pointed to the
massive potential these online training tools have for
companies looking to upskill or broaden the skill base
of their IT professionals specifically.26 In a ridiculously
fast-paced sector like IT, where the shortcomings of
the traditional education model are perhaps especially
apparent, access to on-demand training material is
critical.
Sizing up the market
As a 2014 Deloitte study27 noted, in the space of just
two years, venture capital firms had invested over
US$2 billion across 500 companies forming part of
the collaborative economy.28 Six million guests used
Airbnb’s services in 201329 and Deloitte predicts that
by 2020, the car sharing market will have some 26
million users.30 Uber is said to be doubling its revenue
every six months.31 Indeed, collaborative economy
expert Jeremiah Owyang calculates that, as of June
2015, the “collaborative sharing economy” had already
spurred 17 billion-dollar companies. These 17 giants
alone have 60,000 employees.32 The numbers are
dizzying. The collaborative sharing economy’s growth
rate is outpacing that of Facebook, Google and Yahoo
combined.33

20 European Commission: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/crowdfunding-guide/types/p2p/index_en.htm
21 https://www.lendingclub.com
22 Edward Robinson, 2015: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-05-14/wall-street-loves-peer-to-peer-loans-despiteconcerns-of-a-bubble
23 Deloitte 2014: http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Technology-Media-Telecommunications/gx-tmt-2014predictionMOOCs.pdf
24 Tamar Lewin - 6 Jan 2013: http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/07/education/massive-open-online-courses-prove-popular-if-not-lucrative-yet.html
25 Deloitte 2015: http://deloitte.wsj.com/cio/2015/02/12/moocs-and-more-external-learning-for-corporate-it/
26 Ibid
27 Vikram Mahidhar and David Schatsky 2014: http://dupress.com/articles/collaborative-economy/
28 CB Insights data, Deloitte analysis (March 2014) cited in Vikram Mahidhar and David Schatsky 2014: http://dupress.com/articles
collaborative-economy/
29 Ryan Lawler cited in Vikram Mahidhar and David Schatsky 2014: http://dupress.com/articles/collaborative-economy/
30 Nick Gibbs cited in Vikram Mahidhar and David Schatsky 2014: http://dupress.com/articles/collaborative-economy/
31 Evelyn Rusli – 6 June 2014: http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2014/06/06/uber-ceo-travis-kalanick-were-doubling-revenue-every-six-months/
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So extensive are the services now provided that three
men, known collectively as “the sharing bros” have begun
a mission to cross the American continent—all 21,000 km
of it—using services provided only by the collaborative
economy, and they are managing. Their carefully
chronicled adventures make for fascinating reading.34 And
there are good reasons to expect even more growth based
on heightened demand.
When polled in the early months of 2015, 32 percent of
European consumers projected that their sharing behavior
would increase in the months leading to 2016. Similar
proportions of respondents in the United States said the
same (28 percent).35 In terms of acting as providers, over
half of European respondents (54 percent) and North
American respondents (52 percent) indicated that they
would be prepared to rent out their possessions at a
cost.36

“The collaborative
sharing economy’s
growth rate is
outpacing that of
Facebook, Google and
Yahoo combined.”

32
33
34
35
36

2015 - http://www.web-strategist.com
Benita Matofska – March 2015: http://www.compareandshare.com/what-we-know-about-the-global-sharing-economy/
http://thesharingbros.com
Ipsos on behalf ING 2015
Ibid
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“Do you think your participation in the sharing economy in the next 12 months will facilitate transactions,
interactions and mobilizations” by country:

32%

European consumer

Czech republic

13%

Netherlands
Luxembourg

61% 4%

24%

20%

52% 6%

22%

50% 5%

24%

25%

43% 4%

28%

France

41% 5%

29%

Romania

36% 2%

29%

Spain

33%

Italy

35%

Poland

18%

40% 3%

24%

23% 5%

49% 5%
28%

Stay the same

24%

40% 5%
47%

Turkey

Decrease

49% 5%

No opinion

Source: Ipsos on behalf ING 2015. Mobile Banking, New Technologies and Financial Behaviour. What’s mine is yours – for a price.
Rapid growth tipped for the sharing economy, p. 6)
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26%

43% 4%

39% 4%

37%

Germany

27%

33%

33% 3%

36%

Austria

USA

23%

51% 5%

Belgium

Australia

24%

20%

21%

United Kingdom

Increase

40% 4%

30%
21%
18%
25%

28%
18%

Moreover, there is nothing Eurocentric about this
trend. A 2014 Nielsen survey37 polled upwards of
30,000 internet respondents across 60 countries located
within Asia Pacific, Europe, Latin America, the Middle
East, Africa, and North America with results showing
individuals’ willingness to share electronics
(28 percent), lessons/services (26 percent), power
tools (23 percent), bicycles (22 percent), clothing (22
percent), and household items (22 percent). In China,
the car-sharing market is projected to grow at a striking
80 percent per year,38 and this is not just or even
primarily about Western companies making inroads
in non-Western markets. The Beijing startup Tujia has
proved to be a formidable competitor for Airbnb.39
In Singapore, Airbnb bookings have exploded (almost
600,000 clients), but Roomarama, a local startup with

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

a similar concept, has also been making waves.40
In Uganda, “Safeboda.com” is seeking to become
the “Uber” for motorcycle taxis across East Africa,41
and entrepreneur Raymond Besiga and his colleague
launched “akkabo,” an online platform that allows
individuals to launch projects and tap into the crowd
for funding, using mobile money wallets.42 Survey
data reveals that Asia-Pacific consumers express a high
willingness to participate in share communities, with
78 percent expressing a willingness to share their own
goods and 81 percent saying they are likely to rent from
others. In Latin America and the Middle East/Africa,
70 percent and 68 percent of survey respondents,
respectively, said they would share their personal
property, and 73 percent and 71 percent, respectively,
would rent products from others.43

28 May 2015 - http://www.nielsen.com
Roland Berger, 2014 - Sharing the future
Colin Shek - 3 Feb 2015: http://knowledge.ckgsb.edu.cn/2015/02/03/consumers/no-purchase-necessary-the-sharing-economy-in-china/
Tanya Angerer – 16 July 2015: http://skift.com/2015/07/16/singapore-singles-have-created-airbnbs-strongest-market-in-southeast-asia/
TechMoran - 5 March 2015: http://techmoran.com/introducing-safeboda-com-ugandas-uber-motorcycle-taxis/#sthash.mEnbYlXe.dpbs
Watch his TED talk here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUmFRwvnosc
Nielsen 2014: http://www.nielsen.com/apac/en/insights/reports/2014/is-sharing-the-new-buying.html
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Why now? It’s the technology, stupid! (But also
things like the recession… and values)
What is it about the current climate that’s causing
our economic landscape to be redefined? Technology
matters, definitely. The explosion of social network
sites, mobile technologies, and online payment
systems means it has never been easier to create
dynamic networks between geographically disparate
individuals, allowing the sharing of goods and services
between consumers and cutting out the “middleman”
(read: traditional businesses), what is referred to as
“disintermediation.” Sharing goods, offering people a
free room, giving people a ride—all these things are now
possible at the click of a button (or tap of a screen) and
on a scale previously unimaginable via online platforms

that have made it their mission to connect individuals
who would otherwise never connect, bringing products
and services within people’s reach to an extent never
before possible (location-based GPS has been especially
valuable here44). In short, “The internet and smartphones
have taken over, and search and transaction costs have
dropped.”45 And while it is certainly arguable that some
start-ups have branded themselves as “tech companies”
in a bid to capitalize on the real and perceived benefits
that such a label invites,46 the importance of the
underlying technology fueling the collaborative economy
should not be understated. As one otherwise quite
critical article about the collaborative economy put it:
“In effect, it seems every transaction can be managed by
a sort of dating site.”47

44 H.O. Maycotte – May 2015: https://powermore.dell.com/business/how-big-data-is-driving-the-sharing-economy/
45 Deloitte Switzerland report on the sharing economy 2015: http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/ch/Documents/consumer-business/ch-cbshared-economy-share-and-make-money.pdf
46 Jim Kerstetter – 2 Aug 2015: http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/08/02/in-search-of-the-slippery-definition-of-themodern-tech-company/
47 Charles Arthur – 21 Dec 2014
48 H.O. Maycotte – May 2015: https://powermore.dell.com/business/how-big-data-is-driving-the-sharing-economy/
49 Crowd Companies – 1 Sept 2015: http://crowdcompanies.com/blog/
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The explosion of social network sites, mobile
technologies, and online payment systems means
it has never been easier to create dynamic
networks between geographically disparate
individuals
Big data plays a strong role here. After all, it is through
the sharing of data that individuals let others know
exactly what they need, and then big-data algorithms
are responsible for matching that need to existing
supply, making recommendations to individuals based
on what’s out there.48
While technology is certainly an enabler, deeper
socioeconomic trends are also critical factors fueling
the collaborative economy. In a tough economic
environment, the prospect for consumers of monetizing
under-utilized resources, getting cheaper access to
goods and services, and being granted temporary access
or stewardship over luxuries previously beyond their
reach makes collaborative consumption a sweet deal.
These economic factors, coupled with the availability of
venture capital funding for promising projects (funding
for collaborative economy businesses has now surpassed
US$16 billion49), are creating fertile ground for a new
system in which, as Russell Belk has noted, the idea that
“you are what you own” has been all but replaced by
the axiom that “you are what you can access.”50

Socioeconomic changes have brought important
value shifts. A crisis-induced partial rejection of, or at
least hesitation toward, the conspicuous consumption
and credit mentality of previous times have made
collaborative consumption increasingly appealing.51
And then there’s the community element. There
is intuitive appeal in the idea that the collaborative
economy is tapping into some primitive desire to create
real connection in an otherwise individualistic and
all too frequently socially fragmented world.52 Some
are certainly less convinced. Eckhardt and Bardhi53,for
instance, have conducted research suggesting that
“consumers are more interested in lower costs
and convenience than they are in fostering social
relationships with the company or other consumers.”
Having studied consumers’ use of Zipcar, the global
leader in car-sharing services, the researchers concluded
that consumers “experience Zipcar in the anonymous
way one experiences a hotel.” As an illustration of their
argument, they compare Uber’s tagline “Better, faster
and cheaper than a taxi” with that of its competitor Lyft
“We’re your friend with a car.” As the researchers note,
the two companies offer almost identical services, yet
Lyft’s profits have trailed those of Uber.54

50 2014 - Journal of Business Research 67
51 This is even true in countries such as China, where a high value is placed on ownership and status. Here, companies like Atzuche, a local startup that
connects people and allows them to rent out their luxury cars, has proven successful. As Waldmeir put it in an FT article: “The flip side of a liking for
opulence is a taste for thrift”.
See: 23 June 2014 - http://www.ft.com
52 Rachel Botsman, 2012. “The currency of the new economy is trust” See her TED talk here http://www.ted.com/talks/
rachel_botsman_the_currency_of_the_new_economy_is_trust?language=en
53 Giana Eckhardt and Fleura Bardhi – 28 Jan 2015: https://hbr.org/2015/01/the-sharing-economy-isnt-about-sharing-at-all
54 Ibid
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So, is winning in the collaborative economy
about offering consumers convenience or human
connection? Affordability or affection?
We would contend that the reality may fall somewhere
in between. In our Deloitte report chronicling the
changing nature of modern business ecosystems,
John Hagel55 makes a distinction between three types
of platforms being used by these new businesses:
aggregation platforms, which help to connect users
to the resources they are looking for (think Uber), and
tend to result in one-off transactions or limited personto-person engagement; social platforms, which foster
community (think Facebook/Twitter); and mobilization
platforms, which bring disparate individuals together
virtually to reach a common objective (individuals may
come together to form supply chains or distribution
networks for a business, or to crowdfund, for example).
Individuals may turn to aggregation platforms when
looking for convenient goods, whereas the social
connection element may be especially pronounced as
a motivator for participation on social and mobilization
platforms.

So, is winning in the
collaborative economy
about offering
consumers convenience
or human connection?
Affordability or
affection?

55 2015 - Deloitte University Press
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Three common platform types that facilitate
transactions, interactions and mobilizations

Aggregation platforms
• Facilitate transactions
• Connect users to resources
• Tend to operate on a
hub-and-spoke model

Social platforms
• Facilitate social interactions
• Connect individuals
to communities
• Tend to foster mesh
relationship networks

Mobilization platforms
• Facilitate mobilization
• Move people to act together
• Tend to foster long-term
relationships to achieve
shared goals

Source: Hagel, J. 2015. “The Power of Platforms“ in Deloitte.
Business ecosystems come of age. Deloitte University Press,
pp. 82-83)

So what? Implications for consumers, employment
and businesses
For consumers: empowered but unprotected?
Either way, the collaborative economy has been
a boon for consumers: variety, affordability, and
instantaneous access have been key benefits. There is
certainly some concern related to the loose regulation
surrounding goods and services purchased through
these channels and specifically the limits of existing
consumer protection law in the collaborative economy
space.56 Still, it is arguable that the collaborative
economy has been by and large beneficial for
consumers. The next step is to bring our consumer
protection frameworks in line with this new reality;
unless we accept the argument made by some that we
can trust the industry to self-regulate,57 this is likely to
require thoughtful policy and regulatory innovation.58
For employment: micro-entrepreneurship
or the new “precariat”?
When it comes to the collaborative economy’s
implications for employment, the situation is perhaps
less clear-cut. Airbnb CEO Chesky has gone on record
predicting that platforms like his will be responsible
for creating over 100 million micro-entrepreneurs—
independent contractors who earn money by providing
goods or services on the collaborative economy market.
In the same interview, he made reference to emails he
received from Airbnb hosts telling him how the renting
platform had enabled them to weather the ravages of
recession: “because of you”, reads one, “we were able
to keep our home.”59
But there are reasonable concerns that for all its
benefits, the collaborative economy may be creating

an environment that encourages precarious work. The
criticism is that companies presenting themselves as
offering individuals the “opportunity” to become “microentrepreneurs” by providing their services on a platform
are, in reality, “essentially channel[ling] one-off tasks
to the fastest taker or lowest bidder… pitting workers
against one another in a kind of labor elimination
match.”60 Moreover, because individuals who work for
companies like Uber and Airbnb are not classified as
employees, but independent contractors, their “gigs”
leave them uncovered in terms of traditional protection
like social security benefits, unemployment benefits,
or healthcare insurance.61 The labelling of collaborative
economy workers as “independent contractors,” what
critics refer to as “misclassification,” also makes it difficult
for individuals to rent or get loans and means that they
must pay the employer’s portion of payroll taxes.62
There have certainly been efforts at self-regulation
by collaborative economy companies to address these
concerns. TaskRabbit, for example, has implemented
its own “minimum wage”: contractors cannot earn an
hourly sum of less than US$12.80, which, as Rachel
Botsman notes, is higher than any minimum wage
existing across any US state.63 A number of companies
have actually given employee status to individuals
previously classified as independent contractors in a
bid to pre-empt regulatory clampdown.64 It may be
unrealistic to expect the industry to self-regulate in
ways that would undermine its competitiveness vis-à-vis
traditional companies, yet it is also true that individual
social protection coverage need not necessarily be linked
with employment and that this “decoupling” of social
protection from employment has long predated the
collaborative economy.65

56 In 2015, for example, the Federal Trade Commission convened a working group to discuss the implications of the sharing economy for, among other
things, consumer protection: https://www.ftc.gov
57 Alex Howard – 15 Dec 2014: http://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-sharing-economy-will-self-regulation-by-startups-suffice-toprotect-consumers/
58 Christopher Koopman, Matthew Mitchell and Adam Thierer – Dec 2014: http://mercatus.org/sites/default/files/Koopman-Sharing-Economy.pdf
59 Gregory Ferenstein – 2 July 2014: http://venturebeat.com/2014/07/02/airbnb-ceo-spells-out-the-end-game-for-the-sharingeconomy-in-7-quotes/
60 Professor Dr Standing cited in Natasha Singer – 16 Aug 2014: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/17/technology/in-the-sharing-economy-workers-findboth-freedom-and-uncertainty.html?_r=1
Professor Dr Standing also introduced the term “precariat”
61 Natasha Singer – 16 Aug 2014: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/17/technology/in-the-sharing-economy-workers-find-both-freedom-and-uncertainty.html?_r=1
62 Gillian B. White – 8 June 2015: http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/06/in-the-sharing-economy-no-ones-an-employee/395027/
63 Wall Street Journal – 10 May 2015: http://www.wsj.com/articles/can-the-sharing-economy-provide-good-jobs-1431288393
64 Jeremiah Owyang – 30 July 2015: http://www.web-strategist.com/blog/category/collaborative-economy
65 This point was made cogently by Catherine Rampell – 26 Jan 2015: http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/catherine-rampell-the-dark-side-ofsharing-economy-jobs/2015/01/26/4e05daec-a59f-11e4-a7c2-03d37af98440_story.html
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If we accept this point, then the emphasis should
be on pushing the state to ensure its citizens have
adequate protection, irrespective of how they are
classified as workers.66 Whatever side you sit on, the
terms of employment within the collaborative economy
will remain a hot topic because these terms will have
fundamental implications for collaborative economy
company competitiveness vis-à-vis traditional businesses
and will decisively shape the way that individuals
experience the collaborative economy.
This will definitely be a space worth watching closely.
For traditional businesses: disruption vs. adaptation
So we’ve briefly explored what the collaborative
economy means for consumers and employment, but
what does it mean for traditional businesses? They’re
being killed, right? Not so fast.
They’re being disrupted and seriously
challenged, certainly…
The data can be discouraging. To take one example,
it has been estimated that each car-sharing fleet vehicle
replaces 32 cars that would otherwise have been
bought.67 And there is no shortage of collateral damage:
auto loans, car insurance, fuel, auto parts, and other
services traditionally associated with car buying all take
a hit when users choose to share rather than buy.68
And it’s not just car buying. Traditional taxi services have
also been feeling the pressure, pressure that last year
resulted in a host of protests on the streets of Paris and
saw Uber vehicles pelted with eggs and end up with flat
tires and broken windows.69

A study into the impact of Airbnb on the hotel sector in
the Texas hotel industry70 found that the accommodation
sharing giant was eating into traditional hotel revenue,
with an estimated impact of between 8 and 10 percent.
Lower priced hotels faced the most direct competition
and were especially badly hit.
But they’re also adapting…
A sizeable group of traditional industry players are,
however, skillfully adapting themselves to this new
reality. As a 2014 Deloitte study71 notes, a number
of major brands like Nestlé and tech companies like
Adobe have joined “Crowd Companies,” a network
established by Jeremiah Owyang, whose aim it is to
help traditional companies navigate the collaborative
economy landscape.72 More generally, the report
lists three key ways that established companies are
benefitting from the collaborative economy. The first
is by “tapping into the crowd”: the pool of “microentrepreneurs” described earlier, whose skills range
from driving and providing household services to artistry
and product innovation, have become a handy pool for
companies in need of on-demand services and talent.
As just one example (not mentioned in the Deloitte
report), Virgin America has partnered with CircleUp,
which is a crowdfunding platform allowing startups
to raise capital for their consumer good ideas, to test
new ideas and identify new food and drink products
to offer on its flights.73 The second way is by adapting
their own services to meet this new type of demand.
A range of car companies such as Toyota, Ford and
BMW have introduced car-sharing services in a bid to
satisfy consumer demand in a context where traditional

66 Catherine Rampell – 26 Jan 2015: http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/catherine-rampell-the-dark-side-of-sharing-economyjobs/2015/01/26/4e05daec-a59f-11e4-a7c2-03d37af98440_story.html
67 Alix Partners 2014 Press Release – 5 Feb 2014: http://www.cnbc.com/2014/02/04/car-sharing-a-growing-threat-to-auto-sales-study.html
68 Jeremiah Owyang – 4 June 2013: http://www.web-strategist.com/blog/2013/06/04/report-corporations-must-join-the-collaborative-economy/
69 Rude Baguette – 13 Jan 2014: http://www.rudebaguette.com/2014/01/13/taxi-protest-paris-turns-guerrilla-warfare-uber-car-attacked-freeway/
70 Georgios Zervas, Davide Proserpio, John W. Byers – 7 May 2015: http://people.bu.edu/zg/publications/airbnb.pdf
71 Vikram Mahidhar and David Schatsky 2014: http://dupress.com/articles/collaborative-economy/
72 Ibid
73 Jonathan Shieber – 12 Feb 2014: http://techcrunch.com/2014/02/12/circleup-lands-virgin-america-partnership/
74 Vikram Mahidhar and David Schatsky 2014: http://dupress.com/articles/collaborative-economy/
75 Retail Category Consultants 2015: http://retailconsultant.ca/why-retailers-should-embrace-the-sharing-economy/
76 Read John Hagel’s views on Edge Perspectives: http://edgeperspectives.typepad.com/edge_perspectives/2006/07/mastering_new_m.html
77 Rachel Botsman has emphasized the role of trust as the new currency. Watch her TED talk here: http://www.ted.com/talks/rachel_botsman_the_
currency_of_the_new_economy_is_trust?language=en
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car ownership is on the decline. Finally, companies are
joining the “reuse marketplace”: one of the examples
Deloitte’s report provides is Ikea’s “online flea market,”
which provided consumers with an online platform on
which to sell their second-hand Ikea furniture.
As the report highlights, this was a “marketing tactic”
(it was not profit-making), its purpose being to inject
collaborative consumption into its own business model
and thus avoid losing market share.74 The clothing brand
Patagonia has invested heavily in this space. As part of its
general practices and image emphasizing sustainability,
the company has partnered with the mobile-based app
Yerdle via which consumers can trade their used goods
with one another. Fans have noted how Patagonia’s
“Don’t Buy This Jacket” advertisement, which actively
encouraged consumers to think twice before purchasing
new goods from Patagonia and others unless they really
needed them, actually increased sales,75 reflecting just
how deeply the sustainability mindset has set in.
Until next time…
Our focus, here, has been on the factors behind
the collaborative economy’s spectacular rise: the
technology and big data enabling and propelling it, the
socioeconomic factors encouraging it, and the value
shifts underpinning it. We have provided an overview of
observable trends suggesting its likely continued growth,
and we have highlighted some of the implications this
new form of economic organization has for consumers,
employment and traditional businesses. As the landscape
shifts, are consumers empowered but unprotected?

As “on-demand” labor replaces the traditional
employment contract, are we seeing the rise of “microentrepreneurship” or increased worker vulnerability? As
consumers come to value access over ownership, will we
see traditional industry undermined or reinvented? These
are critical questions.
When you next hear from us, we’ll be focusing on
the implications of the rapid advances in the mobile
ecosystem for the collaborative economy and its future.
We’re interested in how consumers’ ever-increasing
reliance on mobile platforms is determining the
development of the collaborative economy. We’re also
going to be looking at the new type of marketing that
the collaborative economy necessitates (or the exciting
prospect for companies in relation to what John Hagel
has dubbed “collaborative marketing”76), issues of
personal data protection in a context where trust and
reputation are key,77 the general regulatory frameworks
surrounding this new form of organization, and the
implications of collaboration from a political and social
organization perspective. By that time, there will, no
doubt, have been a dizzying number of developments
in this exciting and impossibly dynamic area. We hope
you’re as excited as we are.

A sizeable group of
traditional industry
players are skillfully
adapting themselves
to this new reality
Note: This article was originally published in edition 10 of Inside magazine
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Setting the scene: what are we talking about?
Who do you trust more? Your beloved mother or a
person whom you’ve never met in person, whose online
profile you merely scanned briefly, but who’s offering
you the chance to join them on a long-distance car trip
to the next country, at no personal profit? Yup, you’ve
guessed right: you’re more likely to trust your mother—
but only marginally1.
Given the choice, would you opt for a reasonably priced
hostel by a widely known and respected brand or a
cottage in a quaint but cut-off rural village belonging to
a woman you’ve never met in person, vouched for by
a handful of people whom you have also never met in
person? Judging by Airbnb’s booming business, there’s
a pretty good chance you’d pass on the hostel.

Welcome to the collaborative economy, where
everything you thought you knew about business
models—but also your own willingness to trust in
them—is being redefined.
At Deloitte, we’re excited about this new business
ecosystem and by the disruptive innovation it is creating.
We know, from our extensive experience with innovative
businesses of all forms, that regulators face very real
challenges when it comes to implementing optimal
legislation that promotes fair competition and consumer
protection on the one hand, whilst simultaneously
encouraging marketplace innovation and stimulating
growth on the other. This is why we’d like to focus quite
specifically on the regulatory debate here.

1 See Chronos and BlaBlaCar 2012. Trusted online communities: Signs of a brighter future. 5 December 2012: http://www.betrustman.com
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Regulating what?
Consistent with the definition provided in our article
“Collaboration Generation”, we understand the
“collaborative economy” as the practice of individuals
using online platforms to directly transact with one
another rather than going to traditional companies to
serve their needs2, and ordinary users can engage with
the platforms either as providers or consumers. Our
focus here is on platforms that facilitate access to goods
or services, but we’re excluding peer-to-peer lending
and crowdfunding, simply because the regulatory
challenges here are quite unique and we want to dive
into that specifically in a future issue.
Regulating successful “deviants”: the
fundamental tension
An inherent tension underlies the debate about
regulating the collaborative economy. As our
Deloitte report on this new “business ecosystem” has
highlighted, for the most part, the companies that
have thrived in this new structure have done so by
being regulatory “deviants”3. Lacking the economic
muscle and political clout (at least in their embryonic
“start-up“ stage), to lobby regulators in order to create
rules that protect and promote their interests, they
found creative “workarounds” or—as our Deloitte
report puts it—“back doors” to squeeze through4. Uber
was not a transportation service, but a technology
platform. BlaBlaCars were not taxis, but vehicles shared
by connected strangers-turned-comrades en route to
the same long-distance destination. Airbnb was not
an accommodation or hotel business but a sharing
platform allowing individuals to offer their free space to
adventurous travelers in search of “alternative” lodging
on a budget. There is a sense that this innovation spree
has been made possible and lucrative precisely because it
creatively found its way into this regulatory “grey” area.
As one impassioned attendee at a recently hosted forum
on the topic in the US put it:

“The sharing economy is like the secret beach that
hasn’t been discovered by the rule makers yet. There’s
no lifeguard on duty. It’s swim at your own risk… and
that’s what makes it great.”5
What’s more, this “innovation versus regulation” debate
is perhaps especially pertinent in the EU context. The
EU’s much touted “Digital Single Market Strategy”,
which is about removing existing barriers within the EU’s
digital market and bridging, as far as possible, the intraEuropean digital divide, could be a boon for EU-based
tech startups of the kinds that typify the collaborative
economy6. To date, and for all its evident promise,
Europe’s collaborative economy is still in its infancy
compared with the U.S.7. The wrong regulatory move
now could nip collaborative hopefuls in the bud, further
undermining Europe’s competitiveness.
But for every impassioned advocate of light/no
regulation, there is an equally vigorous counter-narrative
accusing these companies of attempts at “corporate
nullification”8 the flipside of which is a call to bring
collaborative companies in line with the law, with the
latter opening up a subsequent and no less impassioned
debate about whether and to what extent that law
should be adapted or changed in light of this new reality.
If Airbnb doesn’t have to abide by the same regulations
as hotels when it comes to taxing tourists, and fulfilling
fire and safety and zoning requirements, for example,
isn’t that a case of unfair competition for traditional
hoteliers? And doesn’t it harm consumers (by potentially
placing them in unsafe accommodation) and society (by
reducing tax revenue which is such an important source
of government spending, and by creating disturbance
for neighbors who never signed up to live beside a hotel
but suddenly find themselves beside an Airbnb home,
and consequently subjected to the same inconveniences,
for example)9?

2 Cf. Mahidhar, V. and Schatsky, D. 2014. Big companies now have a hand in the collaborative economy, p.1. Deloitte University Press: http://dupress.
com/articles/collaborative-economy
3 Chew, B.; Derosby, D.; Kelly, E. and Miracky, B. 2015. Regulating ecosystems. “Business ecosystems come of age”. Deloitte University Press, p. 45
4 Chew, B.; Derosby, D.; Kelly, E. and Miracky, B. 2015, p.45
5 Medium 2015. Policy Challenges and Economic Opportunities in the Sharing Economy: https://medium.com/ondemand/
policy-challenges-and-economic-opportunities-in-the-sharing-economy-b6876efe77a
6 Zubascu, F. 2015. The sharing economy is bringing disruptive innovation to Europe. Science Business 2 July 2015: http://www.sciencebusiness.net/
news/77109/The-sharing-economy-is-bringing-disruptive-innovation-to-Europe
7 Business Innovation Observatory (2013). The Sharing Economy: Accessibility Based Business Models for Peer-to-Peer Markets. http://ec.europa.eu/
enterprise/policies/innovation/policy/business-innovation-observatory/files/case-studies/12-she-accessibility-based-business-models-for-peer-to-peermarkets_en.pdf, p.5
8 See Pasquale, F.; Vaidhyanathan, S. 2015. Uber and the lawlessness of “sharing economy“ corporates. The Guardian 28 July 2015
9 Baker, D. 2014. Don’t buy the “sharing economy“ hype: Airbnb and Uber are facilitating rip-offs. The Guardian 27 May 2014
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And while it is undoubtedly true that regulatory
application and development have lagged relative to
the exponential speed of the collaborative economy’s
growth, regulators have most certainly been keeping
busy. By January 2014, Uber was simultaneously
fighting a whopping 40 legal battles against regulators
globally10. In the same year in Barcelona, Airbnb received
its first ever—albeit small—fine, of €30,000 for failing
to register with the Tourism Registry of Catalonia11.
French, Belgian and German regulators clamped down
on UberPop, whose operation French MP Thomas
Thevenoud described as “flagrantly illegal”12(UberPop
was developed as a “carpooling” service, allowing
individuals to transport others for a fee—a situation
which has drawn the ire of regulators because it
effectively means that drivers are not licensed as taxi
drivers of any kind, although the grounds for restricting
or outright banning its operations have varied from one
country to another)13. Class action lawsuits are being
filed against collaborative economy giants like Uber, for
alleged “worker misclassification”14—a charge, which,
if upheld (as the California Labor Commission did in
June 201515), could seriously undermine the business
model that has made these companies so successful
and profitable16, and which have already led some key
collaborative players to re-classify workers in a bid to
pre-empt any regulatory clampdown17. Most recently,
a Spanish judge referred a case brought against Uber
to the European Court of Justice (ECJ). The move,
which follows European Commission investigations
into whether German and French regulation of Uber’s
services unfairly limit competition18, has raised the hopes
of Uber’s EMEA public policy head Mark MacGann that
the case will set the stage for pan-EU regulation that is
less hostile to the one being adopted in a number of EU
countries19.

Indeed, the EU is most definitely paying close
attention to the collaborative economy. A study into
Uber has been planned for September 201520, and
the Commission has vowed, in a communication
released last May, to “launch before the end of 2015
a comprehensive assessment of the role of platforms,
including in the sharing economy, and of online
intermediaries, which will cover issues such as…
transparency… platforms’ usage of the information they
collect… relations between platforms and suppliers…
constraints on the ability of individuals and businesses to
move from one platform to another and will analyze…
how best to tackle illegal content on the Internet.”21
Deloitte will be following developments closely.

To date, and for all its evident
promise, Europe’s collaborative
economy is still in its infancy
compared with the U.S. The
wrong regulatory move now
could nip collaborative hopefuls in
the bud, further undermining
europe’s competitiveness

10 Silk (2015), “A world of Uber troubles” cited in Chew, B.; Derosby, D.; Kelly, E. and Miracky, B. 2014, p. 44
11 Kassam, A. 2014. Airbnb fined €30,000 for illegal tourist lets in Barcelona. The Guardian 7 July 2014
12 Sustainable mobility.org, February 2014: http://www.sustainable-mobility.org/innovating-for-tomorrow/services/uberpop-is-given-a-frosty-welcomein-europe.html
13 Ibid
14 Hill, K. 16 April 2015: http://fusion.net/story/118401/meet-the-lawyer-taking-on-uber-and-the-on-demand-economy/
15 Kosoff, M. 17 June 2015: http://uk.businessinsider.com/uber-and-lyft-employee-lawsuits-could-change-business-models-2015-6?r=US&IR=T#ixzz3hT2q2yip
16 Hill, K. 16 April 2015
17 Owyang, Jeremiah: http://www.web-strategist.com/blog
18 Lunden, I. 2015. TechCrunch 20 July 2015: http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/20/uber-europe
19 Ibid
20 Fioretti, Julia (Reuters) 28 August 2015: http://venturebeat.com/2015/08/28/to-regulate-or-not-to-regulate-eu-to-launch-study-on-uber/
21 European Commission 2015: http://ec.europa.eu/priorities/digital-single-market/docs/dsm-communication_en.pdf. P.12
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As collaborative economy platforms largely
circumvent the regulations designed for traditional
business platforms, there is increasing concern that
consumers engaging with the platforms may be
left vulnerable and exposed
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In the absence of EU-wide collaborative economyspecific regulation, various European governments have
been developing different approaches, beyond mere
clampdown or outright bans. The Dutch government
has been especially active in pushing for collaborativeeconomy friendly regulation, for example, with
economy minister Henk Kamp stating that “If we in the
Netherlands want to be first to profit from the benefits
of innovation, then we have to make room for that
in our rules.22“ Regulations forcing Airbnb to collect
tourist taxes from guests were introduced in Amsterdam
in December 201423 as a way to accommodate the
new business model within the hospitality sector and
last May, the Dutch Minister of Infrastructure and
Environment vowed to ease taxi laws in a bid to remove
unnecessary barriers preventing disruptive innovation in
the industry24. In Portugal, new home sharing legislation
introduced last March was hailed by Airbnb as “common
sense” and “smart and streamlined”25. In the UK, HM
Revenues and Customs and the Treasury are currently
trying to devise new ways of allowing individual
participants earning revenue through the collaborative
economy to calculate their owed taxes more easily26—a
notoriously difficult activity27. The UK government is also
working on the piloting of “sharing cities” in Leeds City
Region and Greater Manchester in 2015-2016, which
would concentrate and promote collaborative economy
activity—including skill-sharing and accommodationsharing joined together—with residents being
“encouraged to share as part of their daily lives” for the
fulfilment of wider socioeconomic objectives and a boost
to local growth28. These approaches provide interesting
test cases that the EU will no doubt draw upon in its
attempt to develop a common European strategy.

Consumers: navigating unregulated waters
A raft of regulations exists at European level to protect
consumers, both in traditional retail settings and in
digital contexts29. These regulations, however, long
predate the advent of the new business ecosystems
that we are seeing. As collaborative economy platforms
largely circumvent the regulations designed for
traditional business platforms, there is increasing concern
that consumers engaging with the platforms may be left
vulnerable and exposed. As Commissioner for Justice,
Consumers and Gender Equality Věra Jourová put it
in a speech to mark European Consumer Day, “those
who use the sharing applications or benefits need to
be aware that they do so in a sphere without rules and
rights, outside of the protection of existing legislation.”30
Claims about perceived potential for consumer detriment
are rife. To take just a few examples, in 2014, when
Berlin banned Uber from operating, it cited “passenger
safety concerns” as one of its motivations31. The
unwarranted holding of individuals’ personal data
was one of the charges brought against the two Uber
executives arrested in France and both Uber and Airbnb
have come under fire for falling short when it comes to
providing adequate options for passengers and guests
with disabilities33.
But while regulators scramble to figure out how to
extend or adapt existing regulation to accommodate
these new business models, others are pointing to the
way the business models themselves are reimagining
notions of consumer protection, providing new avenues
for self-regulation that would obviate the need for state
intervention.

22 Bahceli, Y. Reuters 20 July 2015: http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/07/20/dutch-sharing-idUSL5N1002JX20150720
23 Ibid
24 Van Jaarsveldt, J. 20 July 2015: http://www.nltimes.nl/2015/07/20/govt-wants-to-better-regulate-sharing-economy/
25 Robinson, P. 12 March 2015: http://publicpolicy.airbnb.com/portugal-overhauls-tourism-laws-embrace-home-sharing/
26 Independent review of the sharing economy: Government response. March 2015: https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/414111/bis-15-172-government-response-to-the-independent-review-of-the-sharing-economy.pdf
27 Lipka, M. 15 April 2015: http://time.com/money/3822148/sharing-economy-taxes-uber-lyft/
28 Independent review of the sharing economy: Government response. March 2015
29 The European Commission’s dedicated portal for consumer rights and law: http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/consumer_rights/index_en.htm
30 Jourová, V. 16 March 2015: http://ec.europa.eu/commission/2014-2019/jourova/announcements/
putting-consumer-centre-more-freedom-more-rights-more-choice_en
31 Reader, R. 14 August 2014: http://venturebeat.com/2014/08/14/berlin-bans-uber-over-passenger-safety-concerns/
32 Schechner, S. 2015: http://www.wsj.com/articles/uber-executives-ordered-to-stand-trial-by-french-prosecutors-1435667386
33 Heideman, E. 4 October 2014: http://news.yahoo.com/uber-airbnb-leave-disabled-behind-104500268--politics.html
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“Less regulation, more reputation”?34
In his contribution to the book “The Reputation Society:
How Online Opinions Are Reshaping the Offline
World”35, Lior Jacob Strahilevitz makes the case for
promoting access to reputational data as a key element
for consumer protection, alongside regulation. His
argument has particular relevance in the context of the
collaborative economy, where platforms are increasingly
pushing for reputation-and-monitoring systems as a
way of creating self-policing communities thought to
empower and protect consumers without the need to
resort to more traditional forms of consumer regulation
Reputation, it is argued, promotes trust. And trust has
been described as the cornerstone of the collaborative
economy36. After all, as consumer data professional
Stephen Ufford notes, it is ultimately only this kind of
social glue which “allows someone to take a ride from
a stranger or rent a room in a house from someone
they’ve never met.”37 In 2012, BlaBlaCar commissioned
a study38 looking into the nature of trust in the context
of its collaborative platform. As a baseline, the first thing
the study did was ask respondents to give groups of
individuals a trust rating on a scale of 0 (least trusted)
to 5 (most trusted), independently of its platform.
Individuals were asked to give a trust ranking to close
family and friends, online strangers, and strangers in the
street whom they could see but did not know. Close
friends and family were rated 4.7, whilst a stranger
online was rated 1.9. Strangers in the street were given
a 2.2 (which the study attributes to the fact that at least
these strangers’ faces can be seen, as opposed to the
situation with online strangers). The study then went
on to look at trust ratings amongst users forming part
of the BlaBlaCar community. Strikingly, the study found
that when individuals had a complete profile (that is, a
profile including a photo, a verified phone number and
positive reviews by other platform users), they received a
trust rating of 4.2—just slightly below the 4.7 reserved

for close family members and friends in the baseline
analysis. Most exciting, from a consumer empowerment
perspective, was the finding that individuals’ positive
ratings by other platform users was the single greatest
contributor to increased trust levels towards those
individuals. In other words, collaborative economy
platform users acting as providers in a transaction have
a clear incentive to give consumers the best possible
service, if they want other community members to
trust them and win more business. Their assumptions
would be well founded; research shows that favorable
online reviews have a direct positive impact on revenue
generated39.
Based on its experience, BlaBlaCar has developed what
it calls the “D.R.E.A.M.S framework”. The acronym
cleverly sums up how their system works, with each
letter standing for one of the key dimensions that
BlaBlaCar believes makes trust on collaborative economy
platforms possible: Declared, Rated, Engaged, Activitybased, Moderated, and Social. Briefly put, platform users
must declare themselves by volunteering information
about themselves to the community (such as their name
and age); they should be rated by others, based on a
previous transaction, allowing potential consumers to
see their reviews by others; they should have a clear
signal that the party is “engaged” and will stick to their
promise to deliver the product or service in question by
means of a pre-payment system. The ratings and reviews
should be activity-based (that is, users on a ride-sharing
platform should be rated on their capabilities with
regard to ride-sharing and not some unrelated activity);
the information shared on the platform should be
moderated by a third party (to verify and authenticate
it); and finally, there should be the all-important social
element, which means that platform users should be
able to link their platform profiles to their profiles on
other social sites (for example, individuals’ BlaBlaCar
platform profile should be linked to their Facebook and
Linkedin profiles)40.

34 Strahilevitz, Lior Jacob’s cited in M. Hassan and M. Tovey 2011: “The Reputation Society: How Online Opinions Are Reshaping the Offline World”, US:
MIT Press
35 Hassan, M. and Tovey, M. 2011
36 See Botsman, R. 2012: http://www.ted.com/talks/rachel_botsman_the_currency_of_the_new_economy_is_trust?language=en
37 Ufford, S. 2015: http://www.forbes.com/sites/theyec/2015/02/10/the-future-of-the-sharing-economy-depends-on-trust
38 Chronos and BlaBlaCar 2012
39 See Luca, M. 2011, Harvard Business School Working Paper 12-016: http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication percent20Files/12-016_0464f20e-35b2492e-a328-fb14a325f718.pdf
40 For more about each of these dimensions, see: http://www.betrustman.com/
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Reviews never lie… or do they?
So we know that reviews and reputation matter in terms
of influencing consumer behavior. But the question
is, can they in fact be trusted? Do users leave honest
accounts of their engagement with fellow platform
users? Here, for all the enthusiasm around reputationand-monitoring systems as optimal methods of selfregulation, there is good evidence to indicate that some
caution is necessary. An analysis41 of over 600,000
properties listed on the Airbnb platform found that
a striking 95% of the properties received an average
user-generated rating of between 4.5 and 5 stars (with
5 being the maximum). Almost no properties received
anything below a 3.5 rating. The article’s authors do
not provide any definitive conclusions for why such high
ratings can be seen on Airbnb, but one possibility that
has been pointed to is that the practice of “reciprocal
reviews” (that is, guest and host both reviewing one
another), encourages overly-positive reviews (as both
want to protect their own reputations). This argument
has some strength in view of the fact that ratings
of Airbnb listings were so much higher than their
counterparts on TripAdvisor, which does not allow for
such reciprocal reviews42. High ratings can also be seen
on Uber, where data for 2014 revealed that a mere
1% of driver ratings were the lowest possible, that is
one-star, and that only 5% of all trips were rated as
3 stars or lower43. This is good news for Uber drivers,
considering that Uber reportedly dismisses drivers with
an average score below 4.644, but one wonders how
valuable ratings are when they are so frequently inflated.

We agree with calls for more trustworthy review
systems which “destigmatize” negative ratings45.
Interestingly, Airbnb has tweaked its rating system in
response to the concerns raised that the mutual rating
system acts as a disincentive for both host and guest
to provide honest feedback about their experience46,47.
Airbnb’s move, which includes, amongst other things,
a provision whereby a user’s review is only revealed
to the reviewed party after the latter has provided his
or her own review (to prevent the kind of reciprocal
reviewing that discourages honesty referred to earlier)
indicates a process of self-correction and development in
online reputation-and-monitoring systems that it will be
important to continue to follow.

Reputation, it is argued, promotes
trust. And trust has been described
as the cornerstone of the
collaborative economy

41 Zervas, G.; Proserpio, D.; Byers, J. January 2015: http://people.bu.edu/zg/publications/airbnbreviews.pdf
42 Millwood, A. 11 April 2015: http://techcrunch.com/2015/04/11/the-risk-of-reviewing-the-reviewer/
43 Cook, J. 11 February 2015: http://uk.businessinsider.com/leaked-charts-show-how-ubers-driver-rating-system-works-2015-2#ixzz3kQvkyJ4v
44 Ibid
45 Millwood, A. 2015
46 Weber, H. 11 August 2014: http://venturebeat.com/2014/08/11/airbnb-tweaks-review-system-so-guests-dont-fear-retaliation-from-hosts/
47 See http://blog.airbnb.com/building-trust-new-review-system/
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Where’s my data gone?
In her 2012 Wired article, Rachel Botsman takes these
ideas to the next level. Her concept of individuals
being able to build “reputational capital” through their
engagement with the collaborative economy and to then
use this capital in a range of settings provides interesting
food for thought. “Imagine”, asks Botsman, “a world
where banks take into account your online reputation
alongside traditional credit ratings to determine
your loan; where headhunters hire you based on the
expertise you've demonstrated on online forums such
as Quora?” This idea is not too far removed from some
of the arguments alluded to by co-founder of Deloitte’s
Center for the Edge John Hagel and Marc Singer
who predicted the rise of “infomediaries” that help
individuals leverage their online data to get the best out
of online providers48. As Hagel argues, online providers
benefit greatly from access to individuals’ personal and
consumption patterns data. The infomediary would
be the person stepping in to help individuals provide
access to that data in a way that benefits them. Thus
consumers are empowered not so much via data
privacy but rather by getting compensated for sharing
their data49. It’s an interesting idea, but one whose
applicability must be assessed in the European context,
where studies50 show that the use of their personal
data by third parties still features prominently amongst
citizens’ concerns.

Conclusion
Regulation disrupted
There are, certainly, no easy solutions to
the regulatory challenges surrounding the
collaborative economy. Nevertheless, Deloitte
has found it useful to identify the three key
challenges characterizing this new business
ecosystem, and to promote potential solutions
or at least approaches to addressing each of
these. The graphic below illustrates this.
What emerges clearly is that regulation must
be nimble, open to diverse perspectives
and continuously open to recalibration. We
simply cannot accept the argument that
the regulation process is by definition slow
and clunky. This is not about extending,
but rethinking and reimagining, existing
regulation.
The collaborative economy is not just
disrupting traditional industry, it’s disrupting
traditional regulation. That’s not a bad thing.
It’s a window of opportunity and we should
not waste it. But we must hurry; we’re already
late.

Figure 1: Regulatory challenges and solutions for evolving ecosystems

Challenges in ecosystem regulation

Emerging solutions

Speed
Pace of innovation and shortening
regulation life cycles

Stay agile by standing open
• Promote self-regulation where appropriate
• Consider sunset provisions to time-cap new regulation
• Solicit real-time feedback allowing constant recalibration

Blurring edges
New business models at the edges of
existing regulation

Seek to learn from edge-pushing business models
• Scan regulatory edges as areas prone to business model innovation
• Monitor new business models as indicators of current regulatory
caps

Diversity
New interactive dynamics as new players emerge and jurisdictions intersect

Harmonize diverse players through co-creation
• Regulate to common ends, not means
• Focus on root causes across stakeholders
• Embrace contrasting perspectives as sources of insight

Build the regulatory ecosystem to promote cross-boundary innovation at the speed of business
Source: Chew, B.; Derosby, D.; Kelly, E. and Miracky, B. 2015. “Regulating Ecosystems” in Chew, B.; Derosby, D.; Kelly,
E. and Miracky, B. 2015. “Business ecosystems come of age”: Deloitte University Press, p.48

48 Hagel, J. III; Singer, M. 1999. Net Worth: Shaping markets when consumers make the rules. Harvard Business Review Press
49 See Hagel, J.; Rayport, J.F. 1997: https://hbr.org/1997/01/the-coming-battle-for-customer-information/ar/1
50 See: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/promo_data_en.htm
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When Jean-Claude Juncker was nominated president of
the European Commission (EC), he drew up an agenda
for the work to be conducted by the EC between 2014 and
2019. The agenda comprised ten priorities, one of which
being the achievement of “A Connected Digital Single
Market”1. This priority is probably better known to the public
as the flagship initiative “EU Digital Single Market”2, one
of three flagship initiatives proposed to achieve the smart
growth target of EU 20203.
Figure 1: PSD2 and EU 2020

EU 2020
Strategy

Smart Growth

Target

Flagship
initiative

Legislative
tool

EU Digital
Single Market

Payments Services
Directive 2

1 European Commission, 2015. The Commissioners: Jean-Claude Juncker. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/commission/2014-2019/president_en
2 European Commission, 2015. Digital Agenda for Europe, a Europe 2020 initiative: Digital Single Market. Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/digital-single-market
3 The other two EU 2020 targets being “inclusive growth” and “sustainable growth”. European Commission, 2012. Europe 2020:
Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/europe-2020-in-a-nutshell/flagship-initiatives/index_en.htm

Flagship Initiatives.
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We provide a brief summary of what these changes are,
list the objectives they aim to achieve, and present the
main players, both the actors who will be subject to
and the stakeholders involved in the shaping of PSD2.
We then focus on two specific aspects of the directive,
namely payment security and access to information, and
particularly on their potential incompatibility. Finally, we
see how some stakeholders’ initiatives could resolve this
apparent incompatibility.
As the EU institutions are still at negotiation phase, and
a solid analysis would have to wait until finalization of
the directive and transposition of PSD2 into national
laws, the goal here is merely to ask questions, raise
doubts, and provide a taste for what could currently
be missing in PSD2. So while we wait for PSD2 to be
finalized, let us imagine we are part of the negotiation
team and challenge each other with some points of
view.
Essential for the development of the EU Digital Single
Market is the legislation of the payment services market,
a market regulated until today by Directive 2007/64/
EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
13 November 2007 on payment services in the internal
market amending Directives 97/7/EC, 2002/65/EC,
2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and repealing Directive
97/5/EC, referred to as the Payment Services Directive
(PSD1)4.
This directive is now in the process of being updated,
as the Council of the EU (the Council), the European
Parliament (EP) and the EC are negotiating to finalize
the Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament
and of the Council on payment services in the internal
market and amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2013/36/
EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/
EC (PSD2)5. PSD2 will bring some significant changes
to the payment services market in order to align the
EU with the inevitable and fast-moving technological
changes currently underway.

What is PSD2?
PSD1 has been in place since November 2007. Since
then, the payment services market has undergone
significant changes that require the EU legislation to
be updated. When finalized, PSD2 will change both
the territorial scope of the payment activities to be
regulated, applying to transactions in non-EU currency
where the Payment Service Provider (PSP) operating
at both ends (payer and payee) is in the EU, as well
as to all “one-leg transactions”, i.e., transactions in all
currencies where only one end’s PSP is located in the
EU. The currency scope is modified as well, as PSD2
transparency and information requirements will apply
to transactions in any currency, and the provisions on
rights and obligations in relation to payment service
will apply to transactions in euro or in the currency
of the Member State that is outside the euro area6.
The negative scope changes, specifically in terms
of commercial agents, limited network, telecom
and ATMs. Notably, ATMs will be deleted from the
list of exemptions, in order to contrast the growth

4 Directive 2007/64/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 November 2007 on payment services in the internal
market amending Directives 97/7/EC, 2002/65/EC, 2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and repealing Directive 97/5/EC. Available at:
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32007L0064
5 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on payment services in the internal market and amending
Directives 2002/65/EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0547
6 Title 1, Article 2. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on payment services in the internal market and amending
Directives 2002/65/EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
ALL/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0547
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The EU institutions have embarked on a complex
mission, as they aim to align the EU and national
legislations with the ever-increasing number and
variety of actors and activities of the payment
services industry
of independent ATMs charging high fees for cash
withdrawals7. All actors included in the scope will
have to comply with specific changes in the provisions
concerning transparency, security, liability, and
consumer protection—including charges, fees, refunds,
and complaints management.
Ultimately, PSD2 aims to:
• Further integrate payment services across national
borders, strengthening the Single Euro Payments
Area (SEPA) project
• In order to do this, ensure that the legislative
framework is correctly applied by the regulatory
authorities of each Member State, thus achieving
standardization and interoperability of payment
services, allowing them to become more secure
and convenient, and digital and easier-to use

Clearly, this is not a simple task. The EU institutions
have embarked on a complex mission, as they aim to
align the EU and national legislations with the everincreasing number and variety of actors and activities
of the payment services industry. Ultimately, the EU
institutions are aligning themselves with us. We are the
consumers, and we are the ones who, for a while now,
have clearly ceased to rely on the traditional bank alone;
it is our transactions that now travel through a variety
of not-so-traditional means. But do we know who these
new actors are? Do we know about all the services
available on the market?

• Include more actors within the regulatory scope,
thereby incentivizing a race for innovation, and
increasing competition and the number of
options available for consumers
• Enhance consumer protection

7 Explanatory Memorandum, Point 5. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on payment services in the internal
market and amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.
eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0547
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Figure 2: PSD2 provides the following definitions

Definition
Payment
Service
Provider (PSP)

A body providing:
• “Services enabling cash to be placed on” or withdrawn from “a payment account
as well as all the operations required for operating a payment account”
• “Execution of payment transactions, including transfers of funds on a payment
account with the user’s payment service provider or with another payment service
provider” and “execution of payment transactions where the funds are covered by
a credit line for a payment service user.” Both include “direct debits, including oneoff direct debits; payment transactions through a payment card or a similar device;
credit transfers, including standing orders”
• “Issuance of payment instruments and/or acquisition of payment transactions”
• “Money remittance”
• “Services based on access to payment accounts provided by a payment service
provider who is not the account servicing payment provider, in the form of
payment initiation services, and account information services”

“A payment service provider providing and maintaining payment accounts for a payer.”
Account
Servicing
Payment
Service Provider
(ASP SP)
“A payment service provider who is not the account servicing payment service provider”
Third Party
and provides “payment initiation services and account information services.”
Payment
Service Provider
(TPP SP)
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Payment
Service User
(PSU)

“A natural or legal person making use of a payment service in the capacity of either
payer or payee.”

Payment
initiation
service

“A payment service enabling access to a payment account provided by a third party
payment service provider, where the payer can be actively involved in the payment
initiation or the third party payment service provider’s software, or where payment
instruments can be used by the payer or the payee to transmit the payer’s credentials to
the account servicing payment service provider.”

Account
information
service

“Payment service where consolidated and user-friendly information is provided to a
payment service user on one or several payment accounts held by the payment service
user with one or several account servicing payment service providers.”

As is the case of all EU directives, proposals are
discussed and negotiated between the EC, the EP,
and the Council. These three institutions are now
at the trialogue stage of negotiating the directive,
and, according to the European Payments Council,
EP approval of PSD2 is expected in September 2015,
with publication in the Official Journal of the EU
sometime during the winter. Member States will then
have two years to transpose the directive into national
legislation8.
In addition to the three institutions, given the topic
of PSD2, other EU stakeholders are called to provide
recommendations and suggestions for amendments:
this is the case of the European Central Bank (ECB)
and the European Banking Authority (EBA). The latter,
specifically, is responsible for designing the security
guidelines to be applied by national regulators and
all relevant actors in accordance with the PSD29. The
ECB and EBA are particularly relevant for the topic
under discussion, as together they chair the European
Forum on the Security of Retail Payments (SecuRe Pay
Forum), a platform for the EBA and the members of the
European System of Central Banks to develop common
knowledge on security of payments10.
Provisions on payment security and access
to information
In order to provide consumers with convenient and
easy-to-use services within a crowded and complex
market, PSD2 aims to ensure the efficient and regulated
exchange of information between the relevant actors.
At the same time, consumers need to be reassured
that this flow of information—as well as the payment
services market in general—is secure.

“In recent years, the security risks related to electronic
payments have increased, which is due to the greater
technical complexity of electronic payments, the
continuously growing volumes of electronic payments
worldwide and the emerging types of payment
services. As safe and secure payment services
constitute a vital condition for a well-functioning
payment service market, users of payment services
should be adequately protected against such risks11.”
PSD2 often merges the provisions for payment security
and access to information in the same articles, as if
to say that they inherently feed into each other, one
being the essence of the other. But is it really so easy to
assume that these two elements can fit together in the
same legislation? Are they really that compatible? Let
us have a look at what PSD2 legislates and we may see
how the two could potentially be at odds.
In order to provide for payment security, PSD2
introduces the concept of “authentication” and “strong
customer authentication”. Authentication indicates “a
procedure which allows the payment service provider
to verify the identity of a user of a specific payment
instrument, including the use of its personalized
security features or the checking of personalized
identity documents12.” Strong customer authentication
is different in that it is “a procedure for the validation
of the identification of a natural or legal person based
on the use of two or more elements categorized
as knowledge, possession and inherence that are
independent, in that the breach of one does not
compromise the reliability of the others and is designed
in such a way as to protect the confidentiality of the
authentication data13.”

8 Boudewijn, G., 2015. PSD2: Almost Final – A State of Play. European Payments Council, 18 June 2015. Available at: http://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/index.cfm/blog/psd2-almost-final-a-state-of-play/
9 Recital 80, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on payment services in the internal market and amending
Directives 2002/65/EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
ALL/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0547
10 European Central Bank, 2014. Mandate of the European Forum on the Security of Retail Payments. Available at: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/
other/mandateeuropeanforumsecurityretailpayments201410.en.pdf p.1 and p.2
11 Recital 6, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on payment services in the internal market and amending
Directives 2002/65/EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
ALL/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0547
12 Article 4, Clause 21, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on payment services in the internal market and amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
ALL/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0547
13 Article 4, Clause 22, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on payment services in the internal market and amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
ALL/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0547
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In order to provide consumers with
convenient and easy-to-use services
within a crowded and complex market,
PSD2 aims to ensure the efficient and
regulated exchange of information
between the relevant actors
Article 87 legislates that PSPs apply strong customer
authentication whenever the payer, or a TPP SP on
behalf of the payer, initiates an electronic payment
transaction. In the latter case, the ASP SP should
then allow the TPP SP “to rely on the authentication
methods of the former when acting on behalf of the
PSU”. Furthermore, a TPP SP “shall authenticate itself
towards the account servicing payment service provider
of the account owner”.
Article 62 also says that the PSP issuing a transaction
should “make sure that the personalized security
features of the payment instrument are not accessible
to parties other than the payment service user entitled
to use the payment instrument”. It also establishes that
the PSP will then bear “the risk of sending a payment
instrument to the payer or for sending any personalized
security features of it”.
Article 58 should also be noted as it legislates on the
access to and use of payment account information by
TPP SPs:
“Where a third party payment service provider has
been authorized by the payment service user to provide
payment services, it shall have the following obligations:
1. To ensure that the personalized security features
of the payment service user are not accessible to
other parties
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2. To authenticate itself in an unequivocal manner
towards the account servicing payment service
provider(s) of the account owner
3. Not to store sensitive payment data or
personalized security credentials of the payment
service user”
Provisions on payment security and access
to information: a difficult coexistence
When looking at PSD2’s approach to payment security
and access to information, three main problems seem to
arise, three sources of doubts that could be particularly
important for the regulator, the consumer, or the
relevant PSPs, depending on the case.

1

It is clear enough from a reading of PSD2 that the
flow of information is vital for the processing of
payments, and because so many different players
are active in the same field, access to information
needs to happen in a secure, authorized, and
authenticated way. But exactly because so
many different actors are involved, because the
traditional, “old-fashioned”, and “technologicallybehind” actors (banks) are expected to work
together with more innovative actors (such as the
new emerging TPP SPs), the IT platforms used to
share information may vary a lot. In some cases,
these platforms have to be built from scratch,
while others are already very sophisticated. This
leads to a not-so-irrelevant hole in the process
flow. A survey conducted by Finextra and FIS
reveals exactly this gap:
“One risk of opening up access to data and
functionality hosted in a bank’s core system
is that if the core systems are ancient and
inflexible, these limitations become apparent
outside the confines of the bank’s operations
teams. A greater risk is that this access can’t be
granted at all in a robust, secure manner due to
these limitations14.”
• This is relevant for: the regulator, who has to
ensure that all actors have a standardized and
interoperable platform; and all PSPs, even the
most technologically advanced ones, who may
suffer from having to “slow down” and adapt

2

3

to the pace of the less innovative ones
We have an understanding now of just how
many authorizations are needed to access
information and process payments, all very
relevant steps to ensure security. But individuals
(consumers, regulators, and PSPs) risk getting
lost along the way, mistakes could be made at
any point, and may go unnoticed as well.
• This is relevant for: consumers, who, when
encountering an incident may be unable to
spot the wrongdoing, and unable to avail
of the complaints-management possibilities
offered by PSD2 (Articles 88-91). PSPs are
also affected, as they need to make sure their
process flow is very well oiled and aligned
with other PSPs’ process flow. It is also
relevant for regulators, who have to oversee
this alignment and interoperability
But even with all these authorizations to be
granted in terms of access to information;
even with the new authentication and strong
customer authentication requirements; even
with the warnings on who is liable in case
the wrong information is shared with an
unauthorized actor (Articles 79-83)—some
elements remain blurry. Who defines what the
“entitlement” to use a payment instrument
is (Article 62)? What does it mean to “store”
sensitive payment data (Article 58)? At what
point of the payment process does the TPP SP
have to get rid of this sensitive payment data
in order to reassure the customer that the data
has not been “stored” and is not being misused?
The definition of what “authentication” means
indicates that it is the procedure that allows the
TPP SP to identify the payment user and “use”
its credentials (Article 4). What activities fall
under the verb “use”? Does it only include the
pure transfer of credentials, the mere input of
the credentials in order to authorize and process
the payment? If so, it is not clear enough, and
for all we know it could also include the activity
of “storing”—which is forbidden according to
Article 58.

• This is relevant for: the regulator, who will
have to oversee the transposition of the
directive into national legislation and is
expected to be sure beyond doubt of what
each term means, leaving no room for
misunderstanding
Figure 3
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Ensuring coexistence between payment security
and access to information
The healthy development of any EU directive relies
on the exchange of opinions, recommendations, and
amendments, as each stakeholder tackles the topic in
a different way. It is particularly interesting to look at
the ECB and EBA positions, as they have quite heavily
focused on the aspect of security. By looking at their
opinions and recommendations, we may see ways of
ensuring compatibility between payment security and
access to information.
In January 2013, the ECB drew up the Recommendations
for the Security of Internet Payments (ECB
Recommendations). Later in February 2014, the ECB
formed its opinion on the proposed legislation (ECB
Opinion), focusing once again on the security issues
(not yet) tackled by PSD2 and suggesting a list
of amendments.

14 Finextra, 2015. PSD2 and XS2A – Regulation or Opportunity? Report on a Survey by Finextra and FIS. Available at:
http://www.fisglobal.com/ucmprdpub/groups/public_searchable/documents/webasset/c038915.pdf p.23
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The rationale of both documents is similar to that
of the directive: flow of information is essential, but
should be processed according to specific authorization
and authentication steps. However, the ECB
Recommendations and the ECB Opinion successfully
avoid the gaps spotted in PSD2.

1

2

The problem of having non-standardized
IT platforms does not arise, as the ECB
Recommendations propose the best practice
of PSPs “using a single strong customer
authentication tool for all internet payment
services” as “this could increase acceptance of
the solution among customers and facilitate
proper use15.” Strong customer authentication
should be fitted into “a standardized European
interface for payment account access16.”
Admittedly this does require more work and
legislation, but implementing one single strong
customer authentication tool for all services
ensures standardization, interoperability, and less
room for doubt and/or mistakes. The good news
is that the EU also has the means of instituting
and implementing a single tool, through the EBA
and even the SecuRe Pay Forum.
The ECB proposal for consumer awareness and
education programs is very interesting. Such
programs would solve the second problem
of the lack of a good understanding of the
authentication and authorization processes
in the payments services market. Legislation
regulating payment security and access to
information is all well and good; but if the
consumer is not actually aware of where the

3

security threats lie, how to counteract them,
and what kind of information about him/her
is allowed to flow through the system, then
he/she remains an unprotected consumer
and the legislation is merely dry sterile soil.
According to the ECB, the PSP could provide
one secure communication channel through
which to explain how the consumer can report
suspicions on fraudulent activities, how the
PSP will respond to complaints and enquiries,
and how the PSP will notify the customer
in case of its own suspicions17. Additionally,
PSPs could provide customer education and
awareness programs in order for the consumer
to mature its knowledge of data protection and
data management through all various devices
(computers, phones, etc.), and the use of the
“genuine internet payment website of the PSP18.”
Finally, the ECB is also more precise in its
definitions, as the ECB Opinion amendment
for Article 58 shows. The interdiction to “store
sensitive payment data of the payment service
user” is further specified: “…obtained when
accessing the payment service users payment
account, apart from information for identifying
a payment initiated by the third party payment
service provider such as the reference number,
payer’s and payee’s IBAN, the transaction
amount, other reference information and the
settlement system information, and not use
any data for other purposes than explicitly
requested by the payment service user19.”

15 European Central Bank, 2013. Recommendations for the Security of Internet Payments: Final Version After Public Consultation.
Available at: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/recommendationssecurityinternetpaymentsoutcomeofpcfinalversionafter
pc201301en.pdf p.10
16 Point 2.7, Opinion of the European Central Bank of 5 February 2014 on a proposal for a directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on
payment services in the internal market and amending Directives 2002/65&EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive 2007/64/EC.
Available at: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/ecb/legal/pdf/en_con_2014_09_f_sign.pdf
17 European Central Bank, 2013. Recommendations for the Security of Internet Payments: Final Version After Public Consultation.
Available at: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/recommendationssecurityinternetpaymentsoutcomeofpcfinalversion
afterpc201301en.pdf p.13
18 European Central Bank, 2013. Recommendations for the Security of Internet Payments: Final Version After Public Consultation.
Available at: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/recommendationssecurityinternetpaymentsoutcomeofpcfinalversionafter
pc201301en.pdf p.13
19 Amendment 24, Opinion of the European Central Bank of 5 February 2014 on a proposal for a directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on payment services in the internal market and amending Directives 2002/65&EC, 2013/36/EU and 2009/110/EC and repealing Directive
2007/64/EC. Available at: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/ecb/legal/pdf/en_con_2014_09_f_sign.pdf
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The ECB Recommendations were used by the EBA
to draw its Guidelines on the Security of Internet
Payments (Guidelines) in December 2014 and are valid
as of August 2015. As a matter of fact, the EBA is a
particularly important stakeholder: based on PSD2, it
has the responsibility to design the security guidelines
and define the technical standards that Member States
should apply in line with the directive’s changes in
scope and requirements20. The Guidelines serve as
preparatory work and only set “minimum security
requirements for payment service providers across the
EU”21. Unfortunately, however, even at this preparatory
stage, implementation problems arise, as 3 out of 28
countries have already stated their inability (or potential
unwillingness) to comply with the Guidelines22.

Figure 4
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Conclusion
Ultimately, we see that EU stakeholders
are aware of the importance of payment
security and access to information (refer to
the responsibility assigned to the EBA by
PSD2); we see that at least some of these
stakeholders acknowledge the difficult
coexistence and compatibility between
payment security and access to information;
and from these stakeholders we see concrete
proposals for solutions (ECB Opinion and
EBA/ECB proposals for best practices).
However, will these solutions be included in
the latest version of the directive? And

how will they ultimately be transposed into
national legislations, given the reluctance
already expressed by some Member States to
comply with the Guidelines?
We shall wait until the end of the year to see
what happens at EU level, and check again
in two years’ time for the status at Member
State-level. But one thing is sure—with
PSD2, the EU really has the tangible chance
of creating an EU Digital Single Market if
loopholes are acknowledged and concretely
resolved.

20 Directive, Recital 80; Article 86, Article 87
21 http://www.eba.europa.eu/regulation-and-policy/consumer-protection-and-financial-innovation/
guidelines-on-the-security-of-internet-payments
22 Namely, Estonia, Slovakia, and the UK.
European Banking Authority, 2015. Compliance Table – Guidelines. Available at: https://www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/934179/EBA-GL2014-12+Compliance+Table-GL+security+of+internet+payments.pdf
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“The availability and use of Big Data is crucial for
maintaining the EU's competitiveness. Currently
there is a lack of clarity about who owns these
industrial data, and about how they may or may
not be used. This reduces incentives to develop
data-analytics services.”1 Such was the assessment
of Günther Oettinger, Commissioner for Digital
Economy and Society, regarding the current state of
Big Data use in the EU.

1 Speech at Hannover Messe: "Europe's future is digital" https://ec.europa.eu/commission/2014-2019/oettinger/announcements/
speech-hannover-messe-europes-future-digital_en
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Indeed, while Big Data may lead to new opportunities,
it also raises concerns as current legislation may fail
to give precise directions for its development, and it
is therefore important to understand what the current
trends and good practices are surrounding Big Data
today.

such as call logs, mobile-banking transactions, blog
posts, tweets, online searches, satellite images, or even
videos. One purpose of the Big Data solutions is indeed
to overcome traditional database systems, requiring
very structured data to operate, and to identify unseen
trends and patterns from chaotic collected datasets.

Welcome to the Big Data era

In addition to this variety, Big Data also aims at
managing amounts of data so large that computational
tools are required to extract data and obtain usable
information in a very short time span. This may be
achieved by methods such as cluster analysis (grouping
similar elements or people) or association analysis
(co-occurrence of items).

Over the past few years, technological innovations
and device affordability have led to an explosion of
“real-time digital data”2. According to a paper published
by the UN Global Pulse, the stock of digital data is
expected to increase 44 times between 2007 and 2020,
doubling every 20 months. In this context, Big Data
acts as a response to market actors’ need for lower
uncertainty and to create valuable information from
the constantly produced new data.
Big Data can be defined as a “data collection, merging
data from multiple sources into a single one”3. The
types of data that are collected comprise various items,

The ability of Big Data solutions to process and create
valuable information from a massive amount of
heterogeneous data therefore represents a tremendous
opportunity for both the private and public sector in
the EU to compete and take advantage of today’s digital
environment.

2 Big Data for Development: Challenges & Opportunities, UN Global Pulse http://unglobalpulse.org/sites/default/files/BigDataforDevelopmentUNGlobalPulseJune2012.pdf
3 Big data: opportunities and privacy concerns, Piotr Bąkowski, Members' Research Service, European Parliamentary Research Service http://www.
europarl.europa.eu/RegData/bibliotheque/briefing/2014/140771/LDM_BRI(2014)140771_REV1_EN.pdf
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Big Data promises: a wealth of opportunities
Higher productivity, improved service offerings, and
better client targeting are just some of the outcomes
expected to be achieved through the adequate
processing of these large volumes of data.
In the public sector, decision-makers in areas such as
public health, national security, urban planning, food
security, energy efficiency, and intelligent transport
systems could benefit from Big Data. It would, for
instance, “allow to track development progress,
improve social protection, and understand where
existing policies and programs require adjustment”4
by complementing official statistics and surveys. For
this purpose, real-time feedback provided by Big Data
analysis on the effectiveness of public policies would
indeed narrow the time and knowledge gap between
studies, allowing a targeted and adaptive approach by
political leaders to be adopted in a timely manner.
By way of example, the UK government is currently
supporting Big Data to monitor public transportation
infrastructure and services and better understand users’
needs. Analysis of public transport data gives useful
insights on journey patterns, which can then be used to
support the planning of services4.
Another practical illustration of the use of Big Data
in the public sector is the way in which some police
enforcement agencies adopt new strategies that
maximize the use of information produced by emerging
technology solutions, such as gunshot sensors,
surveillance video, social media, etc. to put officers
in a position to more quickly and effectively prevent
—or at least respond to—criminal activities.

Decision-making processes benefit from Big Data, as,
unlike Business Intelligence which focuses on explaining
current trends, the latter supports at forecasting
consumer behavior and market trends through
predictive models, thus enabling market players to be
proactive.
In short, Big Data can help to take advantage of the
ever-growing amount of digital data produced every
day. However, concerns have been raised regarding
the lack of legislation framing the use of Big Data and
particularly the rules enforcing the protection of data
privacy.
Privacy at the age of Yottabyte: a continuous
challenge
Every day, “individuals leave permanent traces across
cyberspace, like silkworms depositing “silk” which is
then “farmed” for different purposes by public and
private organizations”5. As personal data such as
photos, email addresses, bank details, medical data,
or IP addresses may be collected for the purpose of
a subsequent Big Data analysis, the risk of retaining
personal or sensitive information about individuals
without their consent is heightened. This is a major
concern as the “right of individuals to respect for their
private and family life, home and communications” is a
fundamental right governed by EU law, and therefore
a legal obligation for all market actors.
Furthermore, Big Data is, by its very nature, able to
connect different data, which would not be considered
as personal data if processed alone, but once
aggregated, may lead to individuals being identifiable.
This is a particularly challenging feature of Big Data as
it may limit traditional de-identification methods; in
this case, even anonymized data could be re-identified
and attributed to an individual, which may create a data
privacy breach.

4 Big data: opportunities and privacy concerns, Piotr Bąkowski,
Members' Research Service, European Parliamentary Research
Service http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/bibliotheque/
briefing/2014/140771/LDM_BRI(2014)140771_REV1_EN.pdf
5 Big and Open Data in Transport, Houses of Parliament, July 2014, http://
researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/POST-PN-472/POSTPN-472.pdf
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Big Data may consequently pose a threat to privacy
due to misuse or voluntary abuse, such as behavioral
tracking, profiling, or discrimination systems using data
and algorithms to include and exclude people from
various programs and make decisions based on the
scoring of individuals. The capacity to analyze and cross
a various amount of data to detect patterns could also
lead to mass surveillance, which is, for instance, the
consequence of the United States National Security
Agency’s PRISM program. Finally, Big Data could also
lead to the disclosure and loss of control of confidential
information due to database sharing with third parties
or a lack of proper data security.
By its nature, Big Data is a challenge for privacy, and
classic data protection principles cannot be applied
as such. For instance, Article 4 of the Luxembourg Data
Protection law on data quality, requiring the principles
of necessity and proportionality to be applied, is
incompatible with the very nature of Big Data.

Big Data can help
take advantage of the
ever-growing amount
of digital data produced
every day
On the one hand, a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)
should be performed when determining the processing
of data, with a special focus on the specific purposes
for using Big Data.
Moreover, data controllers should consider privacy
throughout the Big Data processing’s lifecycle meaning
at the time of data collection and access, data retention
and aggregation and data analysis and presentation.

Big Data & Privacy: the possible reconciliation
Despite the concerns outlined above, Big Data is a
growing trend in EU legislation seen as “an enabler
for Big Data services in Europe”6. This tendency is
embodied by various concrete actions such as the
Directive on the re-use of public sector information
promoting the availability of information produced,
collected and commissioned by the public sector in
the EU, also called open data policy.

In addition, transparency should be a key principle
for improving the quality and accuracy of the data
processed. It entails informing on how, by whom
and under whose responsibility personal data will be
processed. Early communication at the very beginning
of the project with your national data protection
authority can provide helpful insight.

The recent EU General Data Protection Reform stated
that data protection should not prevent innovation
enabled by Big Data but, on the contrary, be considered
as a competitive edge and a condition for success.

Data security is another important topic to be
addressed in accordance with the Privacy Impact
Assessment. Personal and sensitive data classification
should be defined and audit and traceability of data
from the origin should be ensured.

The remaining question is then, how can I launch Big
Data projects while abiding by the current legislation?
For now, the following may be initiated to deal with the
current data protection framework.

Finally, data integrity should be guaranteed and any
access or modifications should be restricted via means
such as granular access control and encryption of the
data-at-rest and in-transit.

6 Report of workshop on Privacy, Consumers, Competition and Big Data 2 June, https://secure.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/webdav/site/mySite/sharedDocuments/Consultation/Big percent20data/14-07 11_EDPS_Report_Workshop_Big_data_EN.pdf
7 The EU Data Protection Reform and Big Data—Factsheet—April 2015 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/files/
data-protection-big-data_factsheet_web_en.pdf
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What is the Internet of Things and what impact can it
have on society? While many industries already capture
the huge potential of IoT, it is also true that the public
sector can benefit significantly from the variety of
devices in the world of IoT. By leveraging the power of
these devices, we are entering an era of “Smart Cities”,
where sensors and automations can enhance public
services, and therefore the daily life of citizens.
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What is the meaning behind the term IoT?
If you’ve ever seen the “check engine” light come on in
your car and had the necessary repairs done in a timely
way, you’ve benefited from an early-stage manifestation
of what is today known as the Internet of Things (IoT).
Something about the way your car was operating—an
action—triggered a sensor, which communicated that
data to a monitoring device. The significance of this data
was determined based on aggregated information and
prior analysis. The light came on, which in turn triggered
a trip to the garage and necessary repairs.
In 1991 at Xerox PARC, Mark Weiser saw beyond these
simple applications. Extrapolating trends in technology,

he described “ubiquitous computing”—a world in
which objects of all kinds could sense, communicate,
analyze, and act or react to people and other machines
autonomously, in a manner no more intrusive or
noteworthy than how we currently turn on a light or
tap.
One way of capturing the process implicit in Weiser’s
model is as an Information Value Loop with discrete
but connected stages. An action in the world allows us
to create information about that action, which is then
communicated and aggregated across time and space,
allowing us to analyze that data to modify future acts.

Figure 1: The information Value Loop
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Create: The use of sensors to generate information about a physical event or state
Communicate: The transmission of information from one place to another
Aggregate: The gathering together of information created at different times or from different sources
Analyze: The discernment of patterns or relationships among phenomena that leads to descriptions, predictions, or prescriptions for action
Act: Initiating, maintaining, or changing a physical event or state
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Despite the generic nature of this process, it is perhaps even more relevant, as the future Weiser imagined is
increasingly upon us. It is not due to one particular advance in technology or even a breakthrough, but rather to
the confluence of improvements to a suite of technologies that have collectively reached levels of the required
performance.
As illustrated in figure 2 below, each stage of the value loop is connected to the subsequent stage by a specific
set of technologies, defined below.

Figure 2: The technologies enabling the Internet of Things
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Technology

Definition

Examples

Sensors

A device that generates an electronic signal from a physical condition
or event

The cost of an accelerometer has
fallen to 40 cents from $2 in 2006.2
Similar trends have made other types
of sensors small, inexpensive, and
robust enough to create information
from everything from fetal
heartbeats via conductive fabric in
the mother’s clothing to jet engines
roaring at 35,000 feet.

Networks

A mechanism for communicating an
electronic signal

Wireless networking technologies
can deliver bandwidths of 300
megabits per second (Mbps) to 1
gigabit per second (Gbps) with near
ubiquitous coverage.

Standards

Commonly accepted prohibitions or
prescriptions for action

Technical standards enable
processing of data and allow for
interoperability of aggregated
data sets. In the near future, we
could see mandates from industry
consortia and/or standards bodies
related to technical and regulatory
loT standards.

Augmented intelligence

Analytical tools that improve the
ability to describe, predict, and
exploit relationships among phenomena

Petabyte-sized (1015 bytes, or 1,000
terabytes) databases can now be
searched and analyzed, even when
populated with unstructured (for
example, text or video) data sets.
Software that learns might substitute
for human analysis and judgment in
a few situations.

Augmented behavior

Technologies and techniques that
improve compliance with prescribed
action

Machine-to-machine interfaces
are removing reliably fallible
human intervention into otherwise
optimized processes. Insights into
human cognitive biases are making
prescriptions for action based
on augmented intelligence more
effective and reliable.

What can IoT bring to the public sector?
Now that we have reviewed the meaning of IoT, we can start looking at what IoT can bring to improve public sector
services. The table below (figure 3) gives an overview of potential applications within the public sector.
Figure 3

Category
Transportation

Sub-Category

Example

Public Transportation

• Using GPS tracking devices, we can enable real-time
monitoring of buses and give better information on
waiting times
• Using swipe-card information, we can analyze peaks in
use and provide a better supply of buses

Economy

Health

Environment

Administration

Traffic

• Using GPS tracking devices or presence detection
sensors, we can enable real-time traffic analytics and
have a smarter control of traffic lights to prevent traffic
congestion

Public bikes

• Using GPS tracking devices, we can analyze where public
bikes are most needed and also balance the availability of
bikes at different locations

Tourism

• Using beacons, we can push notifications on smartphones
based on location and give people additional information
about a place in a city or an art object in a museum

Industry

• Smart infrastructures

Assistance to people

• Using a single-push button, a person can send an
emergency alert

Automated medication

• Using medical devices, we can automate the supply of
medicine for people with diabetes or high blood pressure
and send alerts to their doctor when the device detects a
problem

Maintenance of medical devices and
failure detection

• Using a sensor, a battery-powered medical device could
send a notification when a battery needs to be replaced

Water supply

• Using sensors, leakage in water pipes can be detected

Pollution

• Using sensors, we can monitor pollution levels and the
amount a polluting particle emitted

Electronic identity device

• Using magic bands1, people can have all their identity
information and important information updated
• Using biometrics, personal magic bands can be secured
and prevent identity theft

Security

Drones

• Using computer vision, drones can identify security issues
and report them

Fire

• Using smoke detectors, automated notifications can be
sent to intervention centers
• Using sensors in gas pipes, we can identify potential
sources of fire and deal with them before any damage is
caused

1 An all-in-one wristband that holds a lot of information and enables services for the user (room key, electronic wallet, etc.). Some amusement parks are making use of this
technology to enhance their clients’ user experience.
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As we can see, there are many public sector services that
could benefit from the various use cases that IoT has to
offer. By automating processes, IoT can not only reduce
costs but also increase reliability of services.

lower scale can enable real-time monitoring of traffic
and leverage analytics about road use. Then that data
can be used to ensure smarter control of traffic lights
and prevent traffic congestion.

In the following sections, we focus on two specific
areas. While other areas are just as relevant, we think
transportation and security are topics that are clearer
examples of the potential IoT has to offer the Public
Sector.

Furthermore, the real strength of IoT is the possibility
to aggregate data from various sources. Imagine that
there are often traffic jams on a frequently used road.
A correlation between traffic data and supply of public
transportation can show that traffic could be more fluid
if a new bus line were added for example. Or traffic
signaling could proactively suggest alternate roads in
order to maintain fluidity across the whole road network.

Transportation is one of those areas that can be greatly
improved thanks to the use of sensors from IoT. For
example, many cities have started to leverage the
power of GPS tracking devices to offer people more
accurate bus waiting times. The data on waiting time
can be correlated with peaks in usage and frequency
can therefore be adapted accordingly. Monitoring usage
of public transport can be as simple as counting the
number of passengers using buses over the course of a
day. Card-swiping devices, such as Navigo or MPass, are
becoming common these days and can easily provide
us with this information. On top of that, they are a
convenient alternative to carrying many paper passes
and, as a positive side-effect, they also prevent waste of
paper and ink. Right now, many cities provide their own
cards but it is foreseeable that standards will emerge and
having the same pass nationwide could become a reality.
Having a single pass whatever the destination makes
procedures easier for people and so it is likely to foster
growth in tourism as a consequence.
Besides public transportation, traffic management can
equally benefit from IoT. The same GPS tracking devices
as for buses or simply passage detection sensors at a

Another priority for the public sector is ensuring safety.
IoT can be of great use to enable faster interventions
when necessary. For example, reusing the traffic data we
talked about previously, a fire engine could avoid traffic
congestion and reach the incident location faster than
simply taking the shortest route.
Increasing intervention speed is all well and good,
but what if we could prevent issues from happening
in the first place? IoT has the means to do so. Taking
the previous example of a fire, this fire could actually
have been triggered by a combination of various
environmental elements. Smoke detectors are wellknown, but sensors able to detect leakage in pipes
also exist. For instance, thanks to such devices, we can
identify potential risks of fire and notify a leakage in a
gas pipe so that intervention can happen before the fire
even has a chance to start, thus limiting or preventing
damage. Similar sensors can be used for water pipes to
prevent water damage, but also to identify infrastructure
faults in the water delivery chain.

Transportation is one of those areas that can
be greatly improved thanks to the use of
sensors from IoT. For example, many cities
have started to leverage the power of GPS
tracking devices to offer people more accurate
bus waiting times
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Jumping in
The world of IoT provides us with a high diversity of
devices and the data collected through these devices
can even be aggregated, offering an incredible number
of use cases. However, it is important to remain aware
of the resources needed to deal with IoT data properly.
Actually, projects leveraging IoT often deal with another
well-known challenge, namely Big Data.
To operate projects like these, starting with a pilot
is essential. Many points of concern first need to be
addressed, especially in the domains of regulation and
technology.

Conclusion
IoT is an ever growing ecosystem and its
applications are many. Today, public sector
services have to face the new needs of citizens
who are becoming accustomed to having
technologies facilitating their everyday lives.
IoT can fulfill the new requirements of public
services and shape a future with smarter cities
and countries.

Under the category of regulation, we have to handle all
issues related to data privacy as well as fulfilling security
requirements for storing and transporting such data.
The technology category is composed of many layers
and its goal is to determine the technological stack need.
The following list shows the different layers to
consider:
• Storage & Query (SQL, MongoDB, Hadoop,
ElasticSearch, Graphs, etc.)
• Replication (depending on the storage)
• Security (user access, encryption, firewall, etc.)
• Availability (failure recovery, real-time, etc.)
• Scalability
• Aggregation
• Analytics
Entering the pilot phase, the first step is to identify what
data needs to be collected. From there, a comparative
analysis of different devices able to provide this data
needs to be performed. Then, an initial proof-of-concept
prototype can be created on a small scale to compare
the best alternatives. Finally, based on the results of
the prototypes, the project can be implemented and
deployed starting at a reasonable scale, for a single city.
Later on, adoption can be rolled out to more cities or
even nationwide.
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